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Preface
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positive opinion about the use of personal digital assistance tools by construction workers. But they can not proof
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All involved parties were enthousiastic on continueing the collaboration after the first interviews.
From Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. special thanks to Ivo Schins, Pascal Veugelers, Walther Weerts, Roger Suijkerbuijk, Tim
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D.H.G.C. (Dennis) van der Steen BSc.
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Abstract
This summary describes the process of the first part of the graduation project in which the combination of research
and practical implementation are brought together. A collaboration is taking place with the companies Palte B.V.
and Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. to make an interesting and useful project.

Introduction

Currently BIM is mainly used in the design stage of construction projects. But why is the BIM-use skipping parts
of the construction stages in the entire process? This question forms an important motive for this research. It can
be very interesting to see what possibilities the BIM working method will have for the information-exchange and
communication on the Dutch construction site. To bring the use of BIM to the site, the project Digibouw is set up
by Palte. Digibouw is a research in which the possibilities for the application of BIM on the construction site will be
designed. This graduation project will be a smaller part of the development of the Digibouw application.

Theoretical analysis

The main cause of failure costs in the Dutch construction industry is the information-exchange and communication
(UPS Marketing Consultancy, 2010). From literature and previous researches it can be found that the core problems
were: the information needs of the construction team on site is not known by the work preparation, the traditional
construction drawings are unclear and information is lost because BIM is no longer used after the definitive design
stage.
However, the use of BIM is rising in the construction industry (McGraw-Hill, 2012). More and more projects are using
the BIM method for the collaboration between architect, engineer and advisor during the designing stage. But also
in the construction phase we sligthly see some more implementation of the BIM use. Think of a cost estimation by
Quantiy Take-Off, controlling and checking dimensions, clarify difficult details and issues by visualizing and a quality
control in the completion phase.

Problem statement and research question

Based on the results of the findings in the literature the problem statement can be described as follows:

“The process of information-exchange and communication is not designed in the most optimal way in
the building process. The provided information does not meet the requirements of the end-user, in this
case the construction site worker, set in terms of information needs and presentation. Besides of this, the
provided information is not always up-to-date and stored centrally. In the end this results in waste of
time and therefore construction costs for the contractor.”
How can we implement BIM more in the construction stage of building projects? And how can we create a bigger
use and importance of the IFC model on the construction site? This together with the findings of the literature and
practical research, like the double generation of work and the lack of central storage, were combined to the research
question:

“In what way can the right information, belonging to a task specific work instruction, clearly appear in a
BIM oriented construction project so that the end-users, the construction worker and site manager, can
use it in the field?”
The expected result of the graduation project is a tangible product. It is validated using a prototypical software tool
and can be described in the next sentences:

“A useful and task-oriented part for the prototype of the digital work instruction from the Building
Information Model for a specific task within the pilot project, so that BIM is the main source of
information storage on the construction site to be used by the construction workers. The information
should be presented in a simple, effective and clear way through the most convenient medium.“
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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Practical research

In first instance the practical research had the goal to make an inventory of all the information needs and desires
from the construction team during the construction stages of foundation piles to the first floor of the casco. By doing
interviews and observations in the field, the processes are mapped very detailed. The most important issue during
this research is the lack of a clear overview when executing tasks on site. Presenting only the information that is
needed minimizes the chances of faults (Natrop, 2015). In the end, the communication and information presentation
is the key factor between the people in the site office and the men in the field. Digibouw can help with presenting
information in a more efficient and effective way. Think of a structured way of information and document storage.

Research conclusion

The first idea was to create the complete Digibouw application, therefore the needed information should be known.
A smaller part had to be taken which would be used as the main idea for the further design stage. During the
practical observations, I observed the site manager used a lot of marked drawings to generate a clear overview of the
construction project. For example in the stages of making the foundation piles and pouring the foundation beams.
These marked drawings are made at a certain moment and then are put somewhere in the office. The documents
(sometimes also draft versions) are not stored centrally. Therefore it happens that the marked drawing are generated
twice or even more.
The idea is to set up a 3D BIM storage of these kind of drawings, also combined in the 3D .IFC model. In this tool the
2D marked areas from the .PDF file are then ‘projected’ on the 3D model. In this case, the 3D models are used more
effectively in the construction phase: one BIM storage for all project information is the ideal situation. Some useful
information can be retrieved from the .IFC model, this happens directly and is task specific. More about this in the
second part of the graduation report.
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List of abbreviations
ASM		

Assistent site manager

BCF		

Building Collaboration Format

BIM		

Building Information Modeling

CO		

Construction phase

CW		

Construction worker

DP		

Designing parties

EXPL		

Explotation phase (operate and maintain)

FD		

Final design

FM		

Foreman

HCI 		

Human-computer interaction

IFC		

Industry Foundation Classes

PD		

Preliminary design

PL		

Project leader

PF		

Price formation

QTO		

Quantity Take-Off

SC		

Subcontractor

SD		

Sketch design

SM		

Site manager

SU		

Supplier of materials

TD		

Technical design

TSWI		

Task specific work instruction

UCD 		

User-centered design

UI 		

User interface

WP		

Work preparation
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1. Introduction
The first chapter of this research thesis includes the reason for writing this report. First, we will have a look at the
motives that have led to this topic of this graduation project. Then, also the external partnership, the case project,
research approach and thesis outline will be discussed.

1.1. Motivation
The collaboration in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry is changing. At this moment, a lot
of information is exchanged in the form of 2D construction drawings and documents between the involved parties.
There is a slow transition taking place to a process by which information is exchanged in the form of 3D. The Building
Information Model plays an important role. The term Building Information Modeling is also abbreviated as BIM. BIM,
sometimes there is spoken about it giggly by outstanders. People who are not in the construction sector often have
no idea what it means. But BIM is accepted by many persons in the construction sector as the new working method.
A new form of working together throughout the entire life cycle of a construction project. The power of this method
is that possible problems between these disciplines in the design process can be prevented. Less information will be
lost during transitions in the building process because all information is availabe for the parties (see figure 1).
In the literature many definitions of the term can be found, but what is the correct description of BIM? In the research
about the impact of the Building Information Model on the role as project manager (Smith, 2012) is a definition
formed on the basis of pronunciations by Eastman et al (2008), Azhar (2011) and Delany (2010). BIM is a way of working
together between the involved parties in the building process, using a shared model. The way of sharing information
is in the BIM design process completely different from the traditional way of working. The BIM method ensures that
each party can handle its information immediately in the model, making the needed knowledge and information
Time in building process

Information/value

Ideal situation
(with BIM method)

Real-life situation
(in traditional building process)

Design phase

Work preparation

Construction phase

Maintenance

Figure 1: The flow of information and value during the building process with the BIM method (Fikkers et al. 2012).
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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Time in building process

Information/value

can be shared in a faster and more efficient way with the other parties (Eastman et al, 2008). In addition, it creates a
Ideal
situation
better understanding and overview of the planning and costs of a project, since the
model
can be elaborated to a
(with
BIM
method)
very extensive level of detail and assembly times and prices can be linked to the model elements. The BIM acts in the
building process as an integrated model that stores information in the form of traditional construction documents
such as drawings, specifications, construction details, lists, etc. in a central database.
Based on literature references (Smith, 2012) the term BIM can be described as follows:
“BIM is a digital representation of the physical and functional characteristics of a building. In the model, the involved
parties in the development, construction and operation phase of a construction project use a joint platform of information.
In which, among other things, the drawings, schedules, and costs are related to each other.”
This definition from the literature will be used during the rest of this graduation
project when spoken about BIM.
Real-life situation
This sounds very easy, but there are of course many bottlenecks in(inthis
processbuilding
nowadays.
Many designing parties
traditional
process)
are working with their own software packages and still many subcontractors are even not working in 3D modeling
applications. The coordination and exchange of 3D BIM data is certainly a concern for collaboration. Within the
integrated collaboration also appear some questions about roles and responsibilities, which clearly needs to be
captured in so-called BIM protocols.
Currently, BIM is mainly used in the design stage of the building process (McGraw-Hill, 2012). See figure 3 for a
Design phase
Work preparation
Construction phase
Maintenance
schematic overview of the traditional building
process. The areas
indicate where BIM
can already be found in the
Dutch construction projects. From the stage of first computer drawings untill the stage of the final design. The
different basic models of the architect, the engineer and the installer can be merged in .IFC models. IFC stands for
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) and is a neutral and open file format for the exchange of construction information.
This is a file format that allows 3D models that have been drawn in various software packages, to be joined in an
integral model. One of the biggest advantages of BIM is the ability for a clash control between the different models,
in which errors in the overlapping models are automatically detected. After the construction phase, where BIM is
not yet commonly used, BIM is introduced in the completion phase. For example as quality control assistance tool.
BIM on the construction site
Building site office

Building site

BIM data

Handing over
information

Drawings
Assembling instructions

Which information?

Specifications

In what way?
When?

Figure 2: What is the best way to connect the building site office and site workers on the building site by using BIM?

As a result of the implementation of BIM, there will be fewer design issues or problems during the construction
phase which can result in less construction costs. This is also a big opportunity and advantage of course for the
contractor. In the construction phase a lot of money can not be earned, but money can definitely be saved.
But why is the BIM use skipping parts of the construction phase in the entire construction process? This question
forms an important motive for this research. It can be very interesting to see what possibilities the BIM working
18
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Traditional building process (Twijnstra Gudde, 1987)
http://essay.utwente.nl/700/1/scriptie_Morssinkhof.pdf
Program
1.

Initiative

2.

Feasibility
study

3.

Project
definition

Design
BIM applied to
a large extent
Sketch
design

4.

5.

Preliminary
design

Final
design

6.

Development

7.

Specification

8.

Price
formation

Realization

9.

Work
preparation

10.

Construction

BIM applied in
reasonable level
11.

Completion Exploitation

12.

Operation Demolition

13.

Demolition

Figure 3: The traditional building process (Twijnstra Gudde 1987). The marked areas show where BIM can already be found.

method will have for the information-exchange and communication on the Dutch construction site. In the building
site office all information to use is available. But what is the best way to hand over the information?
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1.2. External partners Palte B.V. and Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
The theme ‘ BIM on the construction site ‘ is arrived at the university by a company that at that time, in the year 2016,
was working on a plan to use BIM also on the construction site. The short project description that I read about it
made me curious. Personally I saw a combination of Construction Technology and Design Systems be exposed. The
company that knocked at the university doors for possible research was ‘Palte B.V. Bouwingenieurs en adviesbureau’
from Valkenburg a/d Geul in the South of The Netherlands.

Palte B.V. Bouwingenieurs en adviesbureau

Palte B.V. is an engineering and consulting firm for concrete and steel constructions. Thanks to years of experience,
the company is now a global player in the field of consultancy and project management for construction projects.
The company has a total of 32 employees, most workers do have a function as BIM-modeller or engineer. Already
since the year 2007 Palte is working with the Revit modeling application and currently all projects are drawn in Revit.
This makes the company a frontrunner in the region of Limburg. Furthermore, the office has its own architectural
department where designs, licensing projects, construction supervision, building support, frameworks and time
and budget monitoring belong to the core mission.
At Palte there are three central businesses: LEAN, BIM and supply chain integration. Lean stands for elimination of
waste and maximize value for the client. Work according to the BIM methodology brings together all disciplines
in one model, it allows for alignment and the desired information can be accessed. With chain integration Palte
provides that the project team is coming together in a very early stage and thus the knowledge of all partners is
fully effective.

Digibouw: the use of BIM in the field

Digibouw is a research of Palte B.V. in which the possibilities for the
application of BIM on the construction site will be designed. How can
we bring the desired information in the field to complete a task? This
graduation project will be a part of this larger research, and zooms in on
the information needs and wishes of the end-user on the construction
site for a specific part of the building.

Definition and vision of Digibouw

The company thinks that over a number of years it is normal to walk around the construction site with a tablet.
Everywhere you look, personal digital devices are used. Think of mobile phones, tablets and laptops. But on the
constrution site this is not seen at all, it is one of the view places in normal life where these electronic devices are not
welcome yet.
Digibouw is a BIM application that links the design output with the execution input for the construction worker, site
manager and project leader on the construction site. By using this tool, the chance of failure costs will be significantly
reduced.
The world of construction changes. Drawing buildings and construction works started on the drawing board and
nowadays we are able to build a building completely digital with all parts included (architectural, structural and
installation). For the time being, however, this limits itself to the design phase. Digibouw focuses on the construction
phase; here are opportunities. The link is made between the design and implementation. The executive parties also
designs in the digital building model. Implementation aspects (planning and details) can be included in the model.
This will lead to other roles in the construction process.
20
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The costs of failure in the building and construction industry are relatively high, think of 8-11% of the total costs.
These costs are for the biggest part caused by poor exchange of information and miscommunication (Feijen, 2016).
The power of the application is extracted from creating a simple tool that is user-friendly. The research is based on a
demand-driven development, so the needs of the customer (contractor) and end-users (construction workers et al.)
The mission of Digibouw is therefore to reduce failure costs in the building process.
Together with Palte B.V. already some thougths about the design of the application were exchanged. See for the
first design appendix F, on page 160. The requirements for the design and use of the Digibouw can be summarized
in some words: simple, clear and not many choices (direct). The idea is that everybody, so not only the site manager
and project manager, is able to use the Digibouw application on phone or tablet for example. Keep it simple is
therefore really important. Digibouw brings all drawings to the construction site in a digital BIM-based manner, so
all information is up-to-date and stored centrally.

Figure 4: Information flows in the Digibouw concept.

Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.

Van Wijnen has over 100 years of knowledge and experience in the field of residential and commercial construction.
The company has become a national project development and construction company. The structure of Van Wijnen
Groep N.V. includes five regional companies and 25 Van Wijnen-locations. The emergence of the contact with the
establishment in Sittard is expired via Palte B.V., this due to the fact that Palte is facilitating much (constructive)
drawing work for the company Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. The location in Sittard is still not so much familiar with the
use of BIM in the construction phase. However, (a kind of ) BIM is more and more applied in the design phase, by
checking the different aspect models for clashes for example.
It therefore seems a great opportunity to make the combination with the practice on the construction site. Sending
BIM to the construction phase without studying this end-user is impossible. Within the company Van Wijnen Sittard
a project is proposed (see next chapter) that seems interesting for this research. Also the project leader is open
to innovations and has a lot of experience because he started as a construction worker himself. The reasons to
participate in this partnership with Palte B.V. and the TU/e is for Van Wijnen Sittard a chance to discover the possible
advantages and disadvantages of BIM in the construction phase.
Together with Van Wijnen Rosmalen B.V., Van Wijnen Project development Zuid B.V. location Rosmalen and Van
Wijnen Project development Zuid B.V. location Sittard, forms Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. the branch of Van Wijnen Zuid
B.V. This is a company part of the large parent company Van Wijnen Groep N.V. with the headquarters in Baarn.
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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1.3. Case project Campagne Maastricht
To clearly define the graduation project, the research will be focused on a construction project in progress at Van
Wijnen Sittard B.V.: New building of a care centre ‘Campagne’ in Maastricht. Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. is responsible for
the realization of the care complex, consisting of three equal building blocks with a central entrance. For this project
Palte B.V. from Valkenburg a/d Geul delivers Palte B.V. the drawings and calculations related to the construction. The
other architectural drawings come from the architect. It is expected that the project will be completed in January
2018.
Project details new building of the care centre Campagne in Maastricht:
Client:				Mosae Zorggroep
Contractor:			Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Architect:			
Architecten aan de Maas B.V.
Engineer:			Ingenieursbureau Palte B.V.
Installation:			Unica Installatietechniek B.V.
Contract:			Design & Build
Total building sum:		
ca. 16 million euros (excl. VAT)

Figure 5: A 3D impression of the .IFC design model of the new building in ‘project Campagne’.

Constructing the foundation and parts of the casco

The research is further delineated by mapping the information exchange and –needs for a specific building part in
the case project. There is chosen to look at the realization of the foundation and parts of the casco. The parts of the
casco (constructive elements) can be specified in: ground floor, walls and first floor. The work for the foundation
is started in week 42 (October 2016). The construction of these components is representative of works of nonresidential and residential construction works in general and also for works of Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.

Figure 6: Overview of the situation of Campagne Maastricht, the grey area (block A) will be the framework for reseach.
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Figure 7: The parts of the casco including the foundation of block A in ‘project Campagne’.

In the above figure is a 3D visualization of the part of the foundation and casco shown from the BIM model. This
makes the framework of this research related to the information needs on the construction site. In the situation
drawing of Campagne in figure 6 this building block is shaded in grey. Using below SADT-chart (also known as an
IDEF0 diagram) the construction process for the realization of the foundation and casco of this building block is
0.

Realizing foundation and casco

- Demolition plan
1.

- Pegs
building corners
- Digital data
(ground work model)

Executing
demolition works

2.
Excavating
ground work

- Defined pegs
- Overview plan piles - Reinforcement drawings
- Formwork drawings
- Execution drawings
3.
Driving
foundation piles

4.

- Execution drawings
- Overview plan floor plates

Making
foundation beams

5.

- Execution drawings
- Assembling instructions

Making
ground floor

6.

- Execution drawings
- Overview plan floor plates

Making
load-bearing wall

7.
Making
first floor

Figure 8: IDEF0 diagram of the process that is the focus for the research to information-exchange and communication.

given in a structured manner. It should be mentioned that the chosen parts of the foundation and casco only serves
as a demarcation of the research phase. Ultimately, the inventoried information will be abstracted so to develop a
more general (standard) process that can be applied in multiple projects. Not only in this specific case.
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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1.4. Research approach
In this graduation research the information-exchangement and communication on the Dutch construction site is
the central subject. The most important involved users (persons) are the site workers and the site manager. The site
workers and site manager are namely two of the potential users of the Digibouw application.
A baseline assessment has to be formed first (the ‘as-is’-situation). Where does the communication goes wrong and
where is a mismatch between the user’s need and the provision of information by work preparation? The required
information of the construction worker often deviates from the delivered information of the designing parties
(architect, structural engineer or installation advisor). From the participative observing on the construction site and
in the site office the detailed description of the process with the respective bottlenecks will be clearified. How can
this process be improved, providing new possibilities of information display. The design process is researched at Palte
B.V., what information is put in the model for example? Then, on the construction site of the company Van Wijnen
is examined what information the end-user, the construction worker, actually demands. The equation can then be
created if this information is already processed in BIM and how it can be displayed. Based on the requirements of the
construction workers outside, a prototype tool (program or product) can be designed for handing over information
from a BIM environment to the end-user in a new manner using personal digital assistance.
The potential benefits of this method of task specific information from the BIM can be concluded from literature.
Later on, in the last stage of the project the final prototype tool can be tested by doing qualitative research. What
works easier and how can this new information management system be implemented?
The working method for this research can be seen as a so-called
‘bottom-up ‘ approach, in which first the link at the bottom of the
chain will be viewed, in this case, the end-user or the construction
worker. This is against the research flow of normal construction
process.

Problem
statement
Literature
research
Possible
solutions

Participative
observing

Information
needs

Designing
application

Part of the
Digibouw tool

Testing in
the field
Validation and
verification
Conclusion

Figure 9: The research model that summarizes the described research approach.
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1.5. Thesis outline
The work done during the first phase of the graduation project, the research, is presented in this thesis, which
started off with a summary of the motive of the use of BIM in the construction phase and an introduction about the
external partners and the pilot project in this chapter. In addition, the research model that has been designed to
study the information-exchange and communication on the construction site is discussed in the first chapter.
The second chapter includes the theoretical analysis. A literature research is completed that describes the general
problem. This problem is the cause of the research. During this chapter, the scope of the analysis is getting more
narrow. From the failure costs in the first paragraph to already usage of BIM in the construction phase and from the
task specific work instructions to the medium possibilities to provide information on site. These last named subjects
can help in the designing stage of the project to find solutions to form a possible digital work instruction.
The third chapter discusses the problem statement, based on the literature review and interviews, as well as the
objectives and limitations of the project. In specific, the research questions, the expected results, the framework and
the relevances about implementing BIM in the construction phase are shown.
Chapter four focuses on the information needs and provision of the involved persons in the process of informationexchange and communication on the construction site. This is investigated for the phases of the foundation piles,
foundation beams and parts of the casco. The result of these practical observations is an answer to the question
what information should be presented to the site worker. On basis of the needs, an effective tool or application to
provide information could possibly be designed in the following part.
The fifth chapter uses this information and data from the literature review to form an idea to create a part or tool
within the digital work instruction for the site worker. How can we implement BIM more in the construction phase of
building projects. The part of the tool may be used as built-in for the Digibouw application in future.
In the next part of the project, the design process, we will have a closer look to the development of the tool. Here, the
idea will be elaborated and the scripting in Python will take place. When the tool is working properly, the designed
application or tool is going to be tested in the field. Is a site worker or site manager able to work with this new
approach? The result is a qualititative approach to see the advantages and disadvantages of the usage. Possible
shortcomings will be clarified. The final chapter in part 2, uses this to show the impact (of a part) of the the digital
work instruction on the construction site. The tool will be discussed in the end. This is done by discussing the results
of the designed process of optimization the information-exchange and communication on the construction site. It
could be the basis for an in-depth discussion on the future developments of the communication and information
provision on site. In addition, some recommendations will be named for additional topics to be studied.
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2. Theoretical analysis
Before starting a design for the digital work instruction, a theoretical basis of literature has to be created. Therefore
a lot of papers and information on the web is searched and read. In this theoretical analysis is started with the main
cause of the theme: failure costs in the AEC industry. The most important issue is discussed further and will be more
specified. After this, the introduction of BIM in the building sector will be threated, combined with the transition
to to the construction phase. A theme that is already researched, the task specific work instruction, is upcoming.
Results of previous studies will be shown, even the possible media to provide information on the construction site.
In the end, already existing BIM software tools for the construction phase will be discussed shortly. These tools can
help by creating a vision for the Digibouw application.

2.1. Failure costs in the AEC industry
Failure costs in the Dutch construction industry are circa 10,8% of the total annual turnover; this is about 5,5
milliard euro (UPS Marketing Consultancy, 2010). This research also shows that poor information-exchange and
communication is the main cause of failure cost in the Dutch construction industry. Marcel Noordhuis estimates
about 20% of the total costs with the development, construction and maintenance of real estate are related to
failure costs (Noordhuis, 2016).
The market develops various tools, working methods, innovative processes to reduce the costs of failure. The
statements like “Lean”, “BIM”, “Supply chain integration”, are heard many times in the industry. However, these words
are regularly used as trade mark rather than the methodology or the tool will actually be applied as it is intended.
The construction sector is from origin a traditional and conservative industry. Therefore change of processes is slow.
In figure 10 below, it can be seen in which project phases the causes and expression of failure costs is the biggest.
It can be stated from the figure that in the work preparation phase and the construction phase, the causes and
expressions have the highest level. The most striking, but expected number, is the 76% at expression of failure costs
within
theand
contractor.
Also the
number
for causes
of the subcontractor
Causes
expression
failure
costs
per project
phase (in %)is big.
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6
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2

0

3

1

2

2
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1

20

0

28

0

27

2

44
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31

7

24

2

33

4

20

3

26

8
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33

71

24

61

20

76

29

58

15

82

Completion phase

3

11

4

10

0

11

5

19

0

5

Figure 10: Causes and expression failure costs per project phase in %. (Bouwkennis, 2013)

For the project Digibouw some research about the possible causes of failure costs in the construction industry is
completed (Feijen, 2016). Therefore some persons within the target group of contractors and subcontractors were
interviewed. Results of this research are divided by function category like the board, project leader, site manager
and construction workers.
The board mentions that the coordination between the involved parties in the project (architect, engineer,
constructor and contractor) should be better. Besides of this, the knowledge about the construction process must
be procured in an earlier stage of the building process was stated by this category.
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The group of project leaders is direct with the arguments for the failure costs in this industry. Firstly they state that
there is not enough knowledge of the construction process at the designing parties. Secondly, the communication
between the different partners is poor and the design documents of the various parties are “thrown over the fence”.
This is typical for the traditional design process (see also figure 1), because of this, a lot of information is lost. Thirdly,
the project manager is often not involved in design decisions. This can affect the project in a positive or negative
impact in the construction phase.
Site managers of course have a lot to do with information-exchange and communication on the construction
site. They have the responsibility for the execution. They come over with multiple arguments that issues some
construction site related information-exchange problems. The drawings are not up-to-date, this means information
is not correct. Also, on the provided drawings is not stated correctly the relevant information they need. These are
some issues on site we also see in the further literature research in the next paragraph 2.2. Furthermore it happens
sometimes that the drawings of the architect do not match the drawings of the engineer, created details are not
feasible in reality or crucial components in the detailing are forgotten.
The last interviewed group is the group of construction workers. One of the most under-appreciated persons in the
building process, although there are actually realizing the design. That there is a big lack of information-exchange for
them becomes apparent from multiple researches (Natrop and Van Berlo, 2014; Span, 2015; Feijen, 2016). In details
is not often taken into account the connection of materials in corners. This is because only vertical and horizontal
details are drawn. The most important or interesting problem is the fact drawings consist often of way too much
information that is not important for the construction worker. They prefer only relevant information which is needed
for a week. In the life-cycle of construction projects many actors are involved that share information.
The management of this information in the life-cycle is often inefficient and error prone. Through the different
phases information gets lost, is misinterpreted, copied to other formats and structures, stored in different locations
and comes with an implicit structure or no structure at all. The information- and knowledge-exchange between
life-cycle phases is limited and mainly based on the exchange of documents and 2D drawings (Adriaanse, 2014).
Although within the different phases intelligent information is often available.
The main cause of failure costs in the Dutch construction industry, the information-exchange and communication,
will be discussed in a more detailed way in the next chapter.
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2.2. Information-exchange and communication on the construction site
Based on the failure costs related to information-exchange and communication in the construction industry, a search
for literature on this subject has been done. The construction worker is the central person in the subject about
information-exchange, because the construction worker is the end-user who has to use the provided information.
The biggest trouble that was found from previous researches about the provision of information and communication
on the construction site (Natrop and Van Berlo, 2014) is that drawings contain general information for a lot of
different crafts-men and workers. Therefore it is possible that a construction worker gets distracted or takes the
wrong information. It is affecting the quality of his work in a positive way. Besides of this, BIM holds more information
than the small part that is presented on the drawings. This ‘hidden’ information can have some potential value for
the construction workers on site, this could result in a more effective and efficient working method.
Also some other identified core problems at the construction site in terms of information provision and -exchange
(Span, 2015) were found. This research goes even deeper in detail about the problems and is executed by field work.
The core problems are stated below:
- Information needs of the construction team outside is not known by the work preparation.
- Information on the traditional drawings is unclear.
- Information is lost because BIM after the definitive design is no longer used.
In total there are seven problems due to the core problems, these are described on basis of the literature below:

1) There is a lot of time spent to generate 2D working drawings from the 3D model.

At the start of projects the design team is forced to work and design in 3D. Until the construction phase
much time is spent to generate a high quality 3D model. For generating the definitive construction 		
drawings in first instance is tried to generate these 2D drawings from the model. In the end there is 		
decided to draw the construction drawings again for example in AutoCAD, this because it takes too much
time to transform the 3D BIM model to executive work drawings.

2) Unnecessary links must be made to generate necessary construction information.

The information provided on work drawings is in many cases not directly usable. So site workers have 		
to ‘calculate’ the dimensions of building elements or parts themselves on the basis of the provided 		
information. Creating this kind of relations should, however, be kept to a minimum because this creates
unnecessary additional calculations and is prone to making calculation errors with time loss and failure
costs as possible results.

3) Manual filtering of traditional drawings.

The completeness of the information for a specific task is closely connected to the relevance of the 		
information. In current practice, the necessary information for a task can be found on multiple form 		
drawings on A0-format. Searching for the right information and the distraction by irrelevant drawings 		
provide a reduced efficiency. Also, this method is prone to misinterpret information. The weather 		
conditions are not always making it easy to use the large drawings close to the workplace with the result
that the essential information is transmitted or forgotten by walking between the site office and the 		
workplace.

4) Information is generated multiple times

In current practice (amended) implementing information is not centrally captured with an inefficient 		
information transfer as a result. By decentralized capturing of information, the information is generated
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multiple by various executive site office workers. Using a marker provides the foreman the cambers of a
color and a brand for himself, so he knows where what opening with specific size is. Establishing these 		
relationships is, however, already once before done by the site manager when ordering the wood 		
for making the savings.

5) Changes are forgotten to be processed on drawing.

It happens sometimes that the site manager decides to work in a different way than is predetermined 		
on drawing. This can be done because of the amount of physical labour of the site workers or because 		
of the material use. In consultation with the engineer it is determined whether the alternative execution
method still satisfies. Despite that the changed construction is known by the engineer, it is forgotten to fit
the changes on drawing because they are not central stored.

6) Working drawings are not up-to-date.

With some frequency the list of documents is not up-to-date. Then there are drawings in circulation that
are not yet in the list or under an incorrect date. Or drawings that are ever approved for execution but now
once again adapted and never have arrived in the construction phase. A risk is that teams getting started
with outdated information with as result unnecessary (recovery) costs and construction delays.

7) The information is not provided in time.

The necessary technical information for executing the work has to be available in time for the site manager
and the site workers. Because there is often a large amount of technical drawings, it is important that the
work preparation delivers the required documents complete for each construction process to the site 		
manager or foreman. It is important that the provision of information is well timed.

Some of these issues from literature can be confirmed by observations and research in the field on the construction
site of the ‘project Campagne’ in Maastricht from Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. These problems in information-exchange
and communication on the construction site result in multiple consequences. Namely: reduced quality, unnecessary
use of time and unnecessary costs.
To solve these problems on the construction site, or at least to minimize these, two related and possible
implementations will be discussed in the next chapters. On the one hand the BIM working method will be
discussed and on the other hand the task specific work instruction. Both subjects can help the construction team to
communicate and exchange information in a more effective and efficient way.
Effectiveness: “Effectiveness is all about doing the right task, completing activities and achieving goals.”
Efficient: “Efficiency is about doing things in an optimal way, for example doing it the fastest or in the least expensive way.
This could be the wrong thing, but it was done optimally.”
So, this information-exchange and communication process in the construction industry can be optimized. It has to
be redesigned, this is in the end positive for all involved parties in the construction project. Despite that everyone
would avoid problems that often lead to failure costs, failure costs remain during the construction process. BIM
could offer a solution here (Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks, & Liston, 2008; Peters, 2011).
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2.3. The rise of the BIM method in construction projects
The concept behind the term BIM is not new. For the introduction of this concept, we need to go back in time more
than forty years. The term of BIM came even later, about twenty years ago. The first document where the concept
of BIM is described as we now know it comes from the year 1975, a description of a working prototype Building
Description System written by Charles M. Eastman.
During the past ten years the fame of BIM has grown significantly, also in The Netherlands. The software that is
contemporary associated with the BIM process is more developed and expanding. Because of the developments in
the field of information management, the process of managing and sharing information is getting easier. However,
not all parties in the construction sector are willing to collaborate in a BIM environment (BIM platform, 2016).
The benefits that are most commonly cited in the literature for the use of BIM are described as follows (Azhar, 2011;
Rosenberg, 2006; Technical Council of TVVL, 2011; Rutten, 2010):
+ Applying BIM provides a higher quality of work performance.
+ The use of BIM allows for better coordination between the design and engineering disciplines.
+ The use of BIM ensures that costs are saved in the design and engineering.
+ The use of BIM ensures that the speed of the delivery is increased.
+ The use of BIM makes the process faster and more efficient.
Besides of the many advantages, there are still some disbenefits. Think of the distribution of responsibilities within
the BIM working method. Who is responsible when something goes wrong when the input was not correct? Also
discussions about the ownership of models and properties are a point for discussion. The only data in a BIM model
is the data that the parties put in. If this input is not complete, the design documents will still be influenced by
Centre of gravity
design
efforts
in the
process
and traditional
personal interpretations
of thefor
various
parties.
This
can BIM
lead design
to design
or execution
mistakes.process
(Spekkink, 2012)
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Costs of design
modifications

Costs of
design modifications
in BIM process

BIM design process
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Figure 11: Centre of gravity for design efforts in the BIM design process and traditional process (MacLeamy, 2004).

It can be stated that BIM is getting more and more attention in the construction industry, not only in The Netherlands.
Also in the rest of Europe BIM is many times implemented in construction projects. Leaders in the field of the BIM use
are countries like North America and Finland.
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BIM implementation levels in North America (2009-2014)
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In 2007, in North America in 28% of the examined participants BIM was used in new construction projects. In 2009
2009
2012
this proportion already increased to over 49% of the projects.
The most recent
data from2014
2012 shows an increase of
up to 71%, this means that in about three of the four new construction projects BIM is used as default (McGraw-Hill
Constructions, 2012).
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Research from 2010 shows a little over a third (36%) of the Western European industry participants in the research
reported having adopted BIM as their working method. This can be compared to the 49% adoption in North America
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Figure 15: Levels of BIM adoption in North America vs. Europe (McGraw-Hill Constructions, 2012).
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Figure 17: BIM adoption and usage in Europe (McGraw-Hill Constructions, 2010).
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BIM in The Netherlands

Also in The Netherlands place some research to the adaptation and implementation of BIM in the construction
industry has taken place. Things that complicate the step to switch to BIM include: the lack of required knowledge,
financial resources and the difference in BIM use. This is stated by the research ‘BIM – Trends en ontwikkelingen, part
of ‘ BIM & ketensamenwerking in gebruik’ of BouwKennis.
It turns out that also in the Dutch construction chain, more and more attention is paid to the application of BIM. The
majority of the parties that are currently working with BIM is started in the period between 2010 and 2014. Of the
portion that now is not active yet with BIM use, around 30% thinks to start in 2015 or 2016 (Walinga, 2015).
Around the year 2015, the average BIM use in the Dutch building projects is 29%, the architects are leading. Followed
by the contractors. The installation engineers are scoring the lowest percentage of using the BIM method in projects.
However, in the period from 2013 is this growth rate above that of other market participants. Just over a third of all
parties indicates they never use BIM.
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2.4. The transition of BIM to the construction phase
“The construction parties are not ready yet to use BIM” (Smith, 2012) This is a statement done in 2012. Nowadays,
four years later, they are ready. BIM is more and more accepted in the construction industry as we could see in the
previous diagrams, also by the contractor. All disciplines in the building sector get involved in the new collaboration
method. The BIM working method is already visible by some contractors in different tasks.
BIM helps the contractor with multiple tasks, as well for the phase of work preparation, construction and completion
phase. Not many parties in the Dutch construction sector are used to it, but many think it will only take few years
before the BIM working method is the normal working method for all different parties in a construction project.
In this paragraph few options for using BIM in the construction phase will be discussed. The most common
applications are: Cost estimation by Quantity Take-Off, controlling and checking dimensions, clarify difficult details
and issues by visualizing and quality control in the completion phase.

Cost estimation by Quantity Take-Off

Cost estimation by Quantity Take-Off (QTO) is a process in which BIM can be
used to assist in the generation of accurate (material) Quantity Take-Off and cost
estimates throughout the lifecycle of a project. This process allows the project
team to see a procurement and prediction of the total construction cost effects
(Tuan and Park, 2014) of their changes, during all phases of the project, which can
help curb excessive budget overruns due to project modifications. Specifically, BIM
can provide cost effects of additions and modifications, with potential to save time
and money, because 70–80% of construction costs are determined by designers’
decisions in the early design stage (Bhimani and Mulder, 2001).
Estimate work based on 2D drawings has generated differences from QTO based
on workers’ mistakes and know-how. In addition, 2D-based estimation lacks
uncertainty factors for estimation (Choi et all., 2006) . Accordingly, construction
project seek more accurate QTO and cost estimation. Reliable estimates require
accurate building information and a certain Level of Detail (LoD) in the model.
Inaccurate information from QTO produces estimation errors because schematic
estimation in the early phase process is multiplied by unit cost.
Especially for the contractor it is useful to carry out a QTO because in this way all
quantities of needed materials are calculated and the total construction costs can
be estimated. So a price can be deposited with a client and orders can be placed
with subcontractors or suppliers.
There are different software programs on the market which can execute a QTO. It is
possible to simply select an object in the BIM geometry of the 3D building design
model and a function in the program makes it easy to select all the same instances.
In this way for example all columns are selected and the necessary cubic meters of
concrete are counted. By connecting a price for a cubic meter of concrete to the
model, a cost estimation for all columns can be generated in few clicks. This can be
done in special spreadsheets, developed by the different software suppliers.
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Controlling and checking dimensions

A function of the BIM model that is used in construction projects is controlling and
checking dimensions within the geometry. When a dimension is not visible in the
traditional 2D drawings outside on the construction site, a construction worker
will go the site office to ask certain measurements and dimensions to execute his
task. The site manager, work preparator or BIM-manager can than easily figuring
out the needed dimensions for the construction worker by using the 3D BIM
model. In some software programs, like Solibri Model Checker or Solibri Model
Viewer, a measurement tool is available. In this manner, specific information can
be distracted from the model that is not visible in 2D drawings. Another way to use
the 3D model is to check all executed or finished building elements outside, in the
field. A site manager can walk through the project and check if the construction
worker has done his job properly. By clicking in the BIM model for dimensions,
some specific information can be retrieved.

Clarify difficult details and issues by visualizing

A common task where BIM is used by the contractor is the visualization of complex
nodes. Sometimes a detail is so complex, that a 3D visualization is necessary for
a good understanding of the building node. A single view from a 2D drawing is
not enough to understand how the detail should be build. The site manager can
invite his site workers to the building site office or he can walk to the site with a
tablet or paper. With the tool, he can show the 3D BIM computer model to the site
workers to clarify the issue. A 3D model is not as static as a 2D drawing, because
it is possible to rotate the view and to hide some elements or objects if needed.
Together with all site workers a solution for the complex node can be discussed
and/or designed. This kind of communication has a positive effect on the overall
mood on the site, because site workers have the feeling they have more influence
on their work and tasks.

Quality control in completion phase

When the construction of a building is completed, a quality manager comes to
the construction site to check the new building. There are some programs on
the market, like ED Controls, which can be used to make this process easier. In
the program it is for example possible to import a floor plan. The application has
different functions to add text, marks and pictures. When noticing a place in the
building that does not meet the quality, a picture could be taken that will be
related to this location. By some simple handlings, the responsible person in the
construction project will be informed about the issue by mail or phone. This person
can inmediately see what the problem is, because a real time photo is added. In
this case the process of quality control can be more effective and efficient.
ED Controls work with flat drawings in 2D. But it also possible to walk through a
3D model, and tap their on a specific location for example. In this case, the data is
stored in the 3D BIM model.
What can be seen is that the BIM working method already is implemented by the contractor for completing some
tasks. It is clear that is not yet used for actually building the design. It is more focusing on controlling and checking
(as well before as afterwards). Can we get the BIM working method to the construction site while the building really
is constructed?
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2.5. The task specific work instruction from BIM
The task specific work instruction is an approach or a solution for the problems that were discussed earlier. A task
specific work instruction is an instruction for a site worker that only contains the required information for a certain
part in the building process. This bundled information, in the form of (BIM) extracts, is presented in a clear overview.
The hypotheses of Natrop and Van Berlo were as followed:
- By giving a worker task specific information he is better informed, and less distracted by other information,
improving the quality of his work and reducing the chance of failure.
- By providing the site worker with information that is not available to him in a more traditional process (with
drawings that are created weeks or months before and without a specific goal in mind), the worker can work more
effective and efficient improving the quality of his work and reducing the chance of failure.

Using BIM on the Dutch construction site

The idea of using Building Information Models on the Dutch building sites is not new at all. Previous researches
done by Van Berlo and Natrop (2014) show us the first signs of these concept around the year of 2010. Van Berlo and
Natrop stated that the focus of BIM research has slightly shifted to the ‘Operate and Maintain’ sector instead of the
‘Design and Collaboration’ sector. A lot of research is conducted on how facility managers prefer to handle the BIM
data. However, there is another group of people that has specific needs on the BIM data: the construction workers.
Most of the construction workers still prefer and need paper drawings they underline, although there is a technology
push starting to implement augmented reality on the building site. The drawings are created from a BIM model at
a specific moment in the whole building process, most of the times when this task is going to be executed. The
information presented on the drawings is the same as the information that was put on before BIM technology
came around. These drawings contain general information for lots of different workers and craftsmen, however
the question is if the information on the drawings still is the information that is needed on the construction site.
Nowadays the projects are getting more and more complex and a bigger fragmentation of experts can be seen,
therefore most drawings are not specific enough for specialized tasks. A BIM data collection contains much more
information than the small part that is presented to the construction workers. This additional information can have
potential value for the site workers. This information was ‘hidden’ to them until that moment, in their research Natrop
and Van Berlo provided the site workers with this information. To connect with the perception of the site workers,
they aimed to provide that information explicit on a piece of paper.
Natrop pledges that BIM creates the opportunity to dynamically generate drawings fit for a specific task or purpose
with little effort because the generating of BIM extras is common technology these days. Extracts can be for example
drawings, but also tables of data or coloured overviews. Using this approach someone with the right knowledge
and competences can on the site generate extracts on demand, fit for a specific task, from the complete dataset of
BIM information. This extract contains only the information that is needed to execute the specific task, so there is
no other information that distracts the site workers. These extracts still are commonly called ‘drawings’, however the
information on the extracts contains small parts that look like original drawings. The extracts can be printed on a
manageable A3 paper as well in the site office.
In the end the advantages of the research done by Natrop and Van Berlo, resulted from the observations done in the
several pilot projects were as followed:
+ Providing information that is normally hidden or not available to site workers.
+ Extra information besides BIM (for example assembly instructions, manufacturers information, etc.).
+ Task specific information (so no distractions and also no searching for information on drawings).
+ Manageable drawings on A3 format.
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+ Less issues on site during construction (this was the sentiment; not backed by research results).
Besides the advantages of this approach, also some disadvantages were noticed:
- Every morning (or at least for every task) a ‘drawing’ has to be made.
- It is about providing ‘hidden’ information. The information still has to be somewhere and someone
must be able to find it.
- A very strict planning (lean) is necessary.
Span researched how a task specific work instruction could be generated in a more general way. The basis of this
research was a pilot project where he investigated all information needs of a specific part of the building process. The
outcome of his research were first presentations of task specific work instructions for several construction workers,
all based on a certain roadmap that can be followed to generate such a task specific work instruction.
Roadmap for generating task specific work instructions (Span, 2015):

1) Consultation with construction team

Which task should be executed? And what information is required for this work? The integral model is used during
consultations with the site workers to determine which aspect models are required for completing the task, which
views of these models are required and what information should be visible. By involving the construction workers
in an early stage by generating a TSWI they are triggered to think about the construction method. The site workers
feel more important and have more influence on the content.

2) Make the relevant models visible

The relevant aspects (objects) to execute the task should be made visible using a modeling application.

3) Collect geometric information

The necessary information is generated in the modeling application by making views. These are then collected
in a digital information summary, a sheet. This is a unified view of the created views and consist mainly of (3D)elevations, sections and details. Note the readability (scale) and the output format of the TSWI.

4) Make information from BIM visible

The views are further laid out in the modeling application by adding additional geometrical information such as
dimensions, coordinates, remarks or colour coding. This can also be about non-geometric information such as work
states, brands reviews, legends or step-by-step visualizations. In both cases this concerns information that is already
available in the BIM and only should be presented.

5) Add information to BIM

Sometimes it is desirable to add extra information to the BIM such as installation instructions, pictures, work plans
or manuals. This information comes not directly from BIM, but is relevant to the task.

6) Add project information

In the bottom corner is mentioned which models are displayed. In this case it can easily be checked if the latest
models have been used in the overview. Then fill in the project information, in the predefined stamp (template). In
addition, it should be indicated that the TSWI is ready for execution.

7) Export to the desired output

Export the composite sheet from the modeling application to the desired format (.pdf/.ifc/.dwg/.bcf/.rvt, etc.). Give
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the TSWI digital on a tablet or a digital screen near the workplace. Or print it on a convenient format and provide this
to the site workers.

8) Check and feedback round

Check the contents of the generated TSWI in consultation with the site manager and the team that will execute
the task. Is all needed and desired information presented to complete the work? Ask at the completion of the task
whether the site worker for feedback in order to optimize the process and the provision of information.

How to instruct people (in general)

In the construction industry information is provided to the site workers in two different manners, namely in an
oral way or by writing. Usually all drawings can be placed in the category of writing, when some information is
communicated face-to-face by the site manager this can be placed in the category oral.
Having leadership on the construction site is from big importance when we are talking about effective and efficient
information provision and communication. There are four types within leadership in construction projects. In the
construction industry these four styles are all common, but some will be used more than others.

CO
N

SU

LT

(much)
(little)

EGA
TE

4. Hand over the
responsibility for taking and
implementing decisions

(little)

LS
MI

CT

DEL

SUPPORT

MS
MI

TRU

(Relationship focused behaviour)

LS
LI

MS
LI

INS

Style 4. Delegating
The management style is characterized by a great attention to
the self-efficacy of the employees. The site worker is free in his
craftsmanship. There is little direct control by the site manager.
Work is assigned to him and he goes his own way. Communication
with the site workers (about delegated tasks!) is limited and mainly
focused on the good transfer of information.

2. Explain decisions and
give opportunity
for clarification

DE

Style 3. Consulting and collaboration
In this style the site manager is less focused on the task and more
on the relationship. This person supports, advises, inspires and
gives confidence. What you pursue is that the problem is clarified,
where possible sharply formulated, and solved. In the end the
employee has more confidence to tackle the problem. He feels
to be understood and respected. The site worker realizes his own
responsibility and goes independent further.

3. Exchange ideas and help
with making decisions

SUA

Style 2. Adjusting and persuading
The site manager is focused on the relationship and on the task. In
this style, there is two-way communication, where the employee
mainly asks questions and answers, additional instructions and
comment.

Behaviour of the leader / instructor

PER

Style 1. Instructing
The site manager is focused on the task and less on the
relationship. The focus is on giving instructions and commands.
There is one-sided communication. The manager or leader tells
who, what, where, when and how the tasks should be performed.
The result to be achieved is that the employees (site workers or
subcontractors) know what is expected.

1. Give specific instructions
and keep close monitoring

(much)
INSTRUCT
(Task specific behaviour)
Competence of the employee

Low

Moderate

High

C1

C2

C3

C4

Able and
willing
or confident

Able but not
willing or
not confident

Unable but
willing or
confident

Unable and
unwilling or
uncertain

Managed by
employee

Managed by
leader

Figure 18: Behaviour of the leader can cosist of four
basic styles (Van den Dungen, 2001).
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Most site workers can be included in the category C4, see figure 18. They know what to do and they know why they
are on a specific project. But all projects are different from each other, that is why instructing and consulting is still
necessary. The tasks are most of the times delegated by the main contractor to a subcontractor. They are responsible
to execute the task, the information provision however is done by the main contractor.
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2.6. Opportunities of different media types to provide information
Recently some researches have been publicated that are related to the manner how something is made available
to the executive construction workers. For instance this is done to look at the way BIM can exploit a site manager
in the performance of his tasks during the casco phase of a construction project (Seerden and Broers, 2016). In this
study, a separation is made between BIM on the construction site and the use of BIM in the site office. For the use of
BIM on the construction site by the site manager, the recommendations were focused on the use of a digital tablet,
this for the quality control of the executed work. Besides the use of tablets, we can also see three other main tools
to provide information to the site workers. Some of these techniques are quite new and maybe useable for the
future (like tablets, the BIM kiosk and AR-glasses), the other one is very traditional. These manners of information
exchange do all have some advantages and disadvantages. In this chapter all different approaches are discussed
and the pros and cons will be defined to obtain the most suitable manner for future information exchangement on
the construction site.

Traditional paper drawings

Everyone knows the paper drawings on the construction site. The most common
used sizes are the A1 and A0 drawings. These gigantic drawings however, do
have a competitor nowadays. More and more, also A3 paper drawings are used to
provide more task specific information. The bigger sized drawings contain a lot of
information to execute different tasks. It is the normal way of providing information
and communication in the construction sector. For many years the A1 and A0 sized
drawings are used by the site workers. And still is being used.
Advantages:
+ A paper drawing is easy to use by all kind of users.
+ Not dependent of a power source or external device when using the drawing.
+ There is asserted the overview is very clear when using paper drawings.
Disadvantages:
- All information is shown in 2D, it is flat information, because of this it is sometimes difficult to get a good
illustration or interpretation of a building part.
- The drawings are not always up-to-date when used on the construction site: sometimes the drawing are
changed or information is added manually. This allows information is getting lost or is double generated
later in the process.
- There is a lot of paper used: this an incriminating factor for the environment. Information for a task is not
placed on one drawing, but is spread over multiple drawings.
- The size of the drawings: this makes it sometimes difficult to get the information you want to track and
also the use on the construction sites is difficult.
- The use in rainy or windy weather conditions can be considered as not pleasant: in case of rain, a special
rain cover should be used. Even then, it can happen that the drawings are not readable because the ink is
faded away.
- There is often a large bundle of paper with information to complete a task: it is difficult to filter the right
information by the construction worker.
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Tablet

In the research of Seerden and Broers is looked at the application of the Tekla
field3D application in combination with an iPad for only the site manager. The
advantage here is that the iPad provides overview on the construction project. The
site manager can open at any location the current implementation model inquire
the construction workers instantly about for example bottlenecks and dimensions.
In this case the site manager does not have to go to the site office anymore to solve
or visualize the problem. The disadvantage is that the site manager consistently
walks around on the construction site with the iPad, he never has two hands free.
Advantages:
+ All information of the construction project is in one place: both the 3D model as well as the linked 		
(external) files.
+ Information is always up-to-date when documents are placed in a server or online database.
+ Bottlenecks can be displayed visually in 3D, the construction workers gain more understanding of the
tasks to be performed.
+ Less use of paper as a result of the digital information and communication.
+ A tablet can at any location and at any time be used on the construction site, this saves walking 		
distances from and to the site office.
Disadvantages:
- The site manager does not have his hands free to help his workers if this is desired sometimes.
- A tablet should every time sufficiently be charged before using on the construction site.
- It is not yet proven if a tablet may be used in all climate conditions, like wind and rain for example. Also
think of the view (reflection) or use with gloves etc.

BIM kiosk

The BIM kiosk is a centrally accessible computer on the construction site in which
the 3D model of the project can be shown. The model is an interactive view of
the project with simple color encodings to the architectural and technical
bottlenecks which could be discussed. The research ‘Bridging the gap: taking BIM
to the construction site ‘ (Brathen, 2015) shows that a BIM-kiosk is used not only
for one-way communication, but also for so-called two-way communication. The
ideal situation at one-way communication is to describe as follows: a group of
construction workers stands for the BIM kiosk, however there is one person who
is using the computer actively and this person is in charge. The other construction
workers are not involved in the discussion, but spend particular attention to what
can be seen on the screen. The ideal situation of the two-way communication is very different compared to the
individual use or the one-way communication. In this case, discussions and exchange of opinions and ideas between
two or more persons is taking place in front of the BIM kiosk. The kiosk can be seen as a place to have meetings at
the construction site. The kiosk facilitates the conversation for the discussion and cooperation. This is fundamentally
new when it comes to communication at the construction site and leads to a new form of cooperation between
construction workers. Knowledge and experience is shared. This option can be seen as the bigger alternative of the
tablet, therefore some advantages and disadvantages from the tablet section can be taken over.
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Advantages:
+ From analysis has shown that construction workers think the visual capabilities of the BIM-kiosk are very
useful and convenient. Both for the complex details as well as to get a clear overview of the totality of the
project.
+ There is a bigger level of ‘face-to-face ‘ communication and cooperation between the executive 		
construction workers: there are discussions and conversations on regarding the execution of different 		
building parts.
+ The foremen do not have to knock at the site manager’s door first with questions, making the site 		
manager less deducted in his work. They can find the information they want at the BIM kiosk.
Disadvantages:
- This way of communication requires training and/or certain skills of the user, in this case the construction
worker.
- Information should also be displayed on a personal device or printed on a piece of paper. This because
the kiosk is put on a central place on the construction site and cannot be moved easily.

Augmented Reality glasses

This is a new technique that had its introduction in the last couple of years. It is
still in development and not used in construction projects so far known. It still
is in research to see what the possibilities are for future use. The AR-glasses are
also called wearable display glasses or smart glasses. Besides of being able to
take a photo or video, smart glasses have the potential to do a lot more for the
use in the AEC industry. Capabilities such as being able to integrate augmented
reality, feeding live information during the activities, projecting images at a high
resolution, and even manipulate 3D objects with ease will be very normal in the
nearby future.
Advantages:
+ Augmented Reality provides 3D information that can be directly applied on or used in conjunction with
2D information. This makes the communication process easier and more accurate.
+ It can lead to design analysis that can pick out clashes by doing a virtual walk through the completed
virtual model in the real building. Think of the constructability review.
Disadvantages:
- Because of the glasses, people can see even less when one eye is covered with a little screen for example.
So, issues about the safety are very important.
- Also about the usability is not much known right now. Is everyone able to use these glasses and how 		
does it work for a longer period?
So it is still hard to choose the right medium to provide information to the construction workers outside. The last
named technique is still in development and the exact possibilities are not yet known, it is too far away yet. The
paper drawing is still in use, but this manner can be better because of the problems discussed in previous chapters
and the disadvantages that were named.
Natrop and Van Berlo (2015) conclude as a result of the researches that there is a crucial role for the person who
generates or bundles the drawings. This can be a man from the work preparation or the site manager. In case of
the task specific work instruction they have introduced, this person is in fact the one who collects all available
information, compiles and presents it in the best possible way. The use of Augmented Reality (-glasses), tablets or
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other gadgets does not solve the problem of searching for the right information. The information is available on site
thanks to the BIM concept, but it is still hidden for construction workers without the necessary competences to be
able to use this technology. The key to success of the concept is providing information that is available, but is hidden
from construction workers. The success factor is not the medium by which this information is made available. That
is not completely true I think, the medium is also a part of this process of providing the right information and it can
make it a success or not.
The main conclusions of the literature research on the different ways to present information to the executive
construction workers are:
- On the traditional paper drawings is not sufficient information available, these drawings are also not 		
specific enough and also not always up-to-date.
- The visual aspect of the 3D models is by many construction workers considered as positive, making it 		
easier, for example, to visualize and understand critical details in the project.
- The information is accessible from one central server or database. The right information can be retrieved
by a construction worker for a specific task.
Is it possible to create a paperless construction site? From the conclusion it seems to be a step in the right direction
to adopt digital media as the information provider on the construction site for the construction workers, mainly the
approaches of the central kiosk and the digital tablet stand out . Still, the construction workers are used to the paper
drawings and it will be hard to make a big change in the conservative building sector.
Conclusion: The future of information exchangement on the construction site could be found in the use of such
digital media. This because of the possible advantages of these solutions compared to the traditional drawing. This
allows the use of tablets and the central kiosk to be more researched first! However, the question remains what
information should be presented to the site worker.
It will be a very interesting research to investigate the opportunity of the tablet use by construction workers in
practice. This because of the great possibilities in the area of information exchangement and communication that
the digital media do have compared with the paper drawings. The use of the digital tablet fits with the way of
thinking within the BIM concept: collaboration between the different parties by using a single model or database.
The use of a tablet will be the basis for the design stage of this graduation project later on.
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Human Computer Interaction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a cross-disciplinary research area that researches the design and use of
computer technology, mainly focused on the interaction between the computers and the people (users). The crossdisciplinary area consists of for instance engineering, psychology, ergonomics and design. Interaction refers to an
abstract model by which humans interact with the computing device for a given task, and an interface is a choice of
technical realization (hardware or software) of such a given interaction model (Kim, 2015). The term was mentioned
first in 1980, the first known use was even earlier in 1975.
In recent years HCI has become even more important because computers (and embedded devices) have become
commonplace in almost all facets of our lives. So, also in the built environment and thus the construction industry.
Aside from making the necessary computational functionalities available, the early focus of HCI has been in how
to design interaction and implement interfaces for high usability. This means that the resulting interfaces are easy
to use, efficient for the task, ensure safety, and lead to a correct completion of the task. An usable and efficient
interaction with the computing device in turn could be translated to higher productivity.
In general good HCI design is difficult, especially because it is a multiobjective task that involves simultaneous
consideration of many things. Over the relatively young period we know HCI, researchers and developers in the field
have established basic principles to design HCI (Kim, 2015):
- “Know thy user”; This principle simply states that the interaction and interface should cater the needs 		
and capabilities of the target user of the system in design. It is very important to fully understand the user
(Hansen, 1971).
- Understand the task; The term task refers to the job to be accomplished by the user through the use of
the interactive system. Different users will have different mental models of the task.
- Reduce memory load; Humans are certainly more efficient in carrying out tasks that require less memory
burden, long or short term. The interface’s role should be a quick and easy guidance to the completion of
the task.
- Strive for consistency; In the longer term, one way to unburden the memory load is to keep consistency.
- Remind users and refresh their memory; A strategy is to employ interfaces that give continuous 			
reminders of important information and thereby refresh the user’s memory.
- Prevent errors/reversal of action; The interaction and interface should be designed to avoid confusion 		
and mental overload. An effective technique is to present or solicit only the relevant information which is
required at a given time.
- Naturalness; It refers to a trait that is reflective of various operations in our everyday life. Another manner
is to model interaction “metaphorically” to the real-life counterpart.
For designing a new user interface, it is important to keep in mind the following experimental design principles
(Green, 2008):
- Early focus on user(s) and taks(s); What is the group of end-users for the application and who is going to
use it? Establish who the appropriate user would be and how many users would use the tool.
- Empirical measurement; It is valuable to test the interface in a very early stage with the real users who 		
come in contact with the interface on a daily basis. Establish quantitative usability specifications like for
example errors made during the task(s).
- Iterative design; After determining the users, tasks and empirical measurements to include, perform the
steps of designing the interface, testing, analyzing results and repeating.
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Display design

Displays are human-made creations designed to support the perception of relevant system variables and to facilitate
further processing of that information. To create an effective display design, some principles can be followed
(Wickens et al., 2004).
Perceptual principles
1. Make displays legible (or audilble); The legibility is critical and necessary for designing an usable display.
The operator cannot effectively make use of the characters or object being displayed when these are not
discernible.
2. Avoid absolute judgement limits; Do not ask the user to determine the level of a variable on the basis of a
single sensory variable. These variables can contain many possible levels.
3. Top-down processing; Signals are likely perceived and interpreted in accordance with what is expected
based on the user’s experience.
4. Redundancy gain; If a signal is presented more than once, it is more likely to be understood correctly. For
example in alternative physical forms (colour and shape), as redundancy does not imply repetition.
5. Similarity causes confusion; Signals that appear to be similar will likely be confused.
Mental model principles
6. Pictorial realism; A display should look like the variable that it represents.
7. The moving part; Moving elements should move in a defined pattern and direction compatible with the
user’s mental model of how it actually moves in the system.
Principles based on attention
8. Minimizing information access cost; A display design should minimize these costs by allowing for 		
frequently accessed sources to be located at the nearest position that is possible.
9. Proximity compatibility principle; Divided attention between two or more information sources may be
necessary for the completion of one task, these sources must be integrated.
10. Multiple resources; An user can more easily process information across different sources.
Memory principles
11. Replace memory with visual information; A menu, checklist or another display can help the user by the
use of their memory.
12. Predictive aiding; Proactive actions are usually more effective than reactive actions. A display should
attempt to eliminate resource-demanding cognitive tasks and replace them with more simple perceptual
tasks to reduce the use of the user’s mental resources.
13. Principle of consistency; Old habits from other displays will easily transfer to support processing of new
displays.

Quality of the user interface (UI) design

The user interface is the space where interactions between humans and machines occur. Good interfaces can be
checked by eight characteristics that give some quality to the design of these UI:
1. Clarity; The interface avoids ambiguity by making all things clear through language, flow, hierarchy and
metaphors for visual elements.
2. Concision; Too much information or data on the screen at the same time is not good. In this case finding
what you’re looking for is difficult, and so the interface becomes tedious to use (Raymond, 2003).
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3. Familiarity; Even if someone uses an interface for the first time, certain elements can still be familiar. This
makes the interface more relied by the user (D’H Gough et al., 2006).
4. Responsiveness; The interface should provide good feedback to the user about what exactly is 		
happening and whether the user’s input is being successfully processed (Sweet, 2001).
5. Consistency; Keeping the interface consistent across the application is important because it allows users
to recognize usage patterns (Satzinger and Olfman, 1998).
6. Aesthetics; Making something look good will make the time more enjoyable when the user is spending
time to use the application.
7. Efficiency; An interface should make the user more productive through shortcuts and good design.
8. Forgiveness; An interface should not punish users for a mistake, but should instead provide the means to
remedy them.
The principle of least astonishment (POLA) is a general principle while designing all different kinds of UI. It is about
the idea that human beings can only pay full attention to only one thing at one time, leading to the conclusion that
novelty should be minimized (Raskin, 2000).
In the research for the graduation project a so-called user-centered design (UCD) is adopted. This is a widely
practiced design philosophy with the idea that users must fulfill center-stage in the design of any computer system.
In this specific case, the construction workers and site managers, are the end-users. Users, designers and technical
practitioners work together to investigate the needs, the desires and limitations of the end-user and create a system
that accomplish these elements.
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2.7. Existing BIM software for the construction phase
The idea of the application Digibouw by Palte is not new. Many other companies have already introduced similar
tools, but not especially for the use on the construction site by the site workers. Therefore a different approach
need to be generated, most applications on the market right now are too complicated for use by the executive site
workers. However, these tools can help to develop the concept of Digibouw and translate it to a more specified
prototype.

Aconex (Australian Construction Exchange) is a company providing mobile and web-based collaboration
technologies for project information and process management on a software as a service (SaaS) basis, to clients in
the construction, infrastructure, power, mining, and oil and gas sectors.
Functions of the application that are useful / interested:
- It is possible to publish to Aconex directly from the authoring software via plugins, providing federated
model views and access to the extended project team.
- Structured processes provide clear visibility into issue status and progress.
- Clients can review and approve design data on Aconex using just a web browser or mobile tablet.
- The communication will be improved and the risk of errors and rework will be reduced by accessing BIM
models and data on iPad and Android tablets.

The company Asite has developed an application called Adoddle. This tool is all about collaborative working in the
cloud. Documents and project management are very important for collaboration in AEC industry and infrastructure
projects.
Functions of the application that are useful / interested:
- The storage of files takes place in the cloud.
- With the online file viewer many documents and even 3D models can be seen online.
- There are functions to review and mark-up documents directly in the browser.
- It is possible to visually compare two revisions of a document to see which changes have been done.
- Email integration and function to print work.

BIMcollab can be stated as an issue collaboration platform, built for the widely accepted BCF (Building Collaboration
Format) open standard. The BCF files contain all relevant information enabling communication between different
software tools, including viewpoints and components involved. BIMcollab simplifies the process that comes with
issue management, and offers a structured way of storing, sharing and managing the BCF files and the issues they
contain.
Functions of the application that are useful / interested:
- Add projects, users and team members.
- Define milestones, labels and areas linked to positions or objects in the model.
- It is possible to add photos for visual support and create non-BIM issues for to-do lists.
- Showing the latest project activities on the home page and illustrative graphs offer insight into the 		
workload and progress of the project team.
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Software development company Autodesk has an own tool called the Autodesk® BIM 360™ Field. This is field
management software for 2D and 3D environments that combines mobile technologies at the construction site
with cloud-based collaboration and reporting. This tool is part of the bigger family of BIM360, which connects all
different parties involved in construction projects. It is mainly focused on usage by project managers and engineers,
subcontractors and design teams.
Functions of the application that are useful / interested:
- Data synchronization with other external devices.
- It is possible to extract sheets from the 3D models and multi-page .PDF documents.

BIMx is developed by Graphisoft and related to Archicad. The software stands for BIM project presentation on mobile
devices. It is a unique technology for integrated 2D and 3D building project navigation. BIMx helps bridge the gap
between the design studio and the construction site. Even the most complex and biggest 3D models can run on any
mobile device.
Functions of the application that are useful / interested:
- Choose from a variety of information sets to be published with the Hyper-model.
- By clicking the marker indicators on objects in the 3D model, you can see the details and information 		
which belongs to the defined object.
- Get precise data by smart measuring from the 3D model or the 2D plans.

Tekla has two software applications in their product range that handle BIM on the construction site, these programs
are: Tekla Field3D and Tekla BIMsight. Tekla Field3D is an easy-to-use 3D tool for utilizing Building Information
Models (BIM) on mobile devices. On the other hand, Tekla BIMsight is a professional tool for construction project
collaboration. The entire construction workflow can combine models, check for conflicts and share information
using the same easy to use BIM environment. Therefore, the communication between site office and building site is
very efficient and simple.
Functions of the application that are useful / interested:
- No other BIM software tools needed to view and combine the models.
- Making section views in the 3D model.
- Even without knowledge about modeling, the applications are very user-friendly and easy to use.
Different software applications were shortly described. The most important functions are listed and could help to
design a digital work instruction. It can be stated that none of these six software programs are related or focused to
the construction worker, they will never be used for the real executive tasks on the construction site. The programs
are all aimed at the site manager or quality manager for example. This is maybe due to the complexity of the tools,
even the most easy to use software is still to difficult for the site workers. Because construction workers are not used
to it, the tools have to be very simple and basic. Digibouw can create a refreshing view.
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3. Problem statement and research question
After read the introduction and the theoretical analysis, the problem statement can be described. The problem
statement is based on the literature references and also on interviews during the participative observing process.
The problem statement is summarizing the main cause of writing this report. After the problem statement, the
objectives and goals of this project will be elaborated. This will be followed by the research questions and the
expected results of the graduation project.

3.1. Problem statement
The cause of the research is found during interviews on site with a project leader and site manager at a construction
site of Dutch contractor Van Wijnen. In short the building process of Van Wijnen is described, this will be discussed
in a later stage and will be detailed further at the participative observation process. In short, it can be said that
the contractor gets the final design (a 3D model and 2D drawings) which is sent by the designing parties. From
this 3D model multiple different 2D drawings and views were taken and stored by architect and engineer. This 2D
extracts from the model are then worked out in the form of useable working drawings. The working drawings can
be recognized by the large paper drawings that can be found on many Dutch construction sites. On the basis of this
working drawings the construction worker actually performs his tasks.
In this process of providing information on the construction site a number of bottlenecks are discovered during these
conversations. These issues are also based on literature references. For now, these problems are briefly appointed:
- There is (much) unnecessary information on the working drawings, the non-relevant information.
- The information is not task specific, sometimes information is missing (the hidden information).
- It is a normal state of affairs in the construction phase, that information is transmitted orally and also 		
manually will be add to the drawings.
- The required information to perform a specific task should be extracted from multiple information 		
sources.
- Provided drawings are not up-to-date.
This process is a possible waste of time and construction costs for the contractor. Could the 3D model be the basis
for the provision of information on the construction site? The idea and thoughts behind this survey can be shown
in this question: Why is the information that is processed in BIM during the design phase, not used with the BIM
method during the construction phase?
The problem can be formulated in the following summarized sentence:

“The process of information-exchange and communication is not designed in the most optimal way in
the building process. The provided information does not meet the requirements of the end-user, in this
case the construction site worker, set in terms of information needs and presentation. Besides of this, the
provided information is not always up-to-date and stored centrally. In the end this results in waste of
time and therefore construction costs for the contractor.”
The question that is related to this problem statement is if we can make the BIM model more important on the
construction site in the neary future. In this case project the model is not (much) used anymore in the construction
phase.
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3.2. Objectives and limitations
The following sentence shows the ideal vision about the idea behind this project: “The construction worker uses BIM
and the associated information as input for his (or her) task specific work”. By doing this, the use of a 3D model can be
optimized and the knowledge will not be lost in the transition from design to realization. Using an innovative look
at providing the required information through personal digital assistance, this process may be completed more
efficiently with a digital task specific work instructions from BIM.

Objective

The goal is to eventually carry out tasks by the construction worker with the input from BIM. By showing the correct,
desired information on the basis of an existing model or drawings this could eventually be examined whether
there are potential benefits to be gained with this method. The main objective for this project is to give a positive
contribution to the development of the Digibouw application. By researching the needs of the end-users, the desired
input can be translated and put into the application. After this research in practice, a design for the tool will be made
that contributes to a more efficient and effective information process on the construction site. The construction
worker would like to get the big picture and by guiding through a linked database full of detailed information, what
hopefully reduce the risk of human error.
Global objectives of the project subject information management on site:
- Implementing the BIM model as main source of (construction) information and as the normal working
method in construction projects.
- Investigating the possibilities for digital tools for communication and information management on site.

Limitations

The research goes further on an earlier research by a student at the Eindhoven University of technology, it delivers
more insight on the use of task specific work instructions in the AEC industry. Due to the progress of the pilot ‘project
Campagne’ of contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V., the parts of foundation and casco are chosen to be researched.
These parts are not the most complex building parts in a construction project. But it can be a good basis, because it
takes place in every project. Besides of this, this graduation project is all about the development of the idea behind
it: implementing BIM in the information and communication process on the construction site.

In short, the goal of this research can be stated as follows:

“Providing the right information in time to the construction worker with the most efficient and effective
medium possibility. The right information exists of on one hand the needed information and on the other
hand up-to-date (correct) information. Combining it with a new view point of information provision and
collaboration on site, a new technique will be developed. This all to improve on-site communication
between involved people, the quality of the executed work and the relationship and motivation of the
construction site workers.”
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3.3. Research question and subquestions
The research questions within the subject are inspired and, with it, based on the bottlenecks from the practice and
literature. In the end there will be tried to gain a reasonable solution for this issue.

Main research question

The research question is briefly formulated in one sentence:

“In what way can the right information, belonging to a task specific work instruction, clearly be visualized
and retrieved in a BIM oriented construction project so that the end-users, the construction worker and
site manager, can use it in the field?”
Subquestions

The questions are listed in the form of sentences that give a short description of the parts within the main question.
All questions are not answered directly by the written paragraphs or chapters. The answers could be find by reading
the related chapters.
Literature:
- Identify what the advantages and disadvantages of the BIM method are for construction projects
		
and why this is not implemented (in large quantities) in the construction phase.
		
- How does the end-user, the construction worker, wants the information to be presented? 		
		
And what are opportunities for the future?
		
From practice: - Inventory of information which in the building process is added by the work preparation in 		
		
the phase from definitve design to construction design.
		
- Insight into the information flows that occur in the building process from design to construction
		
for a particular building part.
		
- Inventory of the information necessary for the end-user, desired or redundant at a specific 		
		
task within a construction project.
Design:
- How should the application look like to be used by a site worker?
		
- In what way can construction information be extracted or added to the BIM model?
		
- Does the construction worker think the tool will help him in future by executing his tasks on 		
		construction site?
		
- What could be a useful tool within the Digibouw application?
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3.4. Expected results
The expected result of the research is that the benefits of generating digital task specific work instructions,
from a BIM-based information management system, do transcend the disadvantages. And hopefully it is
also going to get more value than the traditional way of information transfer in the construction process. In
the end of the whole plan the contractor will have less (failure) costs because the risk for executional faults
will be less and the construction worker can organize his time more efficiently (no searching anymore for
the needed information on multiple large paper drawings).
Idea and perspective
In the ideal future perspective, all involved disciplines in the building process are collaborating in a socalled BIM environment. They are working together in a single model that contains all linked information
and drawings etc. In this way the design is finetuned and no differences between for example the designs
of the construction engineer and the architect is happening. This has also to do with the sort of contract in
the project, for a Design & Build or Design & Construct contract this will happen earlier than for a traditional
tender. In the D&C contract the parties already are in a construction/design team. They have to collaborate
and communicate with each other. When the design is finished and worked out in detail by the work
preparation of the contractor, the information can go up to the construction site. Here, the construction
worker has to execute his tasks on basis of the information and drawings that are provided. Because he wants
the right and up-to-date information, the best solution can be searched in digital medium possibilities.
See also the theoretical analysis in the second chapter for this. All information and documents are stored
in the cloud or on a server (the BIM environment). These files are linked to the Digibouw application that is
downloaded on a tablet for example. The construction worker can open the desired project and go to the
task he wants to do. By simply clicking on a task or on an element in the model, a pop-up screen with the
needed information is shown. In this way information is correct, always up-to-date and stored in a central
place (better overview). The idea is also illustrated on the next page.
In short, the expected result of this research can be stated as follows:

“A useful and task-oriented part for the prototype of the digital work instruction from the Building
Information Model for a specific task within the pilot project, so that BIM is the main source of
information storage on the construction site to be used by the construction workers. The information
should be presented in a simple, effective and clear way through the most convenient medium.“
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Construction Engineer
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Figure 19: The idea behind the future perspective
of the information provision and communication
process in construction projects.
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3.5. Framework of the research
There will be a part of the building in the pilot project ‘Campagne Maastricht’ be extracted in order to serve as a
framework for this graduation project. As known, the framework will be the foundation and parts of the casco of
the project. So, this is all in the begin of the construction phase. This project is being built according the traditional
way, this means that it does not use the BIM method (in the way it is meant to be used). There is chosen to pick a
traditional project, because this describes the needed information from construction workers in the best manner.
Besides, it is still the most used method on the Dutch construction sites.
The research is done on a Dutch construction site and will have a result in the form of a proposal based on a specific
contractor, in this case Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. There definitely will be some things which can be retrieved for the
construction phase in The Netherlands in general.
The more complex tasks are taking place in the phase of the façade and phase of completion. In more complex
construction projects, also the foundation can form an issue. In the façade more details are common, it has more
detailed designs and that is why there are so many different possibilities here. But this project gives a good reflection
of a construction project that is standard and typical to almost every contractor. However, for all tasks, a task specific
work instruction can be generated. Even how complicated the task or the design may be. The changes take place in
the information needs, every project is different, but some general needs can always be extracted.
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3.6. Relevance
This research has more goals in mind, that in a sense, also have been taken into account. These are divided in two
different levels, namely problem and user-oriented. On the level of problem oriented research this are some possible
relevances for a contribution (also for the future):
- Researching the possibilities for a BIM-based construction site.
- The application of the already manufactured 3D building models in the construction phase of the 		
building process.
- Discovering the possible pros and cons between paper drawings and digital information mediums.
On the level of use oriented there are also some goals to think of:
- Insight in what level of detail there should be modeled to use the models in the construction phase.
- A number of requirements that the BIM must meet, if it wants to be used as the leading source of 		
information on the construction site.
- An overview of the information needs that the end-user requires to perform his/her tasks.
- Preparing the BIM for the construction phase of the building process (in general).
During the research, not all subjects that are described above will be answered or discussed. Some will be threated
during the process of generating a prototype tool, like the information needs of the end-user and the application of
the already manufactured 3D model. Others will create a point for discussion for later.
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4. Information needs of the construction worker
In this paragraph the results regarding to the information needs for the construction team of contractor Van Wijnen
while realizing and constructing the foundation and parts of the casco at ‘project Campagne’ will be presented. This
field research is done during the period of Octobre 2016 untill January 2017.
For this, the main question of this field research is:

“Which information do the site workers, the foreman and site manager really need to execute the tasks
for the work of project Campagne.”
After introducing the data collection method, the information flows between the different roles within the
construction team will be discussed. After this, the information needs for the different roles will be treated for each
part in the construction process. From the demolition and ground work, foundation piles, foundation beams to the
ground floor, load-bearing walls and first floor. The paragraph will be ended with a short conclusion in which the
necessary information for the different construction stages will be enumerated.

4.1. Method of data collection
To research the information needs of the site workers, the actual end-users of the Digibouw application, two different
ways of data collection methods are used. On one hand document research and on the other hand doing interviews,
face-to-face talks in the field and observations.

Document research

By using a document research during the first weeks of the research period an inventory is made of the available
documents in the project which regards to the different construction stages and parts. All documents of the ‘project
Campagne’ are divided and structured in maps. These documents are all available on the network driver of the
company. Beside of this manner, a smaller online version of this driver is available on the web (in the cloud), by the
website Chapoo. The difference is that on this location, mainly the latest versions of the drawings and information
documents can be found and that the documents are shared with more (external) people from other companies.
The documents are divided in multiple categories, first based on the different companies. A document can simply
be found in the folder of the owner (or creator) of the document. So for the construction parts, many documents
can be found in the map of engineering company Palte B.V. The folder of contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. can be
subdivided into multiple folders. So for each subcontractor or supplier, a separate folder with the delivered input is
generated. For the different tasks which are observed and researched, the amount of documents differs a lot. For the
foundation piles not many documents are available, this is in contrast with the foundations beams, where over ten
different drawings are available.
The flows of information documents is mapped for each construction stage separately. Where is data generated
and stored and by who or which party is it revised or used? This can all be seen in the so called BMPN schemes, see
appendix A.

Interviews

After and during the document research the stage for observations could begin. In the beginning, first the process
of information input is observed and evaluated at engineer Palte B.V. Here the process for information delivery to
the contactor (client) is mapped. This is done by interviewing the individual employees in a semi-structured way.
This means the subjects are clarified and stated in front of the interview. Within these interviews the employees were
asked to their specific tasks and information input.
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Some interviews were written and elaborated later, see appendix E .
After observing the information input from the structural engineer Palte B.V., the research could go further by the
contractor. This is the party that uses the information input. Therefore multiple interviews, or face-to-face talks in
the field, are completed to gain the information needs. Also the desires and wishes are asked. This is done with the
different roles within the project team that are related to the execution of the foundation and casco parts. So, the
talks or interviews are mainly held with the two work preparators, the site manager, the assistant site manager, the
project leader and a site worker of the contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. But also with the foreman and site workers
of the reinforcement crew ‘vlechtersbedrijf AKKOORD’ and the site workers of ‘Hafra Bouw’ multiple talks are done.
Even with the crane operator from Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. a face-to-face talk is completed in the cabin on height.
By all construction workers in the field the subjects and questions where stated in front of the interviews. They were
explicit asked about the specific information needs and desires that are relevant to execute their tasks in the project.
However, these interviews were done spontaneously and the results, combined with the results of observation, can
be directly found in these paragraph.

Results of the data collection method

The results of the document research and the interviews are made visible in a structured way in an overview. See
appendix C and D on pages 142 and 144. The inventory of information needs is shown per execution role (site
manager, foreman or site worker) and construction stage or process (demolition and ground work, foundation piles,
foundation beams, ground floor, load-bearing walls and first floor) divided in three categories, namely: required
information, desired information and not relevant information.

Information needs
Required

Desired

Not relevant

Information that is necessary to
execute the specific task in the field.

Information that is not necessary,
but that is desired. This is more
about the content and the
presentation of the information.

Information that is redundant for
executing the task.

Figure 20: Three categories of information needs, namely: required, desired and not relevant information.

The category of required information shows the information which is necessary to execute the specific task on site.
The category of desired information is about the way of presenting information so that this is useful to execute the
job.
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4.2. Information flows within the team
During the research in the field at ‘project Campagne’ in Maastricht, the main objective of the research is about the
information handover, delivery and information needs of the site workers. The complete process of information flows
in the built environment will change when adapting the idea of the Digibouw application. The involved people will
get different or changed tasks in the process.
In this project, contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. is the director of the overall process. They do not execute many
tasks on site by themselves. Therefore they hired some subcontractors to execute these tasks. All involved parties
in the researched framework can be found in figure 21. It can ben stated that all stages are completed by hired
Related
partsand
of the
casco
subcontractors. This is important
in theparties
role of to
thefoundation
informationand
delivery
communication.
Project Campagne by contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Project phase

Design stage

Construction stage

Designing firm

Subcontractor

Demolition

-

THT Sloopwerken

Ground work

-

Janssen Group

Foundation piles

Palte B.V.

AA Schroefpalen

Foundation beams

Palte B.V.

HeFun B.V.

Reinforcement

Palte B.V. / AKKOORD

AKKOORD Vlechtersbedrijf

Ground floor

VBI Consolis

Hafra Bouw

Load-bearing walls

Xella

Gerbers Kiggen V.O.F.

First floor

Geelen Beton

Hafra Bouw

Measurement piles

-

Geonius

Dimensional quality control

-

BCT Landgraaf B.V.

Figure 21: Related parties to foundation and parts of the casco
that are involved during the construction of ‘project Campagne’.

In the project one of the most important persons when talking about information flows and communication is the
work preparator. See figure 22. He or she forms the spindle in the related network of involved external parties, like
designing parties (engineers or architects), subcontractors and suppliers. The work preparator communicates all this
information with the site manager and project leader. The project leader has to keep and maintain the control in the
project. The site manager also checks the information and later passes through the information to the foreman in
the field. The foreman divides the information, if necessary, to the individual site workers which has to execute the
job.
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Persons involved in the information process of construction project
Project Campagne by contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.

PL

ASM
WP

FM

CW

SM
Construction site

DP
SU

SU

SC

SU

SC

Figure 22: Persons involved in the information process of the constructon ‘project Campagne’ from contractor Van Wijnen.
PL = Project leader		
ASM = Assistent site manager		
DP = Designing parties
WP = Work preparator		
FM = Foreman				
SU = Supplier
SM = Site manager		
CW = Construction worker			
SC = Subcontractor

Related parties to foundation and parts of the casco
In the next paragraphs
the founded information needs during the observations period are elaborated. Moreover, the
Project Campagne by contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
influence and the needs of the different
roles from the Construction
project team
will be discussed shortly per construction stage.
stage
Design stage
The process of each construction stage is mapped in SADT
charts,
which
can be found in the appendix B. Based on
Subcontractor
Designing firm
Project phase
these findings, a clear overview of the overall information needs will be the result. This forms the starting point later
THT Sloopwerken
on for the design Demolition
stage of the graduation- project. In which
the information needs in the traditional process will be
- the output,Janssen
Ground
work
translated to a new
manner
of presenting
in what
Group way can the BIM model be used in the executional
phase of a construction
This Palte
mayB.V.be translatedAAfor
one specific part or tool.
Schroefpalen
Foundationproject?
piles
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Foundation beams

Palte B.V.

HeFun B.V.

Reinforcement

Palte B.V. / AKKOORD

AKKOORD Vlechtersbedrijf

Ground floor

VBI Consolis

Hafra Bouw

Load-bearing walls

Xella

Hafra Bouw

First floor

Geelen Beton

Hafra Bouw

Measurement piles

-

Geonius

Dimensional quality control

-

BCT Landgraaf B.V.
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Figure 23: A lot of paper drawings are still used nowadays for the construction ‘project Campagne’ of project Van Wijnen Sittard
B.V., can this process of information flow of documentats perhaps in a more efficient and effective way? A future perspective can be
a site office without a drawing cabinet.

However it is stated this project is executed in BIM, the traditional working method is still leading. A lot of paper
drawings can be found in the site office. See figure 23 for this. Why do they say this is a BIM project? I think just
because in the design stage the design is developed in 3D. After this, the 3D models are flattened and 2D construction
drawings are formed.
Besides that suppliers deliver 2D construction drawings of their products, they do deliver also a 3D model because it
is a requirement, stated by the client. But nothing is done with it, unnecessary costs and time are spent to it.
In the field only paper drawings are used by the site workers. When the climate conditions are not so good, the
drawings are sealed in a plastic cover. But this is not always working quite well, I have seen drawings that were not
readable anymore because of the rain. See figure 24.
The modern site manager (the young people) are also using their smartphone in case of looking up some small
things in a .PDF document. Therefore, an internet connection is necessary because the document is stored on a
central server from the contractor. The following step is to find out what the information needs of the site workers
are.

Figure 24: The output of information flow on the construction site; the most common paper drawing and sometimes even a
smartphone used by the assistant site manager to look something up in a .PDF file format.
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Figure 25: Some pictures from the two phases of demolition and ground work in the Campagne project in Maastricht.
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4.3. Information needs demolition and ground work
Demolition of the old building and excavation of the ground work
Work preparation

In accordance with the project leader and subcontractor (the demolition company) a so called demolition plan is
composed. In this plan the safety issues are described and estimated, also the responsibilities are described. For the
ground work, a digital version of the outlines of the new building including the depths is sent to the subcontractor.
Not exactly the outlines are given, some extra free space is added so there will be space enough. An analysis takes
place by checking for asbestos and for the main construction of the old building.

(Assistant) Site manager

The site manager controls the process of demolition and later also the process of excavation. He arranges the
subcontractors and contacts them for the planning. On site there is not many control, the subcontractor has the
knowledge of his tasks.

Construction site worker

The construction worker for the demolition only wants to know which parts of the building have to be demolished.
No information is provided to him by a medium. The operator of the excavator for the ground work has all the
information provided by his on-board screen. The information that was sent to the subcontractors company in the
form of digital drawings is inverted into the desired output for the excavators software. By GPS the excavator knows
exactly where it is located and what depth it has.

Available construction drawings or documents

Demolition
Architectenbureau Humblé Neuhof – Work no. 1762 Revistietekeningen nov. 2000
Architecten aan de Maas – Project no. 659010
BT10001 – Bestaande en nieuwe toestand
DO1—02 – Situatie bestaand / te slopen
Sloopplan Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Groundwork
Architecten aan de Maas – Project no. 659010
UO10001 – Plattegrond Beganegrond Totaalplan
UO10002 – Plattegrond Beganegrond Restaurant
DO1—01 – Situatie nieuw

Required information:

The site workers for the demolition have to know what parts of the existing building have to be
demolished. In consultation with the contractor and the subcontractors is discussed how there is going
to be demolished and security measures and responsibilities are captured. The site workers for the
excavation of the ground work have to know which form has to be excavated (the shape outlines of the
new building) and how deep they should excavate. The level that should be excavated is the height gauge
of the top of the foundation piles.

Bottleneck in this activity:

For these tasks there are no bottlenecks found. In these tasks not many information is provided and
needed, therefore the information management flow is very clear and not complicated.
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Figure 26: Some pictures from driving the 305 foundation piles on the construction site, completed by AA Schroefpalen.
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4.4. Information needs foundation piles
Driving the foundation piles on site
Work preparation

The engineer has calculated how many foundation piles should be situated in the newly designed building. In the
project the piles can have two different diameters, namely: a diameter of 500 or 600 mm. In the total project there
are 122 piles with diameter 600 mm and 183 piles with diameter 500 mm. The pouring height is also different for
some piles. Palte B.V. delivers all information that is needed to execute the foundation piles, this is checked by the
work preparation.

(Assistant) Site manager

The site manager checks the work of the surveyor when all centers of the piles are marked in the field. The main
goals of this task is to see whether no foundation piles are forgotten and if the right diameters are placed in the good
spot. He marks on the drawing in the building site office all piles, based on the separation in diameter.
During the construction of the piles in the field, the site manager controls the height gauge of the top of the created
piles. Also the height of the reinforcement is measured and checked. This is done by using a rotating laser.

Construction site worker

The surveyor needs an overview drawing of the piles plan in digital format (an AutoCAD file). With this file he can
easily mark all center points of the piles in the field using his Total Station equipment. He marks all centers of the
foundation piles by a wooden peg and afterwards sprays it with some paint (a different color for 500 and 600 mm
diameters). This is the main sources of information for the site workers when driving all the piles. The operator of
the pile driver machine also needs to know the pouring height with reference to height gauge P, with P = 0.00 =
83.125+NAP. The level of the base of the piles is also from importance, this is 72000 + NAP. When a pile is created in
the field, another site worker marks the specific pile on the overview drawing using a marker pen.

Available construction drawings
Palte B.V. - Project no. 450150
B001 – E Palenplan

Required information:

The construction worker on site wants to know which diameter of the piles should be driven in what
location. The location is marked by the surveyor by a wooden painted peg. This is the only data that is
used by the operator of the pile driving machine. Besides he wants to know the pouring height of the
piles with reference to P=0 and the level of the pile base.

Bottleneck in this activity:

The construction drawings are only used for the tasks of marking which diameter of piles is located on
the site, this is done by the site manager. The site worker uses the drawing to see what piles already have
been driven, he marks them too. When the surveyor is forgotten a peg, this will then be noticed by the site
worker by looking the overview of the piles plan.
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Figure 27: A view of the researched part of the building. These are the piles
from the plan of block A. The piles are marked by the site manager based on
the diameter of the piles, a separation is made in 500 and 600 mm.
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In figure 27 on the left page, a part of the full foundation piles drawing is shown. In real life, the different diameter of
piles are marked in green and orange. For this report, it is done digital in light and dark blue. The drawing is not so
important as thought before. The site workers are not using it when driving the foundation piles, only the driver of
the pile machine uses it to check all piles are completed. He numbers them on a paper drawing in his cabine.
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Figure 28: Some pictures from making the work floor of the foundation beams on the construction site, completed by HeFun.
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4.5. Information needs foundation beams
Work floor of the foundation beams
Work preparation

For this project a special sort of a formwork system is chosen. It is a metal formwork used by the company HeFun. In
this system, the formwork for the thin work floor is also used as structure for placing the side formwork panels. In first
instance the foundation is designed by the architect, in the later phase the foundation is more defined and designed
by the structural engineer. They stated the thickness of the work floor for example.

(Assistant) Site manager

For this task the site manager checks whether all formwork for the work floors of the foundation beams are placed
and later on he checks whether the beams are created as well. The site manager also creates a sort of small planning
for pouring the work floor. In different stages the work floor will be poured.

Construction site worker

The foundation beams are made on site, the pattern of foundation piles is forming the base for these beams and
together it forms the structural foundation. The surveyor has a digital AutoCAD file of the foundation, from these
file he extracts all corners from the different beams. In the field all individual corners are marked. The site worker
connects all different piles with the special formwork for the beams’ work floor. Because the work floor has to be 30
mm thick, the formwork has a height of 30 mm. Based on the drawing of the foundation he can notice where a beam
has to be created. The parts for the formwork do all have the same size and dimensions, the parts can be transformed
by sawing and cutting where needed. When the complete formwork for the foundation beams’ work floor is placed,
the concrete can be poured in place.

Available construction drawings

Palte B.V. - Project no. 450150
B002 – G Fundering
B100 - B Schema Funderingsbalken

Required information:

The corners of all foundation beams are marked by the surveyor in the field. Also the spaces for the
openings are marked on the ground. Based on the corner points and the created foundation piles, the
site worker can place the work floor formwork elements. He only has to take note that no beams are
forgotten, for this the overview of the foundation is used. For pouring no specific information is needed.
The thickness of the work floor is 30 mm. This means top work floor is P = -1,26 m.

Bottleneck in this activity:

For this specific activity no bottlenecks are found. Because the base of information are the created piles
and the marked corners by the surveyors. This marking takes place based on the digital drawings. It is also
quite a simple task in the fied in which high amounts of accuracy are not really needed.
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Figure 29: Some pictures from making the reinforcement of the foundation beams on site, completed by AKKOORD vlechtersbedrijf.
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Reinforcement in the foundation beams
Work preparation

The design of the reinforcement is made by the engineer, in this case Palte B.V. The work preparator is the key
factor in the contact between the contractor and the subcontractors and designing parties. This person arranges all
drawings and needed information. The work preparator checks all drawings with the main design of the architect
and controls for example all reinforcement around the openings. The lengths of the bars that are designed and
drawn by the engineering company are needed by the subcontractor that places and bends the iron bars.

(Assistant) Site manager

The task of the site manager is to control the process of making the foundation beams’ reinforcement. The site
manager checks what is made in the field by the construction site workers. Here he compares the work that is
actually manufactured and what is shown on the drawings.

Construction site worker

In the project most of the bigger foundation beams are completely prefabricated in the factory. These beams
only have to be connected on site by the bar benders with extra reinforcement. A distinction is made in various
types of reinforcement. This is: the main reinforcement, top and base reinforcement, flank reinforcement and extra
reinforcement (such as pins and clasps). The construction worker wants to know which beam reinforcement should
be executed (the location of the reinforcement) and how many and what kind of bars he has to place. All bars and
reinforcement particles are numbered by the subcontractor before starting in the field, so not many searches are
needed. The construction worker thinks the delivered drawings are showing him the correct and needed information.
He only has to pay attention he is working with the drawings for the correct related beam.

Available construction drawings

Palte B.V. - Project no. 450150
B101 – C Funderingsbalken B1 – B6B + Funderingsbalken kraanfundatie
B102 – C Funderingsbalken B7 – B10B
B103 – C Funderingsbalken B11 – B14B
B104 – D Funderingsbalken B15 – B22
B105 – C Funderingsbalken B23 – B36

Required information:

The bar bender only wants to know two essential things, namely: which bar must be placed in what place.
For the place he does not have to know any critical dimensions. The bars are numbered and bundled by
the subcontractor himself before coming to the construction site.

Bottleneck in this activity:

The correct information for the site worker is presented on the drawings, but the drawings are too big to
handle properly in the field. They also contain too much information, it is not specific enough for a task.
The paper drawings are not easy to read on site because when folding the drawings are getting abraded.
Also dirt and water is getting on the drawings, this also influences the readability, even when the drawing
is in a plastic cover.
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SCHEMA FUNDER

In the figure on the left the schematic overview is shown. The little black triangles show the point of view for each
foundation beam. For block A, the beams are numbered from B1 to B33. A lot of information is shown on the bigger
A0 paper drawings to make the reinforcement. Distraction is here the key factor, it can lead to mistakes by taking
over the wrong numbers. In the figure below, two fragments of the bigger drawing are shown. Here it can be noticed
that a lot of information is shown for each individual foundation beam. Think when about 18 of these drawings are
shown on one piece of paper. However, the delivered information is correct and fulfills the information needs of the
site worker.
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Figure 32: Some pictures from placing the openings in the foundation beams on site, completed by the contractor’s site worker.
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Placing openings in foundation beams
Work preparation

The work consists mainly of checking and controlling all dimensions from the openings in the foundation beams.
The installation advisors have designed the dimensions of the openings and the location of these openings. The
engineer has drawn some reinforcement in the construction beams, also around the openings. The alignment of this
is checked by the work preparation.

(Assistant) Site manager

The site manager wants to know which type and opening dimension has to be in what location. This is for controlling
in the end, when all openings are placed by the site worker. Only the height gauge of the opening when placed
is checked by the assistant site manager in this specific case. The site manager has in this project all dimensions
on the drawing converted for the construction worker to the desired dimensions. On the drawing were initially
all lengths calculated from the dimension grid lines. These grid lines are, however, nowhere on the construction
site. This because of the time and costs associated with this activity. The needed dimensions are starting from the
existing geometry of the foundation beams. The corner points of the beams were already marked by the external
dimensional quality controller for making the work floor of the foundation beams.

Construction site worker

For placing the openings in the foundation beams the site worker wants to know four essential things. First he
would like to know which type of opening he must have. This can be a cylinder or a rectangular box. On the drawings
a list of the various types of openings that belong to the specified numbers can be found. Secondly, the site worker
wants to know where the opening should be placed. The dimensions for the length and heights should be known.
The heights are always be seen from the top side of the foundation beams. The site worker then calculates the right
level dimension so that the opening can be levelled with the rotating laser. In this project the length dimensions are
calculated from the geometry of the foundation beams and not to the grid lines. For the round openings is counted
from the center, for the rectangular openings is counted from the top side.

Available construction drawings

Palte B.V. - Project no. 450150 V = vormtekening (in English: form drawing)
B101V – C Funderingsbalken B1 – B6B + Funderingsbalken kraanfundatie
B102V – C Funderingsbalken B7 – B10B
B103V – C Funderingsbalken B11 – B14B
B104V – C Funderingsbalken B15 – B22
B105V – C Funderingsbalken B23 – B36

Required information:

The site worker needs to know the type and dimensions of the opening that should be placed. Also the
locations from the opening, the dimensions for length and height with reference to the existing geometry
or grid lines is needed. The standard height gauge is related to the top of the foundation beam.

Bottleneck in this activity:

The right needed dimensions are not shown in the original construction drawings. The dimensions are all
based on the grid lines, but these cannot be found on the construction site. The construction worker wants
to know the dimensions based on the own geometry of the beams. Therefore, the assistant site manager
calculated all new dimensions and created a new AutoCAD file of the side views of the foundation beams
with correct and whished dimensions.
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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Figure 33: Parts of the construction
drawings

In this project not everything went as well as meant. The BIM modeler of the structural engineering company Palte
B.V. has drawn all structural drawings of the ‘project Campagne’. Not everything was fitted correctly with the wishes
of the site workers or the contractor. This was found during the observations on site.
Figure 33 on the left page shows two fragments of the form drawings of the same foundation beams B1 and B18
of the project. These form drawings are created later, because first there was only one combined drawing with
these openings and the reinforcement. Because this was a complete chaos, the BIM modeler adjusted the drawing
to two separate documents. One drawing for the foundation beam’s form with openings, and one drawing for the
reinforcement of the beams. In the figure can be seen that a lot of dimensions are presented, but many of these
dimensions are not necessary at all. These are marked red and classified as not relevant dimensions. In light blue
the openings are marked and the dark blue colour shows the relevant and needed dimensions. But these were
manually written and calculated by the site manager, because they were not visible in first instance. These are the
dimensions that are related to the own geometry of the beams. The red dimensions are related to the project’s grid
lines. It takes quite a lot of money to mark all grid lines in a project on the construction site, so there is chosen for
another approach.
So a solution for this problem can be found in an earlier stage of the construction and design process. A better way
of tuning between the contractor and structural engineer in this case, or when we look closer, between the work
preparator and BIM modeler. The contractor knows whether the grid lines are going to be marked by the surveyor or
not. In case this will not be happening, then they know they have to let this know the BIM modeler, he can then just
fitting all dimensions with the own foundation beam geometry. This saves time and some work for the site manager
and BIM modeler and eventually it saves money.
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Figure 34: Some pictures from placing the formwork and pouring the concrete of the foundation beams, completed by HeFun.
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Placing formwork, pouring the concrete and removal of the formwork of the foundation beams
Work preparation

For these steps in the construction process the work preparation is not really involved.

(Assistant) Site manager

The site manager gives orders to the subcontractor’s foreman and site workers to place the formwork after the
reinforcement and openings are placed. The system of the special formwork consists of panels which can be easily
attached to each other. The site manager marks on the foundation drawing the two different pouring stages for
block A. He marks this on a separate new drawing and calculates the concrete volumes that are needed. Later he
books the delivery at the concrete supplier. When the concrete is strong and hardened enough, he tells the site
workers to remove the formwork and build it again for the next stage.

Construction site worker
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Figure 35: Two phases of pouring the concrete for the
beams in block A, this is marked by the site manager.
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The construction site worker who is placing the formwork
is very experienced with his own system. So for this no
information is necessary, the site workers just follows all
beams and makes sure no one is forgotten. When the
formwork is placed everywhere and nailed into the ground,
the concrete pouring process can start. With cement trucks
the fresh concrete is transported to the construction site.
Over there, the concrete is unloaded in the concrete pouring
silo and lifted with the crane. The same site workers of the
formwork are now filling it with concrete. The pouring height
is checked with the rotating laser by one of the site workers.
The foundation beams have a height of 800 mm, so the
height gauge top of the beam is -0,46 m below P=0.
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For placing the formwork no extra information is needed. This is because the site workers just follow the
created reinforcement and work floor formwork to place all panels. When pouring the concrete they want
to know the height gauge top of the foundation beam. In this project it was P=-460 mm.

11

LIFTPUT 1
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Bottleneck in this activity:

Information is not stored in a central spot, another drawing is now marked for the pouring stages of
block A. Because this is not the only marked drawing by the site manager, it will be a better way to make
it possible to create some layers over a digital model. In this case the model can be hidden or unhidden
when needed and everything is stored and saved automatically. Not only the site manager has access to
it, but everyone who is allowed to is able to see the notes.
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Figure 36: Some pictures from placing the hollow core slab floor elements of the ground floor, executed by Hafra Bouw.
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4.6. Information needs ground floor (hollow core slabs)
Placing the hollow core slab floor elements
Work preparation

The work preparator sends the correct and revised construction drawings of the ground floor to the supplier of
the ground floor elements, in this project the hollow core slabs. The supplier is VBI, based on the drawings and
specifications of the structural engineer, they make a new design of the ground floor with their own product: the
individual hollow core slabs elements. Company VBI sends everything back to the work preparator for the last check
and control.

(Assistant) Site manager

The site manager makes a schedule for the delivery of the slabs after the design of the supplier is confirmed. In
accordance with this planning, the supplier makes a delivery plan (marked overview of the hollow core slab element).
In this plan the numbers of the slabs are visible and the related delivery of transport is coloured. When the hollow
core slabs are placed in the correct order, the site manager checks the bearing lengths and the numbers of the slabs.

Construction site worker

The site worker has to place all floor elements in the correct place. One person attaches the slab to the crane, the
other two men are placing it in the right order on site. For placing the hollow core slab in the right place they have
to know the specific number of the plate and the related bearing lengths. When the first slab is placed correctly, the
rest of the floor elements can be put in the right order following the previous plate. By definitely placing the hollow
core slab the site workers have to be sure the plate is placed correctly, so that all opening are also in the right place.
Some spaces between the hollow core slabs are filled up with foam blocks, this because of the sizes of hollow core
slabs that are produced. When the slabs are placed, the workers can make a wooden formwork at the edges of the
floor, so that the completed floor can poured with concrete.

Available construction drawings

Palte B.V. - Project no. 450150
B003 - D Begane grondvloer
VBI Consolis - Project no. 1604680
Begane grond Blok A deel 1 001
Begane grond Blok A deel 2 001
Vrachtindeling 1604680 Beg. Campagne
Raveelijzerschetsen Merk 1 t/m 6

Required information:

The most important issue to know for the site worker to place all hollow core slabs is the bearing length.
The bearing length is the length of the floor element that is supported by the foundation beams. The
numbers for these lengths are shown on the drawings of the supplier VBi. With this, it is important to see
which identity the floor element has, this number is also positioned on the element itself.

Bottleneck in this activity:

On the drawing of the floor plan of all individual floor elements a lot of information is visible. A lot of
this information is not relevant for executing the task of placing the hollow core slabs. Only the required
information above is needed. When the first plate is placed correctly, then the following elements are
placed very quick. For this floor the deviation can be a couple of millimeters, that is not a problem at all.
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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Figure 37: Part of the hollow core slabs floor plan, drawn by supplier VBI, with needed information marked in blue.
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1L-A
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1R-A

In figure 37 a part of the construction drawing for the hollow core slabs of block A is shown. The drawing is made by
supplier VBI. In light blue all needed and important dimensions (from bearing lengths) are marked, in dark blue all
object numbers are visible.
It can be stated that the drawing contains a lot of information. Maybe too much information to perform the task
of placing all individual floor slabs. Supplier VBI works in a 3D environment, they also deliver a 3D model of the
designed floor plan. Maybe it is also easier for them when only a 3D BIM model is needed on the construction site.
Together with the site manager, the supplier makes a transport classification of the floor plan, see figure 38. In this
drawing the object numbering is the same as on the bigger construction drawing.
For the zoomed part in the figure, focusing on two slabs of type 24, the bearing length on one side is 160 mm and
on the other side the bearing length is 163 mm. The site workers start placing the floor slabs for example in the left
lower corner. When for this slab the bearing lengths are correct, the following slabs are just placed to each other. In
the end the complete floor must be completed like the design. Of course they still have to check all bearing lengths
in all times, this to make sure all slabs are placed like the drawing. This happens with care, but it is not all about the
millimeters.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 































































































































































































































































































































  































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 
























































































 











 






































































































































































































































































  


























































































 

 














































































































 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































 














































 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 38: The transport classification floor plan, the colours represent different transport deliveries of the floor elements.
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The digital work instruction for the construction site worker








Load-bearing
walls ground floor
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The digital work instruction for the construction site worker

The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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Figure 39: Some pictures from making the load-bearing sand-lime block walls, completed by Gerbers Kiggen V.O.F.
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The digital work instruction for the construction site worker

4.7. Information needs load-bearing walls
Placing sand-lime block elements
Work preparation

The work preparation has a big role in the process of information exchangement between the supplier and
contractor. For the sand-lime block walls the so-called ‘wall booklet’ has been revised for at least three times before it
was definitive. Because the walls on the drawings of the engineer and architect were not the same, also some places
of openings were not corresponding. This led to more research work for the work preparator, finally they have drawn
a new floor plan with the sand-lime block walls. These dimensions were then usable to actually build the walls later.
In first instance, the work of the architect was leading.

(Assistant) Site manager

The site manager has not much work to do by placing the sand-lime block elements. In the end he has to be sure all
walls are finished. During the construction the site workers are responsible and independent. They have quite some
experience and know what to do.

Construction site worker

First the surveyor marked at least two points for each individual wall. He nailed some pins in the ground floor and
sprayed some paint. In this project the site worker knows on which site he has to build the wall, it is quite clear
over here, the walls are most of the times standing between the hollow core slabs. Otherwise he can ask this in
the site office. After this the first layer can be set to the right height, this is important because the rest of the wall
is dimensionally steady. The site worker looks for the information in the ‘wall booklet’, in this booklet everything
he wants to know is available. The stacking pattern is clear and complete visible, the dimensions on this are not
checked because the blocks do have a certain dimension. This manner of working is like an instruction folder, step
by step the walls are built.

Available construction drawings

Palte B.V. - Project no. 450150
B003 – D Begane grondvloer
Architecten aan de Maas – Project no. 659010
UO 1 00 01 Plattegrond beganegrond Totaalplan
UO 1 00 04 Plattegrond beganegrond Bouwdeel A
Xella Nederland B.V. – Project no. 1601654
Beg. A wandenboek definitef

Required information:

The site workers first need to know what the height gauge top of the first layer of blocks must be. This is
the dimension that is the most important, because the rest of the walls are dimensionally steady. After
this the identity or number of specific wall is needed, this must be known to look up for the right drawing.
Of course the place of the openings and the pattern of stacking for the wall is needed to execute the task.

Bottleneck in this activity:

The used ‘wall booklet’ that is made by the supplier Xella contains correct and wished information for the
site worker. But for this project it is quite big because of the amounts of different walls. Searching in the
booklet can lead to human errors. Weather conditions like rain and wind do not have a very positive effect
to work with this kind of papers on the construction site.
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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Figure 40: The load-bearing sand-lime block walls of block A are marked in blue. For
all wall parts at least two marked pins are placed on the hollow core slabs floor.
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Figure 41: Some pages from the ‘wall booklet’, which is
the information source for the site to make the walls.
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Figure 42: Some pictures from placing the wide slab floor elements and pouring the concrete of this first floor, completed by Hafra.
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4.8. Information needs first floor (wide slab flooring)
Placing the wide slab flooring plates and pouring the first floor
Work preparation

The work preparator also has for this floor the available drawings and model made by the architect and structural
engineer. He forwards the model and drawings of the structural engineer to the supplier of the wide slab flooring
plates. In this project is chosen for wide slab flooring because of the thickness of the floor and ability to eliminate the
installations. The supplier, in this case Geelen Beton, makes a design of the floor plate classification. Besides of the
plate classification, also the drawings for reinforcement are created. When the drawings are finished, all information
is send back to the work preparator of Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.

(Assistant) site manager

The site manager checks the floor when all plates are placed. He looks whether there are no big hollows and holes
in the floor. Also the bearing lengths are checked.

Construction site workers

The first step in the process of building the first floor of wide slab flooring elements is to place the individual elements.
These plates arrives on the construction site by a truck with trailer, on this trailer the plates are already stacked in
the right order. They are then directly attached to the crane and moved to their final destination. The construction
workers needs to know the plate id (number of the specific element combined which the exact location) and the
bearing lengths on both sides of the plate. These dimensions can be found on the floor plan drawing that is made by
the supplier. In the ‘project Campagne’ is chosen to fabricate the wide slab floor plates with a prefabricated formwork
on the edge. In this case, it is also easy to see how the plate should be positioned. All formwork of the edges namely
should be placed on the outer sides. When all plates are positioned in the right order and with the needed bearing
lengths, the lower reinforcement can be placed. Also the installation workers can place all pipes and hoses. In the
end the top reinforcement is placed. During these processes also the edge formwork is completely closed. When all
this work is completed, the floor can be poured with concrete.

Available construction drawings

Palte B.V. - Project no. 450150
B004 - E 1e verdiepingsvloer
Architecten aan de Maas – Project no. 659010
UO 1 01 01 Plattegrond 1e verdieping Totaalplan
UO 1 01 02 Plattegrond 1e verdieping Bouwdeel A

Required information:

The most important issue to know for the site worker to place all wide slab flooring elements is the bearing
length. The bearing length is the length of the floor element that is supported by the sand-lime block
walls. The numbers for these lengths are shown on the drawings of the supplier Geelen Beton. With this,
it is important to see which identity the floor element has.

Bottleneck in this activity:

A lot of information is visible on the drawing. Much of this is not relevant for executing the task of placing
the slabs. Only the required information above is needed. When the first plate is placed correctly, then the
following elements are also placed very quick. For this floor the deviation can be a couple of millimeters,
that is not a problem at all. In this project, the outer site of the wall is the end for the wide slab element.
The digital work instruction for the construction site worker
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Legplan is overgenomen van de digitale tekening van d
Werknummer 450150 bladnummer B004 laatste datum
Versie wijzigingen na deze datum zijn (voor zover speci
onze tekening) op deze tekening verwerkt/meegenome
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Figure 43: Part of the wide slab flooring plan, drawn by supplier Geelen Beton, with needed information marked in blue.
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Elektradozen HAF C100R-16/19: standaard 10 stuks inlaten van 16/19 mm (breedplaatdikte van 65 mm t/

Instorthuls MV-sparingen (Ø127 mm en Ø152 mm),

IBTronics (type XL H 185),

K4 doos (typ

Zeeg
Algemeen geldt:
De breedplaten dienen door middel van de montagejukken tussen de ondersteuningen een zeeg te krijgen
bij vrij opgelegde vloervelden. Bij doorgaande vloeren kan worden volstaan met 1/600 van de overspannin
Bij het afstorten van de vloer is de voorgeschreven vloerdikte ter plaatse van deze zeeg maatgevend (de v
Bovendien dient er rekening gehouden te worden met een extra zeeg door de zakking van de onderliggen
afgestempeld.

zeeg in vloer

bovenkan
gestorte v

maatgevende doorsnede
(voorgeschreven vloerdikte)

LET OP:
- ALLE GESTIPPELDE WANDEN (in de plattegrond) ZIJN DRAGENDE WANDEN ONDER DE VLOER EN
AAN TE SLUITEN OP DE ONDERKANT VAN DE VLOER !!!
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Speciaal in te storten voorzieningen in overleg !!!

- voor meer informatie zie onze website: www.geelen-beton.nl
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Verwerken van sparingen
Bij het verwerken van de aangeleverde sparingen kan het noodzakelijk zijn vanwege constructieve of producti
sparingen moeten worden geschoven, verkleind of zelfs moeten vervallen.
Geelen Beton behoudt zich het recht voor om dit bij sparingen ten behoeve van elektraleidingen zonder overle
Bij aanpassingen van andere sparingen zal overleg moeten worden gepleegd om tot een constructief en produ
oplossing te komen.
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Wapening in vloer voor derden

Wapening voor verankering of doorverlengen in de bekistingsplaatvloer voor constructies die aan de vloer hangen o
verantwoordelijke van de desbetreffende constructie te worden berekend en uitgetekend.
De benodigde wapening dient compleet te zijn met positie in de vloer, diameters, aantallen, hart-op-hart afstanden,
en details. Deze gegevens kunnen in overleg met Geelen Beton op de vloerentekening worden verwerkt, ter control
aangeboden aan de verantwoordelijke van deze constructie.
Eventueel overgenomen of vermelde wapening blijft voor verantwoording van derden.
Voor verdere toelichting zie ons document "wapening in de vloer voor derden"
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Continuation available construction drawings

Geelen Beton - Project no. 63967
1e verdieping legplan en wapening op plaat B01a OW
1e verdieping legplan en plaatwapening B01a LP
1e verdieping bovenwapening B01a BW
1e verdieping legplan en wapening op plaat B01b OW
1e verdieping legplan en plaatwapening B01b LP
1e verdieping bovenwapening B01b BW
Vrachtindeling 1660214 1e verdieping
Korfboekje 1660214 1e verdieping
On the left page a part of the drawing from Geelen Beton is shown. A detailed view is also available. Here the needed
information is made visible with the blue colours. In light blue the bearing lengths are marked, in dark blue the
numbering of the objects is marked. In this specific project it turned out that the bearing length was exactly the
thickness of the sand-lime block walls. So the outer edge of the floor plate was exactly in line with the load-bearing
wall.
In the drawing below is the transport classification shown, this one is not used in the field when placing the plates
(unlike in the stage of the ground floor). This drawing is only made for the site manager, when the plates are arriving
at the construction site, they are already positioned in order on the trailer.
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Figure 44: Delivery schedule of the first floor wide slab flooring elements, the colours represent different transport deliveries.
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4.9. Conclusion from field research
Based on the findings, observations and interviews during the field research, the results relating to the information
needs of the construction site workers to execute the construction of the building can be summarized. The results
are based on the phases from foundation to structure of the first floor within the pilot project ‘Campagne’ from
contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. The information needs are researched to see what information should actually
be presented to the site worker. In this case, the development of the Digibouw application can adapt those wishes.

Conclusion for information needs

The needed information on the construction site (by the end-users: site worker and site manager) for each of the
different stages or phases in the construction project are:

Demolition and ground work

- For the demolition the to be demolished parts of the building should simply be known.
- Wooden painted pegs marked by the surveyor for the global profile for the groundwork.
- A digital file of the profiles including depth is needed to excavate the correct building profile.

Foundation piles

- Wooden painted pegs marked by the surveyor for the position.
- Height gauge top pile, base level pile and most important the diameter of the pile.

Foundation beams

- Height gauge top and base level foundation beams.
- Corners of the foundation beams marked by the surveyor for the geometry in the field.
- The designed reinforcement of the beam.
- The type of opening which has to be placed and the dimensions for the exact position of this opening.

Ground floor (hollow core slab)

- Location of the individual hollow core slab elements (indicated by number or tag).
- Bearing length of the floor elements on the foundation beams.

Load-bearing walls ground floor (sand-lime blocks)

- At least two corners from the individual walls marked by the surveyor for the geometry in the field.
- Number or name of the individual wall like in the sand-lime block ‘wall booklet’.
- Height gauge of the first layer top of blocks.
- Side view of the walls which indicate the pattern and dimensions / heights.

FIrst floor (reinforced plate floor slabs / wide flooring slabs)

- Location of the individual wide flooring slab elements (indicated by number or tag).
- Bearing length of the floor elements on the sand-lime block walls.
The information can be found in the related construction drawings. Also some information is only communicated
orally between the site manager and the foreman or site workers. This has to be noted, because only information
on drawings is shown above. See for the name of these drawings the previous chapters. All available and related
documents are also summarized in a table, this one can be found in the appendix.
The founded needed information was translated into three different categories, as explained in the first paragraph
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of this chapter. The categories were: required, desired and not relevant information. For each indvidual construction
stage, the needed information is categorized in three columns. See for this the next pages. It can be stated that the
most information is needed in the stage of making the foundation beams.
For all stages, except for the demolition and ground work phase, some improvements can be done. The implementation
of the Digibouw application in future would probably help with this. It has all to do with the manner of information
presentation and communication on site.

Figure 45: Is it a new future perspective; working in the field with a tablet instead of paper drawings? Still, the site workers nowadays
are not very keen with this working method. They are not used to it, that is one of the biggest troubles right now.
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Process

Function

Required

Information needs
Desired

Not relevant

Demolition
Executing demolition works

Construction worker(s)

• To be demolished parts
of the building

Surveyor

• Building form and corners
(digital model)

Construction worker(s)

•`Height gauge top pile
(-1,23 m below P=0)

Marking foundation piles

Surveyor

• Designed location of the
foundation piles (digital model)

Driving foundation piles

Construction worker(s)

• Location of the foundation
piles by pegs
• Diameter of the pile
• Length of the pile

(Assistent) Site manager

• Height gauge top pile
(-1,23 m below P=0)
• Height gauge top
reinforcement cage
(-0,83 m below P=0)
• Location of the piles

Surveyor

• Location of the formed
foundation piles

Levelling ground

Construction worker(s)

• Height gauge bottom beams
(-1,29 m below P=0)

Marking foundation beams

Surveyor

• Designed location of the
foundation beams (digital)

Making work floor

Construction worker(s)

• Location of the foundation
beam by pins

(Assistent) Site manager

• Height gauge top work floor
(-1,26 m below P=0)
• Area of planned work

Construction worker(s)

• Location of the reinforcement
bars
• Type and quantity of
reinforcement bars

• Different colours for
reinforcement

(Assistent) Site manager

• Location of the reinforcement
bars
• Type and quantity of
reinforcement bars

• Clear overview per
foundation beam

• All information from
other foundation beams

Construction worker(s)

• Dimensions openings
• Exact position of opening

• Exact opening position
from beam geometry

• Exact opening position
from grid lines

(Assistent) Site manager

• Dimensions openings
• Exact position of opening

• Exact opening position
from beam geometry

• Exact opening position
from grid lines

Placing formwork

Construction worker(s)

• Position of work floor
formwork

Pouring concrete

Construction worker(s)

• Height gauge top beam
(-0,46 m below P=0)
• Oral instruction and
communication with site
manager

(Assistent) Site manager

• Concrete pouring area

Construction worker(s)

• Oral instruction and
communication with site
manager

Excavating ground work
Marking ground work

• Building form pegs

Making foundation piles

Controlling foundation piles

• Different colours for
specific diameter and
length

Making foundation beams

Making beam reinforcement

Placing beam openings

Demoulding formwork

Making ground floor (hollow core slabs)
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Marking ground floor

Surveyor

• Ground floor profile
(digital model)

Placing floor plates

Construction worker(s)

• Number of specific floor plate
• Bearing lenght of the plate
• Orientation of the floor plates

The digital work instruction for the construction site worker

• All other dimensions
on the drawing

Process
Demolition

Function

Required

(Assistent) Site manager

Information needs
Desired

• Number of specific floor plate
• Orientation of the floor plates
••To
be demolished
Different
loads of parts
transport
of the building

Executing demolition works

Construction worker(s)

Placing edge formwork
Excavating ground work

Construction worker(s)

• Height of the formwork
• Position of the floor edge

Marking
Pouring ground
concretework

Surveyor
Construction worker(s)

••Building
form and
corners
Oral instruction
and
(digital
model) with site
communication

manager
•`Height gauge top pile
(-1,23 m below P=0)

• Building form pegs

Making load-bearing walls (sand-lime blocks)
Marking load-bearing walls
Making foundation piles

Surveyor

• Corners of walls and openings
(digital model)

• Different colours or marks
for inner or outer side

Marking
foundation
Placing first
layer of piles
bricks for
levelling

Surveyor
Construction worker(s)

••Designed
location
of the
Marked pins
on floor
foundation
piles
(digital model)
inner or outer
corners

Driving foundation piles

Construction worker(s)
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•PLocation
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••Diameter
of the pileof wall
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••Length
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Location,
geometry
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specific diameter and
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viewside of the wall
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topfor
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Stacking
pattern
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reinforcement cage
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P=0)dimensions
• Floormprofile
••Location
Position of
of the
the piles
supports

• All other dimensions for
height excluding the height
gauge of the first layer top

••Location
formed
Number of
of the
specific
floor plate
foundation
piles of the plate
• Bearing lenght

• Orientation of the floor plates

Making foundation beams
Levelling ground

(Assistent) Site manager
Construction worker(s)

Placing reinforcement
Marking foundation beams

Construction worker(s)
Surveyor

Making work floor
Making formwork for edges

Construction worker(s)
Construction worker(s)

Pouring concrete

(Assistent) Site manager
Construction worker(s)

Making beam reinforcement

Construction worker(s)

• Different loads of transport
• Height gauge bottom beams
(-1,29 m below P=0)
• Location of the reinforcement
•bars
Designed location of the
foundation
beams (digital)
• Type and quantity
of
reinforcement bars
• Location of the foundation
• Height
the formwork
beam
by of
pins
• Position of the floor edge
• Height gauge top work floor
• Height
gaugeP=0)
top floor
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m below
Oral of
instruction
and
••Area
planned work
communication with site
•manager
Location of the reinforcement
bars
• Type and quantity of
reinforcement bars

• Different colours for
reinforcement

• Different colours for
reinforcement

(Assistent) Site manager

• Location of the reinforcement

• Clear overview per

• All information from

Construction worker(s)

• Dimensions openings
• Exact position of opening

• Exact opening position
from beam geometry

• Exact opening position
from grid lines

Figure 46: The conclusion of the research; which information
is required, desired
orbeam
not relevant for aother
specific
bars
foundation
foundationtask
beams or phase in the
• Type and quantity of
construction process.
reinforcement bars
Placing beam openings

All information needs of the site
workers
found
in figure 46. The
framework
for the• Exact
observed
(Assistent)
Site manager can be
• Dimensions
openings
• Exact opening
position
opening position tasks consists of
• Exact position of opening
from beam geometry
from grid lines
foundation and casco. As said before, the information needs are categorized in three different categories, namely:
Placing formwork
worker(s)
Position of work floor
required information,
desiredConstruction
information
and•formwork
not relevant information. This table is also available in appendix D,
see page 144.
Pouring concrete
Construction worker(s)
• Height gauge top beam
(-0,46 m below P=0)
• Oral instruction and
communication with site
manager

Based on the findings during the document and information needs, it can be stated that some critical information
is missing for some tasks. The(Assistent)
mostSiteimportant
issue
is the lack of a clear overview. Presentating only the information
manager
• Concrete pouring area
that is needed, this minimizes the chances of faults. In the end, the communication and information presentation
worker(s)
Oral instruction and
is the key Demoulding
factorformwork
between theConstruction
people
in the site•communication
office with
(read:
site manager, work preparator etc.) and the men in the
site
manager
field (read: site workers).
Making ground floor (hollow core slabs)
Surveyor
• Ground
Digibouw can help with presenting
information
infloor
a profile
more efficient and effective way. Think of a structured way of
(digital model)
information
and
document
storage.
By
making
the
drawings
interactive, it is possible to •click
on a foundation beam
Placing floor plates
Construction worker(s)
• Number of specific floor plate
All other dimensions
Bearing lenghtis
of the
plate
on the
drawing
on the digital drawing. After this action, a new ••screen
appearing
with
the
reinforcement
of
the
beam for example.
Orientation of the floor plates
Marking ground floor
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The idea of a functionality library

At this moment we know and understand the process and all information that the site workers and site managers
use in a specific project when talking about the foundation and parts of the casco phase of a building project. This
is completing the basis for information flows and exchangement of information on site. Keeping this in mind, we
want to develop the use of an existing (combined) 3D BIM model in the Digibouw application. An important part of
the Digibouw application will be the 3D viewer, where the end-user is able to see the 3D model of the construction
project. This is useful when a very complex work has to be executed and a clear view has to be created or discussed.
However, the 3D model is already created in the design stage of the project but until now it is not much used in
the construction phase of projects. The idea is to create and develop some tools for the 3D viewer in the Digibouw
application that will help the end-users and site worker later on, when they are using the application in the field.
The tools will help by using the 3D BIM model instead of the traditional 2D paper drawings on site. The future
perspective is that no paper drawings will be used anymore. But this will still take some years or decades. The tools
for the 3D viewer can be bundled to a sort of functionality library. The tools will form some functionalities for the 3D
viewer to explode and use the BIM model in the field. It is called a library because the functionalities are a collection
that is connected to the model in this case.
Based on the findings and observations during the months in the field, by the ‘project Campagne’ from contractor
Van Wijnen Sittard B.V., we can summarize the requirements for the 3D viewer tools as follows. Below, the multiple
ideas are shortly explained.

Adding text or notes to a specific object and this should be presented if needed.

On the traditional 2D drawings some objects are numbered so that they are recognizable when arriving on the
building site. In the 3D model these numbers are not attached to the objects. Numbers or text messages are needed
for the site worker or manager to have a clear overview.

Marking tool with different colours for objects, areas or elements.

From the practice it is stated that many things are written or marked by hand on the 2D drawings. Not only to
make a separation or division in the different object classifications and specifications, but also to mark which object
are completed in the field for example. This tool will be useful by making the transport classification of the floor
elements or by driving the piles.

Calculating dimensions from a single object or between different objects.

When placing the openings in the foundation beams it is noted that placing these openings is not as easy as thought.
On the traditional drawings the dimensions where calculated based on the grid lines, but in the field no grid lines
were visible. The dimensions where based on the own geometry of the beam. It would be a very positive effect
when the tool is able to calculate the dimensions from the opening automatically based on the own geometry or
grid lines. The bearing length is an important number when talking about the information need for placing floor
elements. This number should also be calculated from the 3D model when clicking on the a single floor element for
example.

The 3D model is going to be interactive, multiple 2D information documents will be connected to the objects in the model, by
clicking the documents will appear.

It can be seen that a lot of correct information is available by making the load-bearing walls of sand-lime blocks. It
is quite a thick booklet that is used for this. When the site worker is not attentive, a mistake could be made. The 3D
model can be made more interactive, so by clicking on a wall the correct information is immediately visible. This will
make a sort of instruction for the site worker.
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Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments

In the construction site office, the site manager uses a lot of marked drawings to generate a clear overview of the
project. For example in the stages of making the foundation piles and pouring the foundation beams. These marked
drawings are made at a certain moment and then are put somewhere in the office. The documents (sometimes also
draft versions) are not stored centrally. Therefore it happens that the marked drawing are generated twice or even
more. The idea is to set up a 3D BIM storage of these kind of drawings, also combined in the 3D .IFC model. In this
tool the 2D marked areas from the .PDF file are then ‘projected’ on the 3D model. In this case, the 3D models are used
more effectively in the construction phase: one BIM storage for all project information is the ideal situation. In this
way useful information can be retrieved from the .IFC model.
This last idea is really a new approach and can be very interesting, also for other subjects and researches. Not only
for the building and construction industry. The idea came up during the findings and observations in the field, but
especially when the in-between presentation was given for my supervisors in Eindhoven.
For the design stage that is following, it is chosen to use this last idea as the main objective for the design part. It is
a completely new approach and can help to store information in a BIM environment. Which in the end would help
by using the 3D model in the field.

Figure 47: The marked areas for the different concrete pouring stages of the foundation beams on A1 papers in the site office, can
this information be stored in a digital 3D model by making use of the Digibouw application?
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5. Research conclusion
From the research we can draw up some conclusions and steps for the design stage of the graduation project. The
most important conclusions can be read in this chapter and a short introduction for the designing stage will be
explained.

5.1. Conclusion
Unlike all information that is gathered about the information needs from the site workers for the phases from
foundation to casco and how the communication can be designed in a more effective and efficient flow, the first
idea was to create a medium or new manner to handover the needed and desired information to the site worker.
Therefore the possibilities for BIM and digital medium were researched more in depth. Digibouw was suggested as a
new working method, with as less use of paper drawings as possible. Instead of the paper drawings, a tablet will be
used in which the documents can be retrieved from a server. To present the needed information in the most optimal
way, all steps in the building process were researched. Because the development of the application itself was too
big and complex, a smaller framework had to be found. We can state that for the expected result of the graduation
project, a part of the Digibouw application will be designed and developed.
Another important factor of BIM and the Digibouw application is about storing information in a central spot, think
of a central server or web based location for example. Storing all construction in a 3D model is an ideal to strive for.
Perhaps with the introduction of the tool development, we can come a step closer to this.
Some ideas of important tools were the results for the development of the application, these ideas can be found on
page 110 and 111. The tool with the most refreshing and interesting expected result is: ‘projecting 2D information
in 3D model environments’. This idea is introduced when I saw the site manager marking some pouring areas for
the foundation beams before constructing the actual elements in the field, see figure 47. He did this multiple times,
not only for the pouring areas of the foundation beams. Also for the different diameters for the foundation piles he
marked the paper drawings. Based on the markings, he could calculate the amounts of concrete. When the people in
the site office want to have a digital version of this (to store the information in a digital database), they were scanning
the drawing. A scanned document is not as good as an interactive document. This activity could be attached to a
3D model to make it more interactive and therefore is very related to store information in a central spot. When
the information for pouring areas are in a 3D model as volumes or objects, also the quantities for concrete can be
generated c.q. calculated.
More about the tool development can be read in chapter 5.3 on page 116 and in part 2 of the thesis report.
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A possible answer to the research question

The first part of the graduation project was all about the literature review and practical research in the field. Together
it formed a good motive to create the idea for the design stage.
The research question was summarized and stated as follows in chapter 3.3:

“In what way can the right information, belonging to a task specific work instruction, clearly be visualized
and retrieved in a BIM oriented construction project so that the end-users, the construction worker and
site manager, can use it in the field?”
First starting with the explanation of ‘a task specific work instruction’. With the final designed product of this
graduation project it should be able to execute one task on site. The desired information for the site workers should
be given as the outcome of the product. For now, to set a framework or boundary of the design phase, there is
chosen that just one specific task will form the basis of the design: this is the task of pouring the foundation beams.
The underlying thoughts of this are known and can be read back in the previous chapter.
The right (= needed) information for pouring the foundation beams in the ‘project Campagne’ of contractor Van
Wijnen Sittard B.V. is including:
- The division in multiple pouring areas should be made visible.
- The amount of needed concrete should be known to order the materials at the supplier.
- Besides of those two elements, it could also be desirable to connect the time-schedule and the amount
of site workers to the different pouring areas.
These named criteria should be part of the first working prototype of the designed product.
In the observed process of making the foundation beams, the step of pouring the beams uses only paper drawings.
In the site office the site managers marked the different pouring areas on the A0 drawings. Based on these areas he
was going to calculate the amount of concrete for the beams. Could this step be improved by using the 3D .IFC model
in this stage? The part of the research question that is described as ‘In what way can this specific information clearly
be visualized and retrieved in a BIM oriented construction project?’ has an abstract idea as result. The output should
be a tool which is able to convert 2D information (the pouring areas from a 2D drawing) to 3D model objects. The
product is going to be a computer script which makes this possible: storing and extracting useful 2D construction
information in 3D models, in this case task specific.
To make it usable on the construction site for the construction workers and site manager, the final tool should in the
ideal situation eventually be running on a tablet. This makes it really usable on the construction site. This idea will be
explained and elaborated in the second part of the thesis.
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5.2. Discussion
During the research in the field and writing this part of the thesis report, a new outcome of the end result is
developed. The research for information needs was meant to investigate the information that was required, desirable
or not wanted by the construction site worker during executing some specific tasks. The first idea was to create the
complete Digibouw application, therefore in the literature study we can find some information about the display
design and how to provide information to people.
The gathered knowledge about the construction stages and information flows within a construction project are
used and combined to create a totally new expected result. The expected result fulfills a possible small part of the
Digibouw application in future. It is always interesting as a student to see how tasks are executed in real situations,
this is not learned from books in college.
The result of findings from the practical research are completed during observations on site in a specific project from
a specific contractor. This contractor is using his common working method, therefore the findings could be different
when observing the same process performed by another contractor. So the results are very specific for this case, that
was a limitation.
In the end, the findings from the literature and the observed construction process are used to setup an idea to
improve:
- The use of BIM .IFC models in the construction stage of building projects.
- To store information in a central place and better accessible.
- To eventually get a better information-exchange and communication on the construction site with less
mistakes.
This idea is about ‘projecting 2D construction information in 3D model environments’. It will be the main focus of the
designing part of the graduation project and more can be read on the next page and in part 2 of this report.
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5.3. Next part of the project: tool development
Within the Digibouw application a tool (or part) will be developed in the designing stage of the graduation project.
Based on the findings and observations in the field, it can be stated that a lot of the traditional paper drawings
contain marks and marked areas. This is mainly the work of the site manager in the site office. He marks so he can
get a clear overview and uses it to make a calculations for amounts or quantity. Not only the site manager use this
technique, also some construction site workers use it.
The idea for a new technique came up during the observations in the field and can help to accomplish a paperless
construction site with the implementation of Digibouw.
One of the main goals of developing the projecting tool is:

“Storing projected 2D information in a central spot, in this case the 3D .IFC model”
Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments

In the ideal and completed Digibouw application digital .PDF files can be marked by the construction site workers
or site manager. These files can then be saved in the application. With the tool that has to be developed the 2D
information is then translated and stored in the 3D model. So for the examples, the marked areas on the 2D drawings
are noted and translated by the tool. The tool is so smart that it can attach these areas to (parts of ) objects in
the 3D model. When using the tool in the field, a quantity and planning can be generated based on the available
information.
Besides of these two examples, the approach can also help for other stages in the construction phase of building
projects. Another example is in the phase of the ground and first floor. All individual floor plates are numbered on
the 2D drawings. But these numbers are not available in the 3D models. Also for this, the idea is that these numbers
can be recognized by a tool and are connected to the specific floor elements in the models. In this way the step to
use the 3D model in the field will become smaller. For now, we will not focus on this last idea.

Requirement for the Digibouw application:

- Marking tool for .PDF documents
Within the Digibouw application on tablets, it should be possible to creating marks in .PDF files. For the
design stage, I assume that the Digibouw application already exists and contains such a marking tool for
.PDF documents.

The input for the projecting tool:

- A .PDF document with marked areas that is converted to a more readable .SVG file
The .SVG file forms the basis for further development. This type of documents are good readable with 		
scripting programs.

The output for the projecting tool:

- The marked areas are stored in the 3D .IFC project as separate objects
It should be possible to project the 2D information from the .SVG file on the 3D .IFC model. When this is
completed, the projection will be extruded. This volume will have an intersection with the building objects
in the original .IFC model. By colouring the intersected part with the marking color, the marked areas will
be visible in 3D.

Everything about this design topic can be read in the second part of this graduation project, called: ‘Projecting 2D
information in 3D model environments. A first step to a paperless BIM-based construction site. Part 2 - Design’.
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(6)

Documents:
- Revisions of engineer
- Revision of
Municipality
- (Extra) Calculations
- List of adjustments

(7)

Documents:
- Construction drawing
floor plan (bearing
length, startpoint)
- Schematic overview all
numbered
floor elements

(8)

Documents:
- Construction drawing
floor plan (bearing
length, startpoint)
- Schematic overview all
numbered
floor elements

Work preparator
Van Wijnen

Create
application
design sandlime walls

Review and
check block
wall design

Submit
application

Accept wall
design

Reject block
wall design
3) Documents

Supplier
Xella

2) Documents

Accept delivery
schedule

1) Documents
Create concept
sand-lime
block walls
design

Review
application

Create
definitive sandlime block
walls design

Review
delivery
schedule

Supplier
VEBO

Accept delivery
schedule
Design and
calculate
supporting
beams

Review
delivery
schedule

Reject delivery
schedule

Site manager
Van Wijnen

Accept block
walls
Control and
checking sandlime walls

Making
delivery
schedule

Manage tasks
on site

Site worker
Van Wijnen

Check
executed work

5) Documents

4) Documents

Reject block
walls

Marking points
walls

Placing sandlime blocks

6) Documents

Engineer
Palte B.V.

Reject block
wall design
Review block
wall design
Accept block
wall design

Reject block
wall design

Municipality
of Maastricht
Information
Model

Reject delivery
schedule

Review block
wall design
Accept block
wall design

(1)

Documents:

- Construction and architectural
drawings ground floor
(floor plan, section views etc.)
- Load bearing capacity calculations walls

(2)

Documents:

- Wall booklet

(3)

Documents:

- Definitive wall booklet

(4)

Documents:
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- Delivery schedule

- Digital AutoCAD floor plan

(5)

Documents:

ground floor with walls

(6)

Documents:

- Definitive wall booklet

Work preparator
Van Wijnen

Submit
application
first floor
design

Review
proposal first
floor

1) Documents

Hand over
official
paperwork

Reject first
design
construction

Elaborate
proposal first
floor

Accept
calculation and
design

Review
calculation and
design

Reject
calculation and
design

2) Documents

Supplier
Geelen Beton

Engineer
Palte B.V.

Create
application
first floor
design

Accept first
design
construction

Drawing
reinforcement
and elements
floor design

Municipality
of Maastricht

Calculate first
floor design

Producing floor
elements

Review
delivery
schedule

3) Documents

Review
calculation and
design

Reject delivery
schedule

Accept
calculation and
design
Reject
calculation and
design

Site manager
Van Wijnen

Accept
first floor
Making
delivery
schedule

Manage tasks
on site
4) Documents

Placing floor
elements

(1)

Documents:
- Architectural drawings
first floor (form,
geometry, openings
and thickness)
- 3D model architect

(2)

Documents:
- Construction drawings
first floor (form,
geometry, openings
and thickness)
- Load bearing capacity
first floor
- 3D model structural
engineer

(3)

Documents:
- Executional drawings
first floor (floor elements,
reinforcement,
bearing lengths)
- 3D model supplier
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(4)

Documents:
- Floor plan
delivery schedule

Check first
floor
Reject
first floor

5) Documents

Site worker
Hafra Bouw
Information
model

Accept delivery
schedule

(5)

Documents:
- Executional drawings
first floor (floor elements,
reinforcement,
bearing lengths)

Submit
application
construction
design

Review first
design
construction

1) Documents

Engineer
Palte B.V.

Work preparator
Van Wijnen

Create
application
construction
design

Accept first
design
construction

Create
application
subcontractors
or suppliers

Reject first
design
construction

Make
construction
calculations

Submit
application
executive
design

Check
executional
plans

BIM modeller
Van Wijnen

2) Documents

Create
construction
model and
drawings

Create
definitive
construction
drawings

Accept
executional
plans

Reject
executional
plans
6) Documents

Accept
executional
plans

5) Documents

Municipality
of Maastricht

3) Documents

4) Documents
Review
executional
plans

Reject first
design
construction

Subcontractors
and suppliers
AKKOORD, HeFun,
VBI, VEBO, Geelen
Beton

Review first
design
construction

Accept first
design
construction

Reject
executional
plans

Check
delivered work
on site

Accept
executional
plans

Accept
executional
plans

Reject
executional
plans

Making
executional
plans

Site workers
Van Wijnen,
AKKOORD, BCT
Landgraaf, HeFun
en Hafra Bouw
Information
model

Control
delivered work

Reject
executional
plans

Site manager
manages work
tasks

(1)

Documents:
- Architectural design
(drawings and model)
- Installation design

(2)

Documents:
- Results construction
calculations
foundation piles,
foundation beams,
floor and walls

(3)

Documents:
- First design
construction drawings
overview foundation piles,
overview foundation beams,
side views beams
floor plans construction
- First construction plan

(4)

Documents:
- Definitive construction drawings
pilesplan,
overview foundation beams,
side view foundation beams
reinforecement drawings
floor plans construction

(5)

Documents:
- Executional plans and drawings
floor plan hollow core slab
floor plan wide slab flooring
side views and overview load-bearing walls

The digital work instruction for the construction site worker

Execute
construction
tasks on site

(6)

Documents related to task:
- Overviews
- Floor plans
- Side views
- Schemes

Site managers
checks
delivered work

B. SADT schemes (IDEF0 diagrams) - format A4
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Executing
demolition works

1.

- Demolition plan

Excavating
ground work

2.

- Pegs
building corners
- Digital data
(ground work model)

Driving
foundation piles
4.
Making
foundation beams
Making
ground floor

5.

6.
Making
load-bearing wall

Making
first floor

7.

- Execution drawings
- Overview plan floor plates

- Execution drawings
- Assembling instructions

- Execution drawings
- Overview plan floor plates

- Defined pegs
- Overview plan piles - Reinforcement drawings
- Formwork drawings
- Execution drawings
3.

Realizing foundation and casco

0.
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1.1.

- External
construction
worker
- (Assistant)
site manager

Define parts to be
demolished

- Floor plans
- Overviews

- Excavator
operator

- Excavator

Demolishing
building parts

1.2.
1.3.

- Truck
driver
- Container
- Truck

Removing debris/
materials

Executing demolition works

1.

- (External)
surveyor

2.3.

- Board
computer

Importing model
board computer

- Driver

- Total Station
measurement
equipment
- Hammer

Marking corners
building form

2.2.

- Computer
- Software

- Digital
floor plan
(Autocad)

- Modeller

- Pegs
- Spray paint

2.1.
Making digital
ground work model

- Digital
floor plan
- Height gauge

2.4.

- Driver

- Excavator
with GPS

Excavating
building profile

Excavating ground work

2.
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3.1.

3.3.
Driving
foundation pile
Pouring
concrete

3.4.

- Height gauge pile
- Height gauge top
pile reinforcement

- Reinforcement
cage

3.5.
External
Driving
Placing
3.2.
construction machine
reinforcement cage
- Concrete hoses
Preparing
worker
- (External) - Driving
- Pump
driving machine
construction machine
workers - Concrete
- (External)
- Trill
pump
- Concrete
construction - Pincers
- External
- Driving
- Concrete
workers - Rotating
construction
machine
mixer
laser with
workers
- Rotating laser
receiver
with
receiver

- Total Station
measurement
equipment
- Hammer

Marking
foundation piles

- (External)
surveyor

- Pegs
- Spray paint

- Digital piles plan
(Autocad)

Driving foundation piles

3.6.

- Midi
excavator

Leveling
ground

- Driver

3.

3.7.

- (External) - Total Station
surveyor measurement
equipment
- Controling
equipment

Measuring and
checking piles

- Piles plan
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- Concrete

- Reinforcement
cages
- Reinforcement bars

Making
work floor

- Opening
fittings

- External - Equipment
bar benders

Making beam
reinforcement

4.2.

- Bending schedules
- Reinforcement drawings
- Overview drawings
4.1.

Placing formwork
foundation beams

4.4.

- Overview drawings

Pouring concrete
foundation beams

4.5.

- Height gauge top
foundation beam

- (External)
4.6.
construction
worker - Equipment - (External)
Demoulding
formwork
construction
worker - Equipment - (External) - Mobile
- Formwork
construction
crane
plates and parts
workers
- Concrete - (External) - Equipment
- Concrete
mixer construction
workers

Placing openings

4.3.

- Execution drawings
- Overview drawings

Making foundation beams

4.
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- Iron pegs
foundation corners
- Overview foundation

- Formwork
work floor
parts

- Total Station
measurement
equipment
- Hammer

Marking corners
building form

- (External)
surveyor

- Iron pegs
- Spray paint

4.1.1.

- Iron pins

- Driver
- Midi
4.1.3.
- Construction excavator
Placing
formwork
worker - Rotating laser
and openings
with receiver
- Digital
foundation plan
- (External) - Flexible
(Autocad)
construction rule
- Lines
workers
4.1.2.

Leveling
ground

- Height gauge bottom
work floor

- (External) - Hammer
construction - Tongs
workers

Fixing formwork
in ground

4.1.4.

- Site
manager

- Foil

- Rotating
laser with
receiver

Checking height
formwork

4.1.5.

- Height gauge top
work floor

Making work floor

4.1.

- (External)
construction
worker

Pouring
concrete

4.1.7.

- Height gauge top
work floor / formwork

- (External) - Mobile
construction crane
workers - Concrete
- Driver
mixer
- Concrete

- Knife

Placing foil

4.1.6.
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- Spacers
(distance
blocks)

- Prefabricated
reinforcement

Placing bottom
distance blocks

- Reinforcement
bars

- External - Equipment
bar benders
- Crane

Placing prefab
reinforcement

4.2.2.

- Bending schedules
- Reinforcement drawings
- Overview drawings
4.2.1.

- Iron wire

- External
bar benders

Placing additional
reinforcement

4.2.3.

- Execution drawings
- Overview drawings

4.2.4.

- External
bar benders
- Spacers

Pincers

Connecting
reinforcement

Making beam reinforcement

4.2.

4.2.5.

- (External)
construction
workers

Placing side
spacers
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- Spray paint

- Construction - Rotating
workers
laser with
receiver
- Measuring
tape

Measure height
and center

4.3.1.

- Form drawings
- Overview drawing

4.3.2.

- Prefab tubes
or boxes

- Construction
workers

Mark center of
opening

Connect opening
to reinforcement

4.3.4.

Checking center
height

4.3.5.

- Height gauge center
of opening

- Construction
workers
- Pincers - Construction - Rotating
- Iron wire
workers
laser with
receiver
- Concrete

- Construction
workers

Placing opening
tube or box

4.3.3.

Placing openings

4.3.
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- Formwork
panels

4.4.1.

- (External)
construction
workers

- Spray

Distributing
formwork panels

- Formwork
panels

- (External)
construction
workers

Lubricating
side panels

4.4.2.

- (External)
construction
workers
- Iron pins

Placing
formwork panels

4.4.3.

- Clamps

- (External)
construction
workers - Hammer

Fixing formwork

4.4.4.

Placing formwork foundation beams

4.4.

- (External)
construction
workers

Placing clamps

4.4.5.
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- Concrete

- Truck
- Crane
driver - Concrete
- Crane
tub
operator - Concrete
truck

Unloading
concrete

4.5.1.

- Crane
operator

Steering
concrete tub

4.5.3.
4.5.4.

- Height gauge top
foundation beam

- Crane
Pouring concrete
- Concrete
tub
- (External) - Crane
construction - Concrete
tub
workers
- (External) - Rotating
- Crane
construction laser with
operator
receiver
workers
- (Assistent)
site
manager

Transporting
concrete

4.5.2.

Pouring concrete foundation beams

4.5.

- (External)
construction
workers - Hammer

Detaching
clamps and pins

4.6.1.

- (External)
construction
workers

Replacing
formwork panels

4.6.2.
4.6.3.

- (External)
construction
workers

Storing
formwork panels

Demoulding formwork

4.6.
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5.1.

5.3.
Lifting
floor element
Positioning
hollow core slabs

5.4.

- Floor plan ground floor
with all elements
(and bearing length)

Making wooden
formwork profile

5.5.

- Marked pins

- Floor plan ground floor - Crane - Tower crane
5.6.
with all elements
operator - Lifting
Pouring
equipment - (External) - Tower crane
5.2.
concrete
construction - Lifting
- Floor elements
Attaching
workers equipment - (External) - Hammer
(hollow core slabs)
floor element
- Crane operator
construction - Screw
workers
machine - (External)
- Broom
- Wooden plates
- Saw construction - Tower
- Screws
workers
crane
- (External) - Tower crane
- Nails
- Crane
- Concrete
construction
- Lifting
- Concrete
operator
tub
worker
equipment
- Crane operator

- Total Station
measurement
equipment
- Hammer
- Drilling machine

Marking floor
profile

- (External)
surveyor

- Pins
- Spray paint
- Rope

- Digital floor plan
(AutoCAD)

Making ground floor

5.
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6.1.

Marking corners
wall openings
6.2.
Placing foil on
ground floor

- Foil
- Special
sand-lime blocks
- Mortar

- (External) - Total Station
Surveyor measurement
equipment - Construction - Knife
worker

- Spray paint
- Pins

- Digital floor plan
(AutoCAD)

Placing
sand-lime blocks

6.4.

- Wall booklet

6.5.
Placing lintels
above openings

- Wall booklet

6.6.

- Angle brace

Placing
- Construction
supporting system
workers
- Sand-lime blocks
- Small crane - Construction - Tools
- Mortar
- Tools
- Small
workers
crane - Construction - Hand
- Lintels
worker
drill

- Construction - Tools
worker

Placing first layer
for levelling

6.3.

- Wall booklet

Making load-bearing walls

6.
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7.1.

Placing slab
supporting system
7.3.

Placing wide slab
floor elements
Placing bottom
reinforcement

- Floor plan first floor
with reinforcement

7.2.

- Floor plan first floor
with all elements and
bearing lengths

7.4.

- Floor plan first floor
with installations
- Floor plan first floor
with reinforcement

Making formwork
for edges

7.6.

Pouring concrete

7.7.

- (External)
construction
- Wooden plate
workers - Tools/
- (External) - Concrete tub
materials
equipment construction
- Crane
Rotating
workers
- Concrete - (Assistant) laser with
site manager receiver
- Crane operator

Placing ducts/hoses
- (External) - Claw bar
7.5.
from installation
construction
- Floor elements
Placing
top
workers
- (External) - Tools/
(wide slab flooring) - Crane operator
reinforcement
construction equipment
- Reinforcement
workers
- Installation
bars
workers - Tools/
- Ducts, pipes
equipment - (External) - Tools/
and hoses
construction equipment
- Reinforcement
workers
bars

- (External)
- Tools/
construction equipment
workers

- Supporting beams
and columns

- Supporting system
floor plan

Making first floor

7.
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(Assistent) Site manager
and work preparator

• Overview hollow core slabs

Construction worker(s)

VBI Consolis (supplier hollow core slabs)

Geelen Beton (supplier wide slab floor)

Xella (supplier sand-lime blocks)

• Transport classification
• Reinforcement cages
• Details first floor
• Overview first floor

(Assistent) Site manager
and work preparator

Palte B.V. (structural engineer)

• Overview wide slab flooring
and floor reinforcement

Construction worker(s)

• Overview ground floor

(Assistent) Site manager
and work preparator

• Digital Autocad document
first floor profile

• Wall booklet

Construction worker(s)

Surveyor

• Digital Autocad document
walls and opening ground floor

Surveyor

Information input by:
Architecten Aan de Maas B.V. (architect)

Making first floor

Making first floor (wide slab flooring)

Making load-bearing walls

• Overview hollow core slabs

• Transport classification
• Steel supporting beams
• Overview ground floor

• Transport classification

• Digital Autocad document
ground floor profile

• Foundation details
• Reinforcement and form
drawings

• Schematic overview
foundation beams
• Overview foundation beams

Surveyor

(Assistent) Site manager
and work preparator

• Form drawings

• Schematic overview
foundation beams
• Overview foundation
• Reinforcement drawings

• Overview piles plan

Inspector

Construction worker(s)

• Overview piles plan

(Assistent) Site manager
and work preparator

• Digital Autocad document
designed foundation beams

• Overview piles plan

Construction worker(s)

Surveyor

• Digital Autocad document
designed foundation piles

Surveyor

• Digital model for ground work

Construction worker(s)

Desired

• Attach the information from
wall booklet to a floor plan

• Attach the information from
a form drawing to a floor plan
of the foundation beams

• Attach the information from
a reinforcement drawing to a
floor plan of the foundation
beams

• Overview piles plan
with coloured piles for
different diameters and lengths
• Make the plan interactive
so it is possible to freeze or
unfreeze and hide or unhide
elements by clicking

Document needs

• Digital Autocad document
building design form

• Demolition plan

Used and related

Surveyor

Construction worker(s)

Function

Making load-bearing walls (sand-lime blocks)

Making ground floor

Making ground floor (hollow core slabs)

Making foundation beams

Making foundation beams

Making foundation piles

Making foundation piles

Marking ground work

Excavating ground work

Executing demolition works

Demolition

Process

• Vrachtindeling 1660214 1e verdieping
• Korfboekje 1660214 1e verdieping
• Principe details tpv 1e verdiepingsvloer B202 A
• 1e verdiepingsvloer B004 E
• Plattegrond 1e verdieping Totaalplan UO 1 01 01
• Plattegrond 1e verdieping Bouwdeel A UO 1 01 02

• 1e verdieping legplan en wapening op plaat B01a OW
• 1e verdieping legplan en plaatwapening B01a LP
• 1e verdieping bovenwapening B01a BW
• 1e verdieping legplan en wapening op plaat B01b OW
• 1e verdieping legplan en plaatwapening B01b LP
• 1e verdieping bovenwapening B01b BW

• Plattegrond 1e verdieping Totaalplan UO 1 01 01

• Begane grondvloer B003 D
• Plattegrond beganegrond Totaalplan UO 1 00 01
• Plattegrond beganegrond Bouwdeel A UO 1 00 04

• Xella Nederland B.V. 1601654 Beg. A
wandenboek

• Plattegrond beganegrond Totaalplan UO 1 00 01

• Vrachtindeling 1604680 Beg. Campagne
• Raveelijzerschetsen Merk 1 t/m 6
• Begane grondvloer B003 D
• Plattegrond beganegrond Totaalplan UO 1 00 01
• Plattegrond beganegrond Bouwdeel A UO 1 00 04
• See category construction worker(s)

• Begane grond Blok A deel 1 001
• Begane grond Blok A deel 2 001
• Vrachtindeling 1604680 Beg. Campagne

• Plattegrond beganegrond Totaalplan UO 1 00 01

• Fundering B002 G
• Plattegrond kelder ‐ kruipruimte Totaalplan D01‐101
• Funderingsdetails + drsn liftputten B201 E
• See category construction worker(s)

• Schema funderingsbalken B100

• Fundering B002 G
• Funderingsbalken B1 t/m B6B +
funderingsbalken tbv kraanfundatie B101 C
• Funderingsbalken B7 t/m B10B B102 C
• Funderingsbalken B11 t/m B14B B103 C
• Funderingsbalken B15 t/m B22 B104 D
• Funderingsbalken B23 t/m B36 B105 C
• Funderingsbalken B1 t/m B6B +
funderingsbalken tbv kraanfundatie B101v C
• Funderingsbalken B7 t/m B10B B102v C
• Funderingsbalken B11 t/m B14B B103v C
• Funderingsbalken B15 t/m B22 B104v C
• Funderingsbalken B23 t/m B36 B105v C

• Schema funderingsbalken B100

• Fundering B002 G

Palenplan B001 F

Palenplan B001 F

Palenplan B001 F

Palenplan B001 F

Document name
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•`Height gauge top pile
(-1,23 m below P=0)

Construction worker(s)

• Height gauge top work floor
(-1,26 m below P=0)
• Area of planned work

(Assistent) Site manager

Surveyor

Construction worker(s)

Marking ground floor

Placing floor plates

Making ground floor (hollow core slabs)

Construction worker(s)

• Number of specific floor plate
• Bearing lenght of the plate
• Orientation of the floor plates

• Ground floor profile
(digital model)

• Oral instruction and
communication with site
manager

• Concrete pouring area

(Assistent) Site manager

Demoulding formwork

• Height gauge top beam
(-0,46 m below P=0)
• Oral instruction and
communication with site
manager

Construction worker(s)

Pouring concrete

• Position of work floor
formwork

• Dimensions openings
• Exact position of opening

(Assistent) Site manager

Construction worker(s)

• Dimensions openings
• Exact position of opening

• Location of the reinforcement
bars
• Type and quantity of
reinforcement bars

(Assistent) Site manager

Construction worker(s)

• Location of the reinforcement
bars
• Type and quantity of
reinforcement bars

Construction worker(s)

Placing formwork

Placing beam openings

Making beam reinforcement

• Location of the foundation
beam by pins

Construction worker(s)

Making work floor

• Designed location of the
foundation beams (digital)

Surveyor

Marking foundation beams

• Height gauge bottom beams
(-1,29 m below P=0)

Construction worker(s)

Levelling ground

Making foundation beams

• Location of the formed
foundation piles

(Assistent) Site manager

Surveyor

• Height gauge top pile
(-1,23 m below P=0)
• Height gauge top
reinforcement cage
(-0,83 m below P=0)
• Location of the piles

Construction worker(s)

Driving foundation piles

Controlling foundation piles

• Location of the foundation
piles by pegs
• Diameter of the pile
• Length of the pile

Surveyor

• Designed location of the
foundation piles (digital model)

• Building form and corners
(digital model)

• To be demolished parts
of the building

Required

Surveyor

Construction worker(s)

Function

Marking foundation piles

Making foundation piles

Marking ground work

Excavating ground work

Executing demolition works

Demolition

Process

• Exact opening position
from beam geometry

• Exact opening position
from beam geometry

• Clear overview per
foundation beam

• Different colours for
reinforcement

• Different colours for
specific diameter and
length

• Building form pegs

Information needs
Desired

• All other dimensions
on the drawing

• Exact opening position
from grid lines

• Exact opening position
from grid lines

• All information from
other foundation beams

Not relevant
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Construction worker(s)

Pouring concrete

Construction worker(s)

Construction worker(s)

Placing first layer of bricks for
levelling

Placing sand-lime blocks
and lintels above openings

Construction worker(s)

Construction worker(s)

Making formwork for edges

Pouring concrete

• Height gauge top floor
• Oral instruction and
communication with site
manager

• Height of the formwork
• Position of the floor edge

• Location of the reinforcement
bars
• Type and quantity of
reinforcement bars

(Assistent) Site manager

Construction worker(s)

• Different loads of transport

Construction worker(s)

Placing wide slab flooring
elements

Placing reinforcement

• Number of specific floor plate
• Bearing lenght of the plate
• Orientation of the floor plates

Construction worker(s)

• Floor profile and dimensions
• Position of the supports

• Specific indication of wall
• Location, geometry and
viewside of the wall
• Stacking pattern for the wall

• Marked pins on floor
inner or outer corners
• Height gauge top first layer
P = 40 + BK

• Corners of walls and openings
(digital model)

• Oral instruction and
communication with site
manager

• Height of the formwork
• Position of the floor edge

• Number of specific floor plate
• Orientation of the floor plates
• Different loads of transport

Placing slab supporting system

Making first floor (wide slab flooring)

Surveyor

Marking load-bearing walls

Making load-bearing walls (sand-lime blocks)

Construction worker(s)

Placing edge formwork

(Assistent) Site manager

• Different colours for
reinforcement

• Bundled information
per phase or wall

• Different colours or marks
for inner or outer side

• All other dimensions for
height excluding the height
gauge of the first layer top

E. Interviews involved parties (in Dutch language) - format A4
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Interview informatiestromen ontwerpfase
Datum:			
Duur interview:		

12 oktober 2016
10 minuten

Naam:			Roel Lazarus
Bedrijf:			Palte B.V.
Functie:		BIM-modelleur
Afdeling:		 Constructie
Werkzaam sinds:
2007
Betrokkenheid project: Modelleerwerk constructie
Doel: Er achter zien te komen wat de werkzaamheden bij Palte B.V. in houden wat betreft de fundering van het pilot
project.
1. Welke informatie wordt als basis gebruikt bij Palte B.V. voor het genereren van het tekenwerk van de fundering
van Campagne Maastricht?
Roel: “Wij, als Palte B.V., krijgen in dit geval van de architect de bouwkundige tekeningen van het ontwerp. Deze vormen
de basis waarop wij verder de constructie gaan berekenen en uitwerken. Deze tekeningen geven het ontwerp weer zoals
de architect deze heeft bedacht. De opdrachtgever overhandigt deze documenten aan de projectleider bij Palte. Dit proces
vindt plaats in de bestekfase van het ontwerp. Om uiteindelijk een (omgevings)vergunning te krijgen voor het project
dienen namelijk ook constructieve tekeningen ingediend te worden. De projectleider bij Palte coördineert het project
Campagne binnen het bureau, hij speelt de tekeningen door naar een constructeur. Deze persoon maakt een ontwerp
voor de fundering in de vorm van een bestek. In dit bestek staan alle gegevens, maten en opmerkingen die van belang
zijn voor de tekenaar om het uit te werken. In de volgende stap kan de BIM-modelleur dit bestek omzetten in een eerste
overzicht van de fundering. Voor de besteksfase is een plattegrond (overzicht van de balken) al vaak voldoende. Indien
dit gereed is, gaat het tekenwerk terug naar de opdrachtgever. Hiermee kunnen de vergunningen opgevraagd worden.”
2. Welke informatie wordt door Palte B.V. toegevoegd aan het funderingsplan?
Roel: “Aangezien Palte B.V. een constructeursbureau is, wordt het constructieve ontwerp van Campagne geheel door
Palte verzorgd: van schetsontwerp tot definitief ontwerp. Indien de vergunning in de besteksfase wordt goedgekeurd door
de gemeente, kan het plan zonder wijzigingen worden uitgewerkt tot definitief uitvoeringsontwerp. Ik, als BIM-modelleur,
werk de al vervaardigde bestekstekeningen uit tot uitvoeringsontwerp. In het eerste stadium houd ik daarom al rekening
hiermee. De gegevens die in deze fase (naar uitvoering) worden toegevoegd in de modelleerapplicatie Revit zijn onder
andere: maatvoeringen, aanvullende details van de fundering en eventuele wijzigingen. Ook gezien het aantal sparingen
en sleuven in de fundering bij dit project is alles in 3D uitgewerkt.”
Dennis: “Welke maten worden er dan specifiek toegevoegd?”
Roel: “Het maatvoeren door ons gebeurt bij dit project op basis van de assen/stramienen in het model (normale gang
van zaken). Ik ga namelijk niet alle maten in het model erbij zetten. Hier komt ook een stukje ervaring van de modelleur in
dit geval bij het proces kijken. De afmetingen van de balken worden mij toegespeeld vanuit de collega constructeur, deze
maten worden er dus altijd bij gezet.”
3. Hoe en wat geven jullie als Palte B.V. weer door naar de uitvoerende partij, in dit project toevallig ook de
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opdrachtgever Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.?
Dennis: “Bij dit project werkt Palte B.V. de constructie uit voor het project Campagne. De opdrachtgever Van Wijnen heeft
het project aangenomen met een contractvorm Design & Build. Dit wil zeggen dat Van Wijnen het ontwerp en de realisatie
op zich neemt.”
Roel: “Klopt, Van Wijnen heeft het stukje constructie bij Palte B.V. neergelegd. Zodoende hebben wij als taak om uiteindelijk
de definitieve uitvoeringstekeningen aan te reiken. Het project bestaat onder meer uit 3 gelijke bouwblokken, dus deze
worden één keer uitgewerkt op tekening. Als door ons de tekeningen definitief worden uitgegeven, in overleg met de
opdrachtgever, zijn de tekeningen ook meteen geschikt om de bouwplaats op te gaan.”
Dennis: “In dit specifieke project zijn het uiteindelijk 9 stuks tekeningen op A0-formaat geworden, onder andere een overzicht
van de hele fundering, een schematisch overzicht van alle funderingsbalken, uitwerkingen van alle funderingsbalken en
de funderingsdetails. Op deze grote papieren tekeningen is dus in één klap erg veel informatie te zien.”
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Interview informatiestromen ontwerpfase
Datum:			
Duur interview:		

13 oktober 2016
50 minuten

Naam:			
Roel Lazarus en Gerard Herben
Bedrijf:			Palte B.V.
Functie:		
BIM modelleurs
Afdeling:		 Constructie
Werkzaam sinds:
n.v.t.
Betrokkenheid project: n.v.t.
Doel: Inzichtelijk krijgen hoe het proces van informatie-aanreiking met betrekking tot wapening van funderingsbalken
gaat.
1. Wat krijgt u aangereikt van de constructeur om verder uit te tekenen?
Roel: “Van Mart krijg ik in dit geval de vormtekeningen terug met daarop aangegeven (met pen) welke wapening waar
moet komen te liggen. De basiswapening is weergegeven in tekstvorm, deze kan ik in de modelleerapplicatie tekenen. Dat
weet ik ongeveer hoe dat moet komen te liggen. Hoewel het in Revit wordt getekend, wordt alle wapening voor dit project
in 2D getekend. Daarbij wordt voor alle funderingsbalken de wapening uitgetekend, dit vanwege de complexiteit van het
project. De hoeveelheid sleuven in de funderingsbalken is hier maatgevend voor, het zou duidelijker worden om dan alles
uit te tekenen.”
Dennis: “We hebben dus te maken met een luxe probleem voor de vlechter in dit geval?”
Gerard: “Klopt, soms zie je ook weleens dat de wapening heel simplistisch (of minimalistisch) weergegeven op tekeningen.
Dit is voornamelijk het geval bij rechte funderingsbalken zonder sleuven, een gebouw waarbij de installatie niet via
de begane grondvloer loopt. De doorsnede van de wapening van de hele funderingsbalk is dan over de gehele lengte
hetzelfde. Een vlechter moet op basis van die tekeningen dan de juiste doorsnede bij het overzicht zoeken. De vlechter
gaat staaflengtes uitrekenen en geeft er labels aan.”
Roel: “De wapening rondom de sleuven en de extra wapening is echter wel door Mart getekend. Mogelijke aanpassingen
die Mart voorstelt krijg ik doorgespeeld in dit stadium, deze kan ik dan weer doorgeven aan de andere betrokken partijen.
Ik ben daarvoor de contactpersoon.”
Dennis: “Hoeveel tijd besteed u ongeveer aan het uittekenen van de funderingsbalken binnen het project Campagne in
totaal?”
Roel: ”Naar schatting ben ik ongeveer 3 tot 4 dagen bezig met de vormtekeningen van de circa 80 verschillende balken.
Daarna, in het stadium van het uitwerken van de wapening ben ik nog eens 6 dagen bezig om alle wapening uit te
tekenen.”
2. Welke informatie stopt u allemaal in de tekeningen?
Roel: “Alle gegevens van hoofdwapening, basiswapening en extra wapening. Ook flankwapening etc. Daar waar een
funderingsbalk exact hetzelfde is als een andere, wordt hier met tekst naar verwezen. Uitwerken wordt dan niet gedaan.
Om de tekening overzichtelijk te houden teken ik ook niet de gehele hoofdwapening uit, hierbij wordt verwezen naar
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enkele funderingsdetails (doorsneden waar alle wapeningsstaven te zien zijn). Ik teken ook niet alle wapeningsstaven
zoals deze werkelijk in het werk komen te liggen. Bij een balk van 20 meter teken ik een rechte lijn als wapeningsstaaf
in de hoofdwapening. De maten voor basisverankering en overlappingslengte worden in een schema (gebaseerd op de
Eurocode) op de tekening toegevoegd. Hieruit haalt de vlechter zijn exacte lengten bij het opstellen van het wapeningsplan.
Ik gebruik deze enkele om bij wapening rondom sleuven te kijken hoe lang ik een staaf moet tekenen, want als er geen
maten op de tekening staan, gaat de vlechter deze toch opmeten. Daar waar maten zijn gegeven door de constructeur,
neem ik deze op in tekening. Zo niet, in geval van buigstaven bijvoorbeeld schat ik deze in.”
3. Welke andere partijen zijn nog meer in dit proces van het vervaardigen van de funderingstekeningen betrokken?
Roel: “De wapening van de vleugels van het gebouwontwerp worden deels in het werk gemaakt, ook delen van de
wapeningskorven worden naar verwachting geprefabriceerd. Het vlechtersbedrijf AKKOORD neemt deze taak op zich. Zij
gebruiken als basis mijn vervaardigde uitvoeringstekeningen van de wapening, zij hebben deze keer dus een luxe positie,
aangezien alle funderingsbalken zijn uitgewerkt. De vlechter maakt zelf, dat wil zeggen voor zijn werkwijze, een plan voor
de wapening. Hij meet alle benodigde wapeningsstaven en labelt deze zodat op de bouwplaats minder gezocht hoeft
te worden. Een andere onderaannemer zorgt voor de bekisting, dit is het bedrijf HeFun. Zij gebruiken een speciaal soort
bekisting, namelijk een metalen bekisting. Zij passen hun werkwijze toe op de gewenste funderingsbalken in het project.
Dennis: “Dus als ik zo mag concluderen, worden deze uitvoeringstekeningen van Palte BV gebruikt door de onderaannemers
om daar hun eigen plannen op te leggen. Het is dus een soort onderlegger. Deze tekeningen worden dus voornamelijk
door de uitvoerder gebruikt als controle?”
Gerard: “Op de bouw heeft naast de hoofdaannemer, de gemeente Maastricht een controlerende rol in het proces. Nadat
de wapening in de kist is geplaatst, controleren zij of deze voldoet aan het ontwerp op tekening en de gestelde eisen.
Voordat dit gebeurt is, mag nog geen beton gestort worden.”
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Interview informatiestromen ontwerpfase
Datum:			
Duur interview:		

13 oktober 2016
10 minuten

Naam:			Mart Limpens
Bedrijf:			Palte B.V.
Functie:		Constructeur/tekenaar
Afdeling:		 Constructie
Werkzaam sinds:
2011
Betrokkenheid project: Berekeningen constructiedelen
Doel: Informatie verzamelen over informatiestroom binnen Palte BV tussen constructeur en BIM-modelleur.
1. Om welk tekenwerk van de constructie binnen het project Campagne gaat het?
Mart: “Ik heb op dit moment de gehele wapening van alle funderingsbalken berekend en daar waar nodig handmatig
getekend op de reeds vervaardigde vormtekeningen van onze BIM-modelleur. Deze handgetekende tekeningen gaan
zometeen weer door naar de BIM-modelleur, in dit geval Roel Lazarus. Hij tekent de wapening zoals ik die wil hebben uit in
het model. Ik heb op de uitgeprinte vormtekeningen met pen een opzet van de wapening getekend. Met markeerstift heb
ik delen omcirkelt van het ontwerp die niet uit te voeren zijn. In dit specifieke geval over een aantal sleuven die zo dicht
op elkaar zijn ontworpen dat ik hier graag één grote kruipsleuf zou van willen maken. Hier treedt dan als het ware een
verjonging van de funderingsbalk op. De wapening komt hierdoor anders te liggen.”
Dennis: “Al met al is het dus een arbeidsintensief werk aangezien het gaat om circa 60 verschillende funderingsbalken in
het project?”
Mart: “Klopt, het kost veel werk om alle verschillende funderingsbalken uit te rekenen en deze informatie op de
vormtekeningen weer te geven. Maar het is nodig zodat de modelleur weet wat hij ook daadwerkelijk moet modelleren.”
2. Van welke persoon in het proces krijgt u de input aangeleverd?
Mart: “De basis voor het berekenen van de wapening van de funderingsbalken heeft te maken met de berekening van de
belasting. De tekeningen waar deze wapening wordt ingetekend krijg ik intern van de modelleur, dit zijn de zogenoemde
vormtekeningen. Dave Loo, de projectleider binnen Palte over dit project, en ik hebben samen alle berekeningen gedaan
voor de constructieve delen van het gebouw. Denk hierbij aan bijvoorbeeld de wanden en vloeren van de verdiepingen,
de funderingsbalken en de funderingspalen. Het bestek met daarin de uitkomsten van de berekeningen en de
ontwerpoplossingen gaan dan naar de modelleur die dit uittekent in een modelleerapplicatie, genaamd Revit.”
3. Naar wie gaan de definitieve documenten?
Mart: “Deze handgetekende tekeningen gaan zometeen weer terug naar de BIM-modelleur, in dit geval Roel Lazarus. Hij
tekent de wapening zoals ik die wil hebben uit in het model.”
Dennis: “Wat tekent hij dan precies uit?”
Mart: “Alle delen die in het werk gemaakt worden, dit zijn dus onder meer dwars- en langswapening en de beugels.
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Interview informatiestromen ontwerpfase
Datum:			
Duur interview:		

13 oktober 2016
45 minuten

Naam:			Tom Moulen
Bedrijf:			Palte B.V.
Functie:		
BIM modelleur/3D visualisaties
Afdeling:		 Bouwkundig
Werkzaam sinds:
2009
Betrokkenheid project: n.v.t.
Doel: Eerste kennismaking met het ontwerpproces bij Palte B.V. met behulp van de modelleerapplicatie Revit.
Tom opent een Revit bestand van een ander bouwproject van Van Wijnen in Maastricht, genaamd Maastrichtse
Villa’s. Dit project is zowel bouwkundig als constructief uitgewerkt door Palte B.V., en dus met behulp van Revit. Tom
opent de sheets en views en laat ook de uiteindelijke tekeningen zien zoals Palte deze aanlevert voor de uitvoerende
partij.
Tom: “Het is al mogelijk om in de modelleerapplicatie Revit verder in te zoomen naar de uiteindelijke details zoals deze ook
op de bouw aangereikt gaan worden. Kijk maar naar deze plattegrond, wanneer ik hier op deze lijn klik van de doorsnede,
dan ga ik naar de bijbehorende doorsnede. Deze zijn gekoppeld in het model. In de doorsnede zijn enkele details te zien,
hier krijg ik ook de mogelijkheid om op te klikken. Door dit te doen spring ik naar het scherm van het uitgewerkte detail.
Waarom dit nog niet met software mogelijk is, weet ik niet. De details worden verder uitgewerkt in 2D, afhankelijk van de
mogelijkheid tot detaillering in het 3D model.
Dennis: “In dit project zou het al mogelijk moeten zijn om een taakgerichte werkinstructie te maken vanuit BIM, het
tekenwerk in Revit is namelijk al zover uitgewerkt dat dit het toestaat. Enkel informatie die niet uit de modelleerapplicatie
gehaald kan worden moet er nog aan worden gekoppeld, denk hierbij aan bijvoorbeeld uittrekstaten of werkbeschrijvingen.”
1. Wat levert de architect aan bij Palte B.V.?
Tom: “Dat is heel verschillend, maar meestal zijn het de plattegronden, aanzichten en enkele doorsneden van het ontwerp
in 2D. Denk dan aan Autocad bestanden. Wanneer wij het tekenwerk bouwkundig gaan uitwerken en detailleren kan de
onderlegger van de architect gebruikt worden of er wordt helemaal opnieuw begonnen, met een leeg 3D model. Dan
wordt het ontwerp van de architect nagebouwd door ons.
Er zit een groot verschil in het tekenwerk dat bij Palte B.V. wordt aangeleverd door bijvoorbeeld een architectenbureau.
Sommige partijen hebben het eerste ontwerp/bestek beter inzichtelijk gemaakt in Autocad dan anderen. Dit is maatgevend
voor de gemakkelijkheid waarmee wij verder kunnen modelleren in een 3D applicatie. Hoe beter ik het kan modelleren,
hoe gedetailleerder het 3D model uiteindelijk zal zijn.“
Dennis: “De vraag is echter of je alles in 3D nodig hebt voor het uitvoeren van een taak in het bouwproject.”
Tom: “Het bouwen gebeurt op dit moment nog altijd vanaf 2D, platte tekeningen. Dat werkt het fijnst voor een
bouwplaatsmedewerker. Maar het bouwen vanaf een 3D model, dat zie ik niet gebeuren, ook nog niet in de toekomst.
Men zal altijd 2D tekeningen wensen voor bepaalde zaken.”
Dennis: “Het invoeren van taakgerichte werkinstructies vanuit BIM op de bouwplaats gaat ook meer om het bundelen
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van de juiste (dat wil zeggen: de behoefte van de eindgebruiker) informatie voor een bepaalde taak. Dit wil zeggen dat de
factor planning ook meespeelt, men gaat op bepaalde momenten in het bouwproject een werkinstructie maken voor de
taak die dan uitgevoerd moet worden.”
Dan komt nog de term IFC ten sprake. Tom verteld dat er nog maar weinig aannemers hier gebruik van maken voor
zover hij weet. Een enkeling, waaronder Jongen Meulen, gebruikt het model op regelmatige basis. Voor bijvoorbeeld
materiaal hoeveelheden.
Beiden zijn we het er over eens dat het IFC model voornamelijk voor clashdetectie is bedoeld, de afstemming van
de ontwerpmodellen van de verschillende betrokken disciplines (architect, constructeur en installateur). Het gaat er
hierbij om dat de grote lijnen van het bouwwerk met elkaar overeen stemmen.
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Interview informatiestromen ontwerpfase
Datum:			
Duur interview:		

14 oktober 2016
30 minuten

Naam:			Dave Loo
Bedrijf:			Palte B.V.
Functie:		Projectleider/constructeur
Afdeling:		 Constructie
Werkzaam sinds:
n.v.t.
Betrokkenheid project: Uitwerken constructie
Doel: Informeren wat de taak als projectleider binnen Palte bij het project Campagne inhoudt en wat de meerwaarde
is van 3D modelleren t.o.v. 2D tekenen.
1. Wat houdt uw taak als projectleider bij het project Campagne precies in?
Dave: “Ik ben voor dit project zowel contractverantwoordelijke (financieel als inhoudelijk) als projectleider. Vaak zie je
dat deze taken ook nog gescheiden worden gehouden. De taak als contractverantwoordelijke stijgt namelijk boven het
projectinhoudelijke uit. Het gaat daarmee ook om de afspraken die tussen opdrachtgever en ons worden gemaakt. Het
financiële plaatje is hierbij zeer belangrijk. Wanneer is iets meerwerk en wanneer niet? De taak als projectleider houdt
onder meer in: het bewaken van de planning, de voortgang en het regelen van de leveringen. Het overzicht houden en het
proces in de gaten houden zijn kernpunten, problemen moeten tijdig worden ingezien door een aantal stappen vooruit
te denken. Het is zaak om tijdig met de aannemer te communiceren, wanneer hij palen gaat boren, dienen er namelijk
wel tekeningen beschikbaar te zijn. Hoe wij dat doen maakt hem niet uit, hij betaalt ervoor dat wij het goede op tijd bij
hem inleveren. In dit specifieke geval is het zo dat de aannemer ook de opdrachtgever is. We hebben al wel ondervonden
dat de structuur bij een aannemer niet echt duidelijk is. Wie is verantwoordelijk voor wat? En welke contactpersoon moet
ik hebben wanneer het gaat om financiën? De interne communicatie binnen deze partijen verloopt wat stroef. Het is
daarom zaak om duidelijkheid te creëren als projectleider zijnde.”
2. Welk tekenwerk vormt de input voor Palte?
Dave: “Dit werk is door middel van een aanbesteding verkregen. Het team waarin Palte deelneemt bestaat tevens uit Van
Wijnen Sittard B.V., Unica B.V. en Architecten aan de Maas. Voor dit project werd tegen een vijftal andere teams gestreden
om de meest gunstige aanbesteding voor de opdrachtgever. Gezien dit samenwerkingsverband werd in een vroegtijdig
stadium met alle disciplines om tafel gezeten om een kloppend ontwerp te verkrijgen. Het uitwerken van het voorlopig
constructieve ontwerp is door Palte gedaan op basis van vele schetsen van de architect. Dat kon in dit geval omdat het
project bestaat uit relatief eenvoudig werk, ondanks de toch grootschalige omvang van deze bouw.
De architect is in een vroeg stadium begonnen met het 3D ontwerpen. Het bouwkundige en constructief model zijn
door deze partij gemaakt in een model. Op basis hiervan kan een aannemer alvast een grove inschatting maken voor de
aanneemsom. Het optuigen van het constructieve model is in een later stadium door Palte gebeurd. De architect heeft
vervolgens het oude constructieve model vervangen door het verbeterde model afkomstig van de constructeur.
De constructeur begint het liefst pas als het ontwerp vaststaat, in de fase van voorlopig / definitief ontwerp. Het gaat er
voornamelijk op (ook voor de aannemer) dat de hoofddraagconstructie vaststaat. Voor rest is er niet veel meerwaarde, of
een deur nu naar links of rechts opendraait doet er niet toe.
De meerwaarde van het 3D modelleren is dat het ontwerp inzichtelijk wordt gemaakt. Voor de aannemer is dit fijn
aangezien hij minder gebouwdelen over het hoofd kan zien. Zaken die bijvoorbeeld door een aannemer op een 2D
tekening wellicht niet te zien zijn of waar overheen wordt gekeken bij een calculatie.”
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Dave: “Voorbeeld van een project van de Hogeschool Rotterdam waar we zelfs de wapening van een vloer compleet
hebben uitgewerkt in 3D, dus boven-, ondernetten, haarspelden en hulpwapening etc. Dit om een service te bieden naar
de aannemer, aangezien er een groot verschil was in de berekende hoeveelheid wapeningsstaal door de constructeur
Palte met de hoeveelheid opgegeven staal door de vlechter. Palte heeft een hoeveelheid opgegeven na berekening van
ong. 67.000 kg. terwijl de vlechter een slordige 90.000 kg. heeft opgegeven bij de aannemer. Men kan zich voorstellen dat
dit een enorme kostenpost is, die onnodig is. Het lijkt erop dat de vlechter de zaak wil beflessen.
Het modelleren kost tijd, maar kan dus geld opleveren (of besparen). Met het model kon relatief eenvoudig de hoeveelheden
staal per kubieke meter beton, in verschillende categorieën, worden gefilterd. Hoeveel kilogram staal is nodig voor
bovennetten bijvoorbeeld? Het geeft meer inzicht en er is software beschikbaar waarmee buig- en hoeveelhedenstaten
eenvoudig kunnen worden opgevraagd.
De vlechter heeft bijvoorbeeld meer overlap van de wapeningsstaven berekend, dan datgeen is berekend en uitgetekend
door Palte. Daarnaast heeft hij voor de netten veel extra netten geteld voor een verdieping, bleek uit nacalculatie. Deze
hadden makkelijk gebruikt kunnen worden voor de bovenliggende verdiepingen. Maar zo zie je dus, dat er voor de
aannemer anders veel geld wordt uitgegeven terwijl het niets oplevert.”
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Interview informatiestromen bouwplaats (voorbereiding en/of eerdere problemen)
Datum:			
Duur interview:		

19 oktober 2016
20 minuten

Naam:			
Walther Weerts en Hein de Weerd
Bedrijf:			Van Wijnen Sittard
Functie:		
Assistent uitvoerder en uitvoerend bouwplaatsmedewerker
Afdeling:		
Utiliteits- en woningbouw
Werkzaam sinds:
2016 en n.v.t.
Betrokkenheid project: Beiden werkzaam op project Campagne
Doel: Inzichtelijk maken wat een aantal problemen op de bouwplaats zijn en kijken hoe er gedacht wordt over het
gebruik van tablets.
Op dit moment zijn Walther en een andere bouwplaatsmedewerker bezig met het hameren van de piketten voor
de funderingspalen. De maatvoerder heeft afgelopen week de paaltjes uitgezet. Hiervoor heeft hij de tekening van
het palenplan in Autocad ingeladen op zijn Total Station meetinstrument. Op dit moment lopen Walther en ….
met een grote overzichtstekening over de bouwplaats om aan te geven welke palen een diameter van 500 of 600
mm krijgen. Oranje gemarkeerd is rond 600 (122 stuks), wit gemarkeerd is rond 500 (182 stuks). De verwachting is
dat deze palen in 6 dagen in het werk gevormd zijn. Ze markeren de verschillende paaltjes met een oranje of witte
spuitverf. Opmerkelijk is dat de machinist van de boormachine niet naar deze kleuren kijkt, het is alleen voor Van
Wijnen in dit geval. De machinist kijkt alleen naar de tekeningen die hij aangeleverd heeft gekregen, dat is voor
hem leidend. Een probleem bij het nalopen en controleren van alle piketjes werd ontdekt door Walther, er mistte
namelijk een piket in de omgeving van de fundering voor de lift. De meest voor de hand liggende oorzaak hiervan
is dat de maatvoerder deze vergeten is uit te zetten. Aangezien deze wel benodigd is, moet de piket nu worden
ingeslagen zodat komende week de boormachine ook deze zal boren. Er moest naar de bouwkeet worden gelopen
om een tekening met maatvoering te halen. Deze tekening zit overigens in een grote plastic hoes (afsluitbaar en
transparant) zodat deze beschermd is tegen regen. Walther haalt aan, het zou al heel handig zijn als ik nu een tablet
bij de hand heb, zodat ik de gewenste informatie van een digitale tekening op zou kunnen vragen.
Bij Van Wijnen zijn blijkbaar wel al een aantal cursussen geweest over het gebruik van tablet in praktijk en ook over
de Augmented Reality brillen. Het blijkt echter nog ver weg, dat was alweer een aantal jaren geleden, maar er is nog
niets van te zien op de bouwplaatsen. Het traditionele beeld blijft de papieren tekeningen. En dat is toch raar, want
overal in het dagelijkse leven staat de techniek (mobiele telefoon, computers etc.) centraal. Men kan er niet meer
omheen, overal wordt je er mee geconfronteerd. Denk daarnaast ook eens aan de besparing van papier en inkt. De
grote tekeningen op A1 en A0 formaat zijn nog relatief duur ook.
Voordelen tablet:
- Geen grote papieren bouwtekeningen meer die erg afhankelijk zijn van weersomstandigheden.
- Het communiceren kan direct gebeuren, wanneer een foto gemaakt wordt kan deze bijvoorbeeld meteen verstuurd
worden naar het kantoor. Zij kunnen dan een beslissing maken over hoe hetgeen gemaakt moet worden.
- Opmerkingen kunnen direct in het .PDF bestand bijgeschreven worden. Deze tekeningen worden dan eventueel
direct op een centrale server opgeslagen zodat iedereen deze informatie in kan zien.
Het nadeel waarover veel te lezen is, is het gebruik door bouwplaatsmedewerkers met handschoenen. Dit haal
ik ook aan, maar wordt meteen weggeveegd door Walther: “Dan trek je toch even je handschoenen uit, dat is het
probleem niet.” Dit soort media blijft natuurlijk wel meer kwetsbaar voor schade dan een papieren tekening.
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Voor het bouwen van de dragende wanden van kalkzandsteen gebruiken de uitvoerende bouwplaatsmedewerkers
een instructieboek. Dit instructieboek is opgesteld door de leverancier van de kalkzandsteenblokken, op basis van
de tekeningen van de architect. Het instructieboekje is te vergelijken met een bouwinstructieboekje van Lego,
hierin staat onder meer het stapelplan en een zijaanzicht van de wand inclusief sparingen en maatvoering. Het
instructieboek is een dik pak papier zo wordt me verteld, dat werkt niet handig op de bouw. Het gebruik van een
tablet zou hier een uitkomst kunnen bieden denken de bouwplaatsmedewerkers. Het boekje op zich is prima, dit
voorziet in alle benodigde informatie voor het bouwen van de kalkzandsteen binnenwanden, het gaat dan meer om
de manier van informatie presentatie.
Bij dit project worden voor het metselen van de kalkzandsteen de maten uitgezet door de uitvoerende partij. Hierbij
moet dus van de tekening afgelezen worden. Wanneer in de werkvoorbereiding alles goed zit en is uitgewerkt (dit
wil zeggen alle benodigde informatie afgestemd), dan kan dit de uitvoerende bouwplaatsmedewerker veel tijd en
moeite besparen. Dit is uiteindelijk voordelig voor het hele proces en ook de bouw. Maar het zit vaak nog niet goed
in de werkvoorbereiding, dit heeft te maken met de haast waarmee tegenwoordig alles gedaan moet worden. Hij
krijgt bij wijze maar een uur de tijd om het woningblok uit te werken, het moet allemaal door en door, waardoor
sommige essentiële zaken vergeten worden.
Kritieke punten zijn te vinden bij stelwerk profielen kalkzandsteen en metselwerk. Als het profiel van een deur
bijvoorbeeld op tekening 103 cm is, dan is het voor de uitvoering handiger om 105 cm uit te zetten. Dit in verband
met de afwijking van de blokken en de toepassing van een kim. Dit voorkomt later veel extra zaagwerk, aangezien
een wandopening vele malen terugkeert.
Problemen op de bouw:
- De werktekeningen zijn niet altijd up-to-date.
- De kennis van de uitvoerende bouwplaatsmedewerker is niet verwerkt in de aangeleverde tekening. De gewenste
informatie ontbreekt namelijk.
- Er worden bij sommige taken veel verschillende bronnen gebruikt om informatie uit te halen, de
bouwplaatsmedewerker is dan informatie aan het filteren. Dit kost tijd.
Opmerkingen over constateringen:
- Veel onderaannemers leveren specifieke werktekeningen aan voor het project. Zo worden de stapelplannen van de
kalkzandsteenblokken aangeleverd door de leverancier. Dit alles wordt aangeleverd in een dik papieren boekwerk,
deze instructies bevatten wel de gewenste informatie.
- Ook voor de fundering geldt hetzelfde. Het vlechtersbedrijf AKKOORD baseert op de wapeningstekeningen van
Palte BV een eigen instructie met eigen labels etc. Het gaat op de werkmanier zoals zij gewend zijn. Voor de bekisting
maakt het bedrijf HeFun voor de bekisting een eigen tekening op basis van de aangeleverde vormtekeningen door
Palte BV. De originele wapeningstekeningen en vormtekeningen worden door Van Wijnen Sittard enkel gebruikt als
controletekeningen. Zij controleren het in het gemaakte werk door de bouwplaatsmedewerkers (onderaannemers)
op basis van deze tekeningen.
- Het knelpunt met het verstrekken van informatie is voornamelijk te vinden bij taken waar met verschillende
informatiebronnen wordt gewerkt. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan het uitzetten van de stelkozijnen.
Fundering en kalkzandsteen
Uitzetten van de binnen hoekpunten (via Total Station).
Uitzetten van de sparingen (handmatig). Informatiebron: vormtekeningen fundering c.q. kalkzandsteenboekje, is
in werkelijkheid al gefilterde informatie. Wordt wel opgezet en verwerkt in BIM, maar worden daarna 2D staten van
uitgedraaid.
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Interview informatiestromen bouwplaats (voorbereiding en/of eerdere problemen)
Datum:			
Duur interview:		

20 oktober 2016
240 minuten

Naam:			
Pascal Vleugels, Walther Weerts en Hein de Weerd
Bedrijf:			Van Wijnen Sittard
Functie:		
Uitvoerder, assistent uitvoerder en uitvoerend bouwplaatsmedewerker
Afdeling:		
Utiliteits- en woningbouw
Werkzaam sinds:
n.v.t.
Betrokkenheid project: Allen werkzaam op project Campagne
Doel: Interesse in het uitvoeringstraject, het schroefboren van de funderingspalen.
Vanmorgen om 7.30 uur is gestart met het schroeven van de funderingspalen. Bij aankomst om circa 8.30 uur waren
er reeds acht palen in het werk gemaakt, dit is echter wel inclusief opstarttijd. Daarbij komt ook nog eens dat het
hier taaie grond is in De palen zijn ongeveer 10 meter lang. Op circa 5 meter diepte zit een harde grondlaag, echter
deze is te dun om hier op te funderen.
De palen worden allemaal iets hoger in het werk gevormd dan werkelijk benodigd is. Het op hoogte zetten van
de paalkop, t.o.v. de peilmaat, gebeurt met een roterende laser. Daarnaast wordt ook de wapening nagemeten.
Mocht de paal nog te hoog zijn (en dus moet zakken), dan schrapen ze een laagje eraf met de graafmachine tot
deze wel hoogte zit. Met een triller brengen ze de wapening in de pas gestorte funderingspaal. Deze wordt tot de
juiste diepte getrild. De uiteindelijk gevormde palen kunnen beter een centimeter te laag zitten dan te hoog, dit in
verband met het maken de funderingsbalken. De bekisting moet namelijk ook nog gezet worden.
Steeds wordt er gecontroleerd of de funderingspalen in één lijn staan met elkaar. Mocht dit niet het geval zijn, dan
kan in dit stadium nog een kleine correctie plaatsvinden door aan de wapeningskorf te trekken. De wapeningskorven
zijn ongeveer 4 meter lang en komen enkel aan de bovenzijde van de funderingspalen. De stekken steken uit zodat
hier de later te vormen funderingsbalk aan bevestigd kan worden. Ook de tekeningen wordt af en toe geraadpleegd
om te zien welke palen al gedaan zijn.
Bij het schroeven van de palen komt er zand naar boven, bij het terugtrekken van de schroef wordt het gat gevuld
met beton. Dit mag niet te snel gebeuren, anders bestaat een kans dat er een breuk (lucht) in de paal ontstaat.
Wanneer de palen zijn gevormd en de wapeningskorf is geplaatst, wordt er nog een plastic velletje over de paal
gelegd. Dit zodat de paal kan uitharden; het heeft te maken met het verdampen van water en tevens blijft de
paalkop schoon op deze manier.
Wanneer over een aantal dagen alle funderingspalen zijn gemaakt, dan komt het bedrijf Geonius deze nameten.
Zij tikken er dan op met speciale meetapparatuur, uit de grafieken die hieruit rollen kunnen zij zien of er eventuele
afwijkingen en/of beschadigingen voorkomen. Naast dit constructief meten worden de palen ook nog opnieuw
ingemeten om te kijken of er gebouwd is zoals getekend, dit gebeurt door een externe maatvoerder.
Om 12.30 uur zijn er 35 schroefpalen van 500 mm doorsnede gemaakt. Op dit moment worden eerst alle palen
van 500 mm doorsnede geschroefd. Dit omdat het wisselen van de schroef tijd kost, vandaar dat dit maar één
keer gedaan wordt. In het project is genoeg ruimte waar de machine kan manoeuvreren, dat scheelt natuurlijk
ook. Binnen het project Campagne zijn er funderingspalen veranderd van 600 mm naar 500 mm in overleg met
AA Schroefpalen, dit scheelt ongeveer een 5000 tot 6000 euro op het totale bedrag van de funderingspalen van
100.000 euro. Dat is toch zo’n 5 tot 6 procent.
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In gesprek met Hein, man op leeftijd met veel kennis en ervaring:
“De Nederlandse bouwplaats is veel verandert de afgelopen jaren. De aannemer krijgt een nieuwe rol binnen het
bouwproces. De aannemer is een regisseur van het bouwproject. Veel eigen persoon loopt er niet rond bij Van Wijnen op de
bouwplaats, maar die zijn er ook niet meer verteld Hein. Het grootste gedeelte van de uitvoerende bouwplaatsmedewerkers
zijn van de onderaannemers, ingehuurd door de hoofdaannemer. Er komt in de nabije toekomst een groot tekort aan
bouwvakkers, er zijn weinig jongeren die nog de bouw ingaan. Iedereen studeert verder en zoekt het niet om buiten iets
te gaan doen. De oudere generatie, die met de kennis en ervaring, gaan over een aantal jaren met pensioen. De personen
in de bouwkeet weten niet wat het uitvoerend exact nodig heeft. En hoe dan verder? Waarschijnlijk komen er nog meer
buitenlandse werkers, maar die geven nergens iets om zegt Hein. “Dan wens ik je nog veel succes in de toekomst.” Ga daar
maar mee proberen te communiceren, dat gaat nog wat worden. Dat weet ik wel.”
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F. First idea of the design of the Digibouw application - format A4
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Preface
This is the final part of the thesis report related to my graduation project. In this report the process of the completed
design is described. This designing stage completes the tool development. The motive of this tool development
came up during the practical field research, as described in ‘The digital work instruction for the construction worker Part 1 Research’.
Starting the research was not easy. Finding a good topic that would be interesting and relevant to Design Systems,
Construction Technology and my own interests took some time. This was maybe the hardest part of the whole
graduation project. However, I was very pleased with the result of this search.
The subject of the design stage is ‘Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments’ with the subtitle ‘A first step to
a paperless BIM-based construction site’. The goal is to develop a part of the prototype application of Digibouw that
assists the site manager, the foreman and the site worker. In this way the right information can always be provided
and exchanged, anywhere and at any time. Besides this, the information should be stored in a central place, like a
BIM method. The part for the Digibouw application that will be designed is about projecting 2D information in 3D
models. The explanation of these ideas can be found later on.
The preface is often used to thank persons who are involved in the graduation process. First I want to thank my
friends of study association SUPport to help me with my graduation plan and ideas. Of course my family who are
always supporting me. Besides of this, I want to name some persons personally because they helped me forming the
theme and subject of the graduation project and had time to discuss this: Mathijs Natrop - Solidu, Léon van Berlo
- TNO, Tim Span - Heijmans, Cyrille Pennavaire - Volker Wessels, Jos van Hal - Van Wijnen Rosmalen B.V. and Henk
Theunissen - Moeskops’ Bouwbedrijf.
Many thanks go out to the host companies Palte B.V. and Van Wijnen Sittard B.V., who have been giving me a lot of
space and collaboration to perform the research. They have assisted me with guidance, information, and facilities.
All involved parties were enthousiastic on continueing the collaboration after the first interviews.
From Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. special thanks to Ivo Schins, Pascal Veugelers, Walther Weerts, Roger Suijkerbuijk, Tim
van Roij, Hein de Weerd, John Nugteren and Edwin van Hilten. From the partnership with Palte B.V. special thanks
to my external supervisor Pim Feijen. Also thanks to Roel Lazarus, Dave Loo and Tom Moulen. A special place in
the collaboration with the external companies was taken by Ivo and Pim. They made me realize why I am writing
this report and to form the main practical goal. They have mentioned many times during the talks: “Make it more
practical!” And last but not least my supervisors from Eindhoven University of Technology: Jakob Beetz, Thomas
Krijnen and Bauke de Vries. Especially Thomas and also Leon Vergeldt for helping me with scripting in Python and
creating ideas.
I hope reading this report will be interesting. Hopefully it will help the external
companies with the development of Digibouw and the information-exchange
and communication in nearby future.
Eindhoven
Date: 1 June 2017
D.H.G.C. (Dennis) van der Steen BSc.
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All images and illustrations in this document are created by Dennis van der Steen.
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Abstract
This summary describes the process of the second part of the graduation project in which the combination of
research and practical implementation are brought together. This part describes the design stage, in which a tool
will be developed that has a big potential for future practical implementation in the proposed Digibouw application.

Introduction

Based on the conclusions from the literature review and the observations during the field research, I chose to
develop a tool which combines BIM and the construction site. Nowadays the BIM model is mainly used in the design
phase of construction projects, in the construction phase the same 3D model is not (much) used anymore. The
goal for the design phase of this project is to make a bigger use of the digital 3D model; extracting construction
information from it. Besides of this the aim was the storage of construction information in a central spot, which
will be everywhere accessible and always up-to-date. This to remove some issues in the process of informationexchangement and communication on the Dutch construction site.
When the stage of pouring the foundation beams is reached, the site manager has to make a schedule for pouring.
The beams are divided in different pouring areas. On the paper drawings with the overview of the foundation beams,
the different areas are marked. Based on this the site manager calculates the area and also the amount of needed
concrete.
The tool design will focus on a specific task in the construction process: ‘projecting’ the 2D pouring stages of the
foundation beams in the .IFC construction model of the pilot project. The most important part of the design stage
is to transform the 2D construction information from the drawing and to project it on a 3D model. This will be done
by using the programming language Python scripting.

Development of the ‘projecting tool’

Using a .PDF drawing as input for the projecting tool was too hard because this file format was not easy to read
with the programming software. During the design, I chose to convert the .PDF document into a .SVG drawing. On
the .SVG drawing a single marked area is drawn using an editing tool for .SVG drawings. Also the .IFC model of the
foundation beams is a component of the tool’s input.
The creation of the tool includes multiple steps which can be seen as the implementation steps for the tool design:
Step 1) Filtering the marked area from the .SVG drawing: The unnecessary elements and information in
the .SVG drawing should be removed. Only the marked area and geometry of the construction elements
should be left.
Step 2) Rotate and scale the .SVG to match with the .IFC model: The marked area does not have the right
dimensions to project directly in the 3D model. The .IFC model is namely drawn in the real scale.
Step 3) Make a list with all coordinates of the marked area: The polygon that represents the marked area is
filtered from the .SVG drawing.
Step 4) Projecting the 2D marked area on the 3D model: The coordinates from the polygon are taken and
combined into a wire. The wire will be further used and a face and an extrusion will be build.
Step 5) Marking the intersected objects in the 3D model: The common parts, the IFC geometry objects that
are intersected by the extruded volume, are colored with the related color from the area in the .SVG drawing.
Step 6) Retrieve useful construction information from the .IFC model: The calculation of the total volume
will take place and also some additional construction information can be visualized.
In the end the tool must be able to calculate the amount of needed concrete for the related pouring stage. Besides
of this the flat 2D pouring stage is translated into a 3D volume in the .IFC model, the related color from the area in
the .SVG drawing is taken as the surface fill for the 3D object. The construction information is made visible in the
model by an added property set.
Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments
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The result of the design stage

The expected result of the graduation project was described as a tangible product in the form of a computer script
in the first part before starting the research:

“A useful and task-oriented part for the prototype of the digital work instruction from the Building
Information Model for a specific task within the pilot project, so that BIM is the main source of
information storage on the construction site to be used by the construction workers. The information
should be presented in a simple, effective and clear way through the most convenient medium.“
The result is a working prototype which is able to be used in nearby future within the Digibouw application. The
newly created .IFC model can be used as digital work instruction because it contains construction properties which
are related to the generated 3D objects of the pouring areas. By doing this, BIM will be the main source of information
storage and provision on the construction site.

Testing in the field

The first working prototype of the ‘projecting tool’ is tested on the construction site by different people in the target
group. The target group consists of potential end-users and developers. By an explanation of the tool and some
short interviews, an overview of the future potentials is created. Most of the interviewees were enthusiastic about
the first working prototype and there are definitely some possibilities for implementation. The tool removes the
human factor for a part in the process of calculating the amounts of concrete for example. The result is a smaller
chance for errors. Also the saving of valuable time was named as an advantage. These advantages are in the end all
related to the costs, which can be possibly reduced by using the tool.

Conclusion and discussion

The design shows it is possible to ‘project 2D construction information in 3D model environments’. The first working
prototype that is designed during the project is working and gives the expected and desired outcome. The script
automatically calculates the amount of concrete and it attaches some construction properties to the created volumes
in the new .IFC model. From the findings of the reflections it can be concluded that the tool is not yet ready for use
in the field, it has to be developed further. The steps for marking for example should be changed to make it easier to
use, in the ideal situation the marking can be drawn directly with the use of a touchscreen.
The communication and information-exchange will be improved because the digital 3D model is used more,
extracting construction information from it. The storage of construction information takes place in a central spot. It
is accessible everywhere and it is also up-to-date. In the end, it is predicted that the ‘projecting tool’ would reduce
the time of the site manager and site workers for generating the work multiple times, rework, calculating and
searching (manual work). In the end, this will make the work more enjoyable for them. It also reduces the amount
of construction errors, because the human factor is removed from the process. Therefore the construction costs will
be lower.
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List of abbreviations
BIM		

Building Information Modeling

HEX		

Hexadecimal color model

IFC		

Industry Foundation Classes

PDF		

Portable Document Format

RGB		

Red-Green-Blue color model

SVG 		

Scalable Vector Graphics
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1. Introduction design phase
FIrst of all, we will start with a short introduction about the subject of the design phase: ‘Projecting 2D information
in 3D model environments’. The idea came up during the discussion after the presentation that was given for the
internal supervisors at Eindhoven University of Technology in January 2017, based on the findings from the field
research.

1.1. Motivation
The ‘Digibouw application’ is an idea from Palte B.V. to introduce more digital work drawings and information on the
Dutch construction site. This can be done by the use of a tablet or a central kiosk on site. Instead of paper drawings,
the site manager uses his or her tablet (or big computer screen on site) to extract and collect all needed information
for the site workers to execute a specific task. More and more, the 3D BIM model is getting important and interesting
to use in the construction phase of building projects. The project information is stored on a central server and thus
everywhere accessible when an internet connection is available.
The benefits for the use of the Digibouw application in the field are summarized in figure 1 below. The use of a tablet
in the field means it is possible to use the created 3D BIM model from the design stage, the information and data
is always up-to-date (when internet access is available of course), no searching for information because all data is
stored in a central server and the information is protected against weather conditions such as rain and wind. When
using paper drawings on the site, it happens sometimes that the drawings can not be read anymore after rainy
conditions, even if they are sealed in plastic covers. Using the 3D model in the field can help to understand difficult
constructions and designs. In this case the site worker gets a better understanding of the tasks compared with using
2D drawings. The goal for the design phase of this project is to make a bigger use of the 3D model in the field.

Protected against
weather conditions

Always up-to-date
information and data

Use the created 3D BIM
model from design stage

No searching for
information, all data
in a central spot

Figure 1: The benefits of the Digibouw application, this report focuses on a bigger importance and usage of the
created 3D BIM model from the design stage. In what way can we make more use of the .IFC model?
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After the research in the field, which was in first instance meant to collect all needed information from the site
workers to set up the whole Digibouw application for the phases foundation to casco, a new idea was born. The idea
just takes a small part of the application for further development and is about storing and extracting construction
information related to the 3D BIM model during the construction phase of a building project.

Site
manager

Architect
Installation
engineer

Structural
engineer

Supplier

BIM
manager

M
O
D
E
L

Project
leader

Work
preparator

Site
worker

Advisor
Owner

Sub
contractor

Figure 2: The new working method in which the BIM model is the connection between the designing parties and the construction
party. Some additional functions are implemented in the construction phase, the BIM manager and the work preparator are the
connectors (or intermediators).

A potential new working method for the construction phase

The introduction of this tool, which makes the 3D BIM model more and more important, is new and totally different
from what is done right now in practice. In a couple of years or decades, I think the BIM working method is very
normal. One of the goals of this graduation project was to make more use in the field of the already made 3D model
from the design stage, introducing a transition to an environment in which the 3D BIM model is the communicating
medium between on one hand the executional party (the contractor) and on the other hand the designing party
(architect, engineer and advisor). This means that the 3D model should be more detailed and also be maintained
(and kept up-to-date) during the lifecycle of projects.
Within the organisation of the contractor the work preparator gets a new task. He or she is becoming the main
intermediator together with the BIM manager to store all construction data and information in the 3D central
model. The work preparator communicates with all persons and parties involved in the information process on the
construction site and is responsible for the correct information in the 3D model.
The BIM manager communicates with all designing parties and stakeholders. He or she is responsible for a good
workable model of the final design. Together with the work preparator he or she works on a bigger enrichment of
construction data in the 3D BIM model, see figure 2 for the proposed structure.
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1.2. Design approach
Before we can start designing the tool for projecting 2D information in 3D model environments, we need to setup
an approach to reach the ultimate goal. The goal in this case, is that we have a properly working tool or script that
can store 2D construction information in the 3D model.
First of all, we have to specify the report title more in depth. ‘Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments’ is
about storing 2D construction data in 3D models. For now, an example is taken to elaborate further. This example is
about storing marked pouring areas of foundations beams in the 3D BIM model. This is based on the findings of the
research. See the other part of this graduation project named ‘The digital work instruction for the construction worker
- Part 1 Research’ for those findings.
We assume that the Digibouw application already contains a PDF Viewer, including a marking tool for marking
.PDF documents in future. The input for the further development will be a marked .PDF file. The design stage will
be based on an overview drawing of the foundation beams of the ‘project Campagne’ in Maastricht, executed by
contractor Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. On this drawing, a randomly chosen marked area will be drawn.

The process of marking areas on drawings

There are several possibilities to mark areas on drawings. In the researched ‘project Campagne’ from contractor Van
Wijnen Sittard B.V. the site manager marked the pouring areas on paper drawings. With the idea of Digibouw this
will be replaced, the question still remains about how to project information on the 3D model.
How takes this process place? There are two ways of communication tools available at the moment on the
construction site for the site manager or site worker to mark information on drawings:
1. Paper based; Printed drawings on A4 or A3 papers, marking or writing/drawing on papers, scanning 		
document to computer and then project information on 3D model.
2. Digital based; Marking or writing/drawing in .PDF file and then project information on 3D model.
Another point of view is the information input, in other words: the drawings. The drawings can be created and
exported directly from the 3D model, or the drawings are created in another design application. The two ways of
information input:
1. Drawings based on 3D model; Views/floor plan extracted from 3D model, base point and also three 		
reference points are exported.
2. Individual drawings (from external partners); Drawings produced by external companies, base point and
reference points are added manually.
See figure 3 for the idea of marking areas on drawings. I have chosen to take a combination of digital based and
individual drawings. This is more corresponding with the idea of the Digibouw application. In the contemporary
Dutch construction project, the drawings come from different parties, all working with their own software packages.
For that, we use the individual drawings.

Projecting the marked areas in the 3D model

The most important part of the design stage is to transform the 2D information from the .PDF file and project it on a
3D model. This will be done by using Python scripting. The marked area must be extracted from the .PDF document
and be projected in the 3D .IFC file. Then the area must be extruded and the intersection with the model objects
must be coloured in the same colour as the marked area from the .PDF file.
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DIGIBOUW

application

PRINTING from application

In/output: .pdf file

In/output: paper file

Site worker / Site manager
In/output: .pdf file

Marking
pouring areas
foundation beams

SCANNING to tool

SAVING and IMPORTING in tool

Output: .pdf or .svg

Output: .pdf or .svg document

PROJECTING 2D information on 3D model

Figure 3: The part of the Digibouw application that will
be further designed during this report. Marking areas can
be done in two different ways: the paper based or digital
manner. For now, the digital manner is chosen to elaborate.
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1.3. Design issues
The input for the design is the .PDF document with a marked area. At first, the mark is placed with the use of a PDF
viewer, named PDF-XChange Viewer. This is an application for viewing and editing .PDF documents. If this file is not
readable, then a marker will be added using Adobe Illustrator CS6. In this specific case, the .PDF drawing will be
opened with Adobe Illustrator and a marked area will be drawn directly as a new layer in the document.
When opening the drawing of the foundation beams in the project ‘Campagne’ named ‘A 450150-B100-B_Schema
Funderingsbalken_28-10-2016.pdf’ in the PDF viewer, some marked areas can be drawn in the document. When
all desired markings are placed, the document can be saved. Opening the saved .PDF document with a plain text
editor, such as Notepad++, gives an idea about how data is stored in the .PDF file. From this example it is clear that
the orginal .PDF drawing could not be read by the programming language, a lot of text and unknown symbols were
appearing. However, the marked area could be recognized in all the lines.
To avoid troubles with reading .PDF documents, I decided to convert the orginal .PDF drawing to a more readable
file format, namely .SVG. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is a XML-based vector image format for two-dimensional
graphics with support for interactivity. This file format can be read by the programming application. So, the original
.PDF drawing of the foundation beams is opened in Adobe Illustrator CS6. In the application, a new layer is created
in which the marked area is drawn in a blue colour, see figure 4. Not all fonts from the .PDF document are recognized
by Adobe Illustrator, that is why most of the text is missing. When the mark is completed, the .PDF file is exported
in a .SVG file format, named ‘construction_drawing_foundation.svg’. Also this file is opened with the text editor and
now the issue like in the original .PDF drawing was solved. The drawing consists of polygons, lines and paths which
can be recognized. So instead of taking a .PDF document as design input, we will take the marked .SVG document
as the new input.
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Figure 4: The converted .SVG construction drawing of
the foundation beams with the marked area in blue.
This marked area represents one of the pouring stages.
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This first design problem was all about the input for the tool. Later on, the .PDF document must be converted
automatically to a .SVG file format. Some other expected design issues in short:
- Recognizing (groups of ) lines, text and annotations automatically (and removing) in a .SVG drawing.
- To accommodate the coordinates system from the .SVG document with the coordinates system inside the
.IFC model.
- Importing the marked area from the .SVG drawing on the correct height in the .IFC model.
- Making an extrusion from the 2D marked area and an intersection between the 3D marked area and the
model objects.
More about these issues can be found in chapter 3 about the development of the tool.

Assumptions

I also have to take some assumptions to simplify the tool development a little bit. This is discovered during the first
steps in the design process, the assumptions can be read below:
- An original .PDF drawing, created by Palte B.V., is used as design input. On the .PDF drawing a marked
area can be drawn. This means the drawing is very specific for the style that belongs to Palte B.V.
- We assume for the design of the tool that it is possible in the near future to open and edit .PDF 		
documents using the Digibouw application. This allows you to make text, objects, and markings on the
construction drawings.
- We expect the final .IFC model of the construction project to be real-time or updated daily. In the ideal
situation the model will be real-time. However, connecting or attaching information to an IFC model has to
occure via the design software, for example Revit. Afterwards the model should be exported again as .IFC
file. The following step of uploading the model again can maybe be executed automatically.
- In first instance the marked area was drawn with a PDF viewer. It was quite clear in short time that 		
the .PDF document could not be read as easy as was thought in beforehand. This was the conclusion 		
after opening the marked .PDF with the text editor, here we could see that the coordinates of the marked
area were not matching the coordinates of the original .PDF drawing. Very strange of course, but we had
to go further. So I decided to convert the .PDF drawing in a more readable file, namely a .SVG 			
document. See figure 5 on the right page.
- To convert the .PDF drawing to a .SVG document, Adobe Illustrator CS6 was used as the editing program.
Here it was easy to open the .PDF drawing and to export the file as a .SVG document. One disadvantage is
that some original text from the .PDF could not be read and therefore is missing in the .SVG document.
The .SVG drawing will be used for the further design of the tool development, because it is more 		
readable then the .PDF drawing. This will be the basic input. Later on it will be better that the original 		
.PDF drawing is used, because this is the file that is used by the site manager or site workers in the field in
the Digibouw application.
- Within the .SVG editing program, a single marked area is created on the .SVG drawing. In this case, the
coordinates for the marked area and for the construction drawing will be the same. The marked
color for now is a blue HEX color, #3300FF.
- The 3D .IFC model is simplified to reduce the file size, this is needed to open and use the document faster.
Therefore several steps are taken. All unnecessary geometry is removed from the original construction
model. Only the needed foundation beams are left. This means that floors, walls, foundation piles and 		
other structural objects are deleted in the original design application Revit. Afterwards, an export 		
has taken place in which a new .IFC model of only the foundation beams is created. And within the objects
of the foundation beams, most of the openings in the beams are deleted. This because they were related
to a bigger complexity of the model. Without these openings, the model can be uploaded much faster.
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1.4. Thesis outline
This second part of the graduation thesis is about the design phase of the project. It uses the outcome of the research
as described in the first part as the main idea and concept for this development. In the first part of the thesis, in
which the theoretical analysis and research were taken as the central subject, the complete literature review and
field research are described. In the third chapter of the first part the problem statement and in specific, the research
questions, were elaborated. The final outcome of the first part is all about the design and development of a part for
the Digibouw application: a marking tool. With this tool we want to connect BIM and the construction phase in a
more common way, the use of the BIM model should be bigger in nearby future. Also the process of informationexchange and communication should be improved with the new design.
First of all the thesis is started by an introduction of the design stage. In this first chapter the motive, design the
approach and possible design issues are described. Some of the design issues were already found in an early stage
of the design process. Because of this, we can take them into account when setting up the complete design process.
Secondly the idea and concept behind ‘projecting 2D information in 3D model environments’ will be given. The
concept consists of the implementation of the Digibouw application in practice: the digital marking tool which
is able to project 2D construction information in 3D model environments. For this, a 2D construction drawing in
.SVG format with a marked area and the 3D .IFC model are used as the input. The output will be a new .IFC file with
the marked area as a new 3D object. Attached to this object, some useful construction information will be found.
Besides of the concept, also the idea behind it will be described.

.PDF original construction drawing

INPUT
.PDF marked area

file formats

.IFC 3D model

to make the file easier readable

.SVG marked area
Figure 5: The input of the tool development consists on one hand of the .SVG construction
drawing with marked area and on the other hand of the 3D .IFC model. The 2D drawing
contains the area to be projected, the model is the basis for the projection.
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In chapter three of the design process, we will have a closer look to the development of the tool. In multiple smaller
steps, the idea will be elaborated and the scripting in Python will take place. The 2D marked area from the .SVG
drawing will be transformed to eventually a 3D object in .IFC format. Some construction information can then be
retrieved directly from the BIM model.
When the tool is working properly, the designed application or tool is going to be tested in the field. The results of
the subjective testing method can be found in chapter four. Is a site worker or site manager able to work with this
new approach? The result is a qualitative approach to see the advantages and disadvantages of the usage. Possible
shortcomings will be clarified.
Finally the tool will be discussed in the end and a conclusion is written. This is done by discussing the results of the
designed process of optimization the information-exchange and communication on the construction site. The tool
forms this connection in optimization the information-exchange; the 3D BIM model will become more important in
the complete construction process on site. The impact (of a part) of the digital work instruction on the construction
site will be shown. In addition, some recommendations will be named for additional topics to be studied and further
research.
In the end, the references and appendix are given. The appendix consists of the complete Python programming
script that is written as main outcome, or product, of the graduation project. Also some interviews of the testing in
the field can be read.
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2. Idea of concept
Based on discussions within the team of the contractor, it was clear that this kind of tool may have indeed added
value for the work of the site manager and site worker. The questions that still remain are: why should we develop a
tool like this and what is the practical added value of it?

2.1. Implementing the Digibouw application in practice: digital marking tool
It is important to keep this practical added value in mind, this is because the goal of the graduation project is to
deliver a possible contribution to the real-life construction industry. Therefore I asked myself the following question:
“Why should we develop this kind of tool?” It could be answered with the three following reasons:
- Make more use of the digital 3D model, extract construction information from it.
- Storage of construction information in a central spot; everywhere accessible and up-to-date.
- To prove the research hypothesis and expected result.
These are the two main reasons of developing the tool. The tool can be summarized in multiple words. In the
wordcloud the main subjects within the development of the tool are collected and shown, see figure 6.

What is the value of this ‘translate marking 2D to 3D tool development’ in practice?

The value for the site manager and site worker is to extract and generate practical and usable information from
the 3D .IFC model. Besides of the central storage of 2D construction information, the 3D model will be increasingly
implemented and connected. Some calculations that are nowadays made by the site manager in the office, can then
automatically and directly be shown from the model (when all construction data is also connected to the model of
course). Volumes and lengths can be calculated from the geometry of the model.
The idea of the tool is already explained, but can also be stated in one sentence:
“Marking an area in 2D .PDF drawing, projecting the area in 3D model and generate the construction information for the
selected objects in the marked area.”

BIM thoughts

SVG

3D environment

construction site
site manager
2D information

tablet

Digibouw
site worker application

communication

Figure 6: The wordcloud indicates the
different main subjects within the tool
concept for the Digibouw application.

usage

projecting information PDF
marking areas management from 2D to 3D
central storage tool IFC

In the end the tool is meant to:
- Reduce the time of the site manager and site workers for double work, rework, calculating and searching
(hand work). Make the work more enjoyable for them.
- Reduce the amount of construction errors.
- Reduce the construction costs.
Everything in the world, and thus also in the construction industry, is related to money. All developments in the
construction industry have the same goal: build better buildings, create happier users and finally also reduce the
costs. Of course the first focus is on the situation of the employees in this case. If they are pleased with their work,
the amount of errors can be reduced, which will lead to lower construction costs.
Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments
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Figure 7: The possible practical added
value of the tool idea in the construction
phase of the foundation piles.
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For the foundation piles it is interesting to generate the following information from the 3D model:

The site manager can make a separation between the diameter of the foundation piles. Based on this categories,
for example 500 and 600 mm., the site worker in the field knows exactly where a specific pile has to be built. In one
clear overview on the digital tablet he is able to see whether he has to construct a 500 mm. or a 600 mm. pile on a
certain position. Besides of this, other construction data and information can be revealed. This is shown in figure 7.
When a site manager marks an area on the .PDF drawing, some foundation piles are located in the boundaries of
this marking. See figure 7 on the left page. The group of these selected foundation piles can be joined together for
example in ‘Pile phase 8’. This the eighth pouring phase of the foundation piles in that case. The 3D model can be
connected to the planning also. Some interesting construction information that could be calculated and displayed
in the field based on the site manager’s wishes and needs are:
- The type and volume of needed concrete [m³].
- The diameter of the foundation piles.
- The amount and types of reinforcement in the piles.
Also for the following phases of the construction projects, the tool development can be used to store the construction
information and to generate some useful data from the 3D model. In this example we focus on, besides of the
foundation piles, also on the foundation beams and the ground floor (hollow core slabs). The illustrations for these
two construction phases can be found on the next pages in figures 8 and 9.

For the foundation beams it is interesting to extract this information:

The site manager can draw a marked area on the .PDF drawing that will be opened in the Digibouw application. He
names this marked area ‘Pouring phase 3’ and he can add some additional text messages to it, like the start and end
date of the task. The 2D marked area is transformed to the 3D model and the .IFC model is cut in the desired parts.
For the marked 3D part, the following information can be retrieved:
- Type and volume of the needed concrete [m³].
- Needed lengths of formwork [m¹].
- The amount and type of openings and reinforcement in the selected beams.

For the ground floor it is interesting to get the following information:

The ground floor consists in this case of hollow core slabs. The marking that is made by the site manager or site
worker is named ‘Pouring phase 1’. The construction data that is connected to this and that can be shown is the
following:
- Type and volume of the needed concrete [m³].
- Needed lengths of formwork [m¹].
- The amount and individual weights of floor elements.
- The amount of supporting steel beams.
- The amount of entrances, openings (including types) and ventilation holes for the crawl space.
It can be stated this new idea of storing 2D construction information in the 3D model has multiple practical
implementations for the contractor on site. Therefore this tool (possibly a part of the Digibouw application) will be
further developed.
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- Volume of needed concrete:
30 m³
- Linear meters: 125 m¹
- Amount of floor plates: 36
- Max. weight of floor plate:
950 kg.
- Amount of steel elements: 1

Delivery plan/schedule

Stacking plan floor plates
Delivery no. 1

Figure 9: The added value of the
tool idea in the construction
phase of the ground floor.
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2.2. The idea behind the concept of combining 2D with 3D information
Within the Digibouw application a tool (or part) will be developed in this designing stage of the graduation project
as said before. Based on the findings and observations in the field, it can be stated that a lot of the traditional paper
drawings contain marks and marked areas. This is mainly the work of the site manager in the site office. He marks, so
he can get a clear overview and to make some calculations for amounts or quantity. Not only the site manager use
this technique, also some construction site workers use it.
The idea for a new technique came up during the observations in the field and can help to accomplish a paperless
construction site with the implementation of Digibouw:

“Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments.”
The main concept of the Digibouw application was to use the 3D model in the field, instead of the traditional 2D
paper drawings. It still keeps very important to use 2D information, but it is stored in the 3D model. When the .PDF
drawings of the project are stored in a BIM which are opened with the application, the drawings can be edited and
information can be added to it. The tool should translate this information to the 3D model.
For example by the foundation piles. In the site office, the site manager marks the different diameters of the piles. In
this case the piles with a diameter of 500 mm get a specific colour, the piles with a diameter of 600 mm are marked
with a different colour. In this way he can get a clear overview and count the amount of foundation piles. When the
foundation piles are made in the field, the site worker uses the same floor plan of the foundation piles to mark which
piles are already finished. He numbers the piles in the order of finishing.
When the stage of pouring the foundation beams is reached, the site manager has to make a schedule for pouring.
He divides the foundations beams in different pouring areas. Because the size of the work, it is not possible to pour
all beams in one go. On the paper drawing with the floor plan of the foundation beams, he marks the different areas.
Based on this, he calculates the area and also the amount of needed concrete.
For both examples the Digibouw application can be used, the digital .PDF files can be marked by the construction
site workers or site manager. These files can then be saved in the application. With the tool that has to be developed
the 2D information is then translated and stored in the 3D model. So for the examples, the marked areas on the 2D
drawings are noted and translated by the tool. The tool should be so smart that it can attach these areas to (parts of )
objects in the 3D model. When using the tool in the field, a quantity and planning can be generated based on the
available information.
The approach can also help for other stages in the construction phase of building projects. Another example is in the
phase of the ground and first floor. All individual floor plates are numbered on the 2D drawings. But these numbers
were not available in the 3D models that were used. Also for this, the idea is that these numbers can be recognized
by the tool and are connected to the specific floor elements in the models. In this way the step to use the 3D model
in the field will become smaller.
The last example for now can be find in the stage of making the load-bearing sand-lime block walls. All patterns of
the individual walls are bundled in the so-called ‘wall booklet’. The 3D model of the structure does not contains these
patterns, only solid walls. The idea exist to project these patterns from the wall booklet on the individual walls in the
3D model. The tool cuts the 3D objects in the real block elements. In this case the pattern is available in the 3D model
and can be used by the site worker to stack the blocks. The same is possible for a brick wall, where for example the
amount of bricks can be calculated automatically.
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Figure 10: The idea behind the concept of
projecting 2D information in 3D model
environments. The marked area from the .SVG
drawing is going to be projected in the .IFC
model. Based on this a 3D volume is created.
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Explanation of the tool development about projecting 2D information on 3D models: marked pouring areas of the foundation
beams
The explanation ot the tool development can be done from the viewpoint of two different involved persons, namely
on one hand the user and on the other hand the creator (or developer). Below you can see both explanations step
by step clarified.

Approach from the viewpoint of the end-user:

1. Site manager opens .PDF file of floor plan foundation beams in the Digibouw application on his tablet or computer.
He or she uploads the document from the web based document folder (server).
2. Before pouring the foundation beams, he makes a schedule/time planning and wants to know the amount of
concrete that is needed. He marks the different areas on the digital drawing with different marker colours in the
application. The marking tool will be a standard function within the PDF viewer in the Digibouw application.
3. The site manager saves the file in the application and opens the 3D model in the application.
4. In the 3D model he imports the saved .PDF file that is marked in the tool. Select in tool: ‘Project marked area on
3D model’.
5. The user interface gives different possibilities like the level in which the marked area should be projected. The
site manager enters the desired number. The flat 2D added information is projected on the right section view in the
model. Scaling, positioning and rotating happens automatically based on the boundary boxes of the model and
drawing.
6. In the next step the site manager has to enter a number to create the volume of the marked area (this is for the
extrusion in z-direction in the model). The site manager enters the number and the volume will be created.
7. The marked area is now a 3D volume and the .IFC objects are cut in different parts. The volume has the same color
as the marked area in the .PDF file.
8. Site manager and site workers outside can see the pouring areas (quantity), volume (amount of concrete) and
the manager has already created his schedule. From the 3D .IFC model different construction data can be retrieved.

Approach from the viewpoint of software developer:

1. For now, the .PDF document is first converted to a more readable file format, like a .SVG document.
2. The marked area will be drawn in the .SVG document. The marked area in the .SVG drawing is appearing as a sort
of layer on the construction drawing with a specific HEX color. Any color that is desired can be used.
3. In the .SVG document all unnecessary information and geometry is deleted, think of: annotations, grid lines,
text and the stamp. After this, a boundary box is created, this is a rectangular box around the geometry of the 2D
drawing. The boundary box possesses with this the minimum and maxium x- and y-coordinates from the geometry.
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4.The marked area and .SVG file are positioned (matching base points and coordinate system) in the model as a sort
of layer and scaled and rotated to the right properties of the 3D objects. This is done by matching both boundary
boxes of the geometry within the .IFC model and the .SVG drawing.
5. The points that form the marked area are extracted from the .SVG drawing and converted into wires and a face in
the 3D model. The face forms the same area as meant in the marked area. The area is extruded in depth (z-direction)
so the marked area is getting a volume and it is cutting the 3D object. At this moment the object is cut exactly on
the places where the marked area intersects the model.
6. The tool recognizes the marked colours and attaches this to the 3D objects. The intersected elements are coloured
with the same color as in the original marked area.
7. The .IFC viewer calculates some construction data that is depending on the geometry of the model, like the
volume and lengths.
8. The .IFC model can be saved and for example be used to see the amount of concrete that is need to pour the
foundation beams within the marked area. Also other construction information can be shown. The newly made .IFC
model contains also the new geometry that is created based on the marked area.
This was the idea explained from the different viewpoints in short steps. From now on, we will focus more on the
further design of the tool.
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3. Development of the tool
Before we start actually scripting the tool the objectives, limitations and expected results for the tool are described
below. Of course, there has to be a reason why this tool should be developed. It is a different approach and for so far
known, a new technique of projecting 2D information in 3D models.
The scripting of the projecting tool takes place with Python 2.7 programming language. Combined with IfcOpenShell
and PythonOcc it ensures that the applicable on 3D building information models such as IFC models is possible.
IfcOpenShell is an open source software library to work with the IFC file format, besides of this it can be used as
geometry engine. PythonOcc is a Python library whose purpose is to provide 3D modeling features.

3.1. Objectives, expected results and limitations
The previous chapter already described some goals and the meaning of the tool. In short, the objectives of the tool/
application can be summarized as follows:
- To save (2D) construction information in 3D models: This helps to store the information in a central 		
spot. This will help to avoid some issues in the site office during construction like double work and a lack
of communication. All this information can be retrieved everywhere where the model can be opened. This
BIM-based manner is centrally, up-to-date and shareable.
- A bigger importance and usage of the 3D model in the construction phase: The aim is to use the 		
3D .IFC model more in the construction phase of building projects. Useful information for the 			
construction workers can be gathered from this model. The .IFC model is already created in the 		
designing stage of the project, but after this it is not used in many projects as the main source of 		
information. This can be changed during the years.
With the designing phase of this graduation project the focus is on developing a product. In this specific case the
product is a script made with the programming language Python. The expected result can be described as follows:

A tool that is part of the Digibouw application, in which 2D construction information is stored centrally
in the projects 3D model. This tool is focused on projecting 2D marked areas in 3D model objects, which
will help the site manager and site workers to retrieve some useful information from the 3D model when
executing the tasks on site.
There are some limitations during the design stage of the projecting tool. These limitations are set to create a smaller
framework and make the design stage more accomplishable:
- Firstly, the main limitation is that the original .PDF drawing is converted to a more readable file format,
namely a .SVG drawing. With the program Adobe Illustrator a marked area is added. As noticed before, I
assume that it is possible in nearby future to open a .PDF in the Digibouw application and edit it in place.
Later on, the .PDF is then converted to .SVG format. It is also possible to create 2D .SVG floor plans from .IFC
files (Thomas Krijnen, 2015), in this case it is maybe possible to mark directly on these extracted .SVG floor
plans.
- The development of the tool is based on only one specific drawing within the case project at contractor
Van Wijnen. This drawing is made by the engineering company Palte B.V. For now, the tool can not be used
with other (random) .SVG drawings. This has to do with the colors, types of figures and objects and form of
the .SVG document. I only want to prove that is possible to store and retrieve construction information this
way. A general approach can be developed later if wished.
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3.2. Programme of implementation steps for the tool
In first instance, the tool will be designed in small steps to avoid big issues during scripting. These smaller steps can
be seen as ‘modules’ of the final projecting tool.
For this case the input is a .SVG drawing with marked area(s) and an .IFC model of the construction project. The
output is an .IFC model with marked object(s). Both documents have to be in the same folder directory (location) on
the computer.
The requirements of the tool include all matters that are required to make the projecting tool workable. In this case,
all the smaller steps that will now be described are requirements of the tool. Concrete requirements about the costs
and the time it takes to project a marked area are still not on the agenda. The most interesting thing would be to
really project the 2D marked area in the 3D model environment and make it usable.
Implementation steps of the modules within the tool/application (the tool must be able to):
- Step 1: Filtering the marked area from the .SVG drawing. All unnecessary objects and information 		
in the original .SVG drawing is going to be removed. This is needed to compare the actual bounding box of
the drawing and the model.
- Step 2: Rotate and scale the .SVG drawing to match with the .IFC model. The bounding box of the .SVG
drawing and the .IFC model can now be calculated. The .SVG drawing must then be scaled and rotated so it
matches the .IFC model in exactly the same position and orientation.
- Step 3: Make a list with all coordinates of the marked area. Those coordinates are representing all points
which were marked in the .SVG document. They are extracted from the .SVG drawing and are going to 		
be placed/projected on a certain height (z-direction) in the .IFC model.
- Step 4: Projecting the 2D marked area on the 3D model. When the .SVG drawing has the same size and
coordinates system as the .IFC model, it must be possible to make “the projected area” as a sort of layer
in the .IFC model. This is based on the points or lines from the .SVG document that form together the 		
marked area. An extruded volume of the projected area is made and the intersection with the objects 		
in the 3D model gives ‘the final projected volume’. The projected 2D marked area is given a height 		
in z-direction, so it is going to be a 3D object. This 3D object cuts the shapes of the foundation beams in
two or more places. The volume that intersects with these shapes is important in further stages.
- Step 5: Marking the intersected objects in the 3D model. The intersection between the 3D object of the
marked area and the basic shapes of the foundation beams results in an object which has the same 		
footprint as the 2D marked area from the .SVG drawing. This object is colored with the same color as in the
original .SVG drawing.
- Step 6: Retrieve useful construction information from the .IFC model. This last step makes it possible to
calculate the volume of the highlighted parts in the .IFC model. In this case it is easy to retrieve the needed
amount of concrete for example. Besides of this, a new .IFC model should be created so the information is
more accessible and usable.
In figure 11, the steps are visualized and the most important word tags are shown. It can be seen that we start with
the original .IFC file. The points from the marked area are filtered from the .SVG document and projected in the 3D
.IFC model. Between those marking points, some lines are drawn. These lines are called edges and wires. The next
step which takes place is to draw a face between the wires, a face is a 2D area. An extrusion (3D volume) can be
made out of the face. By entering a number for the z-direction, a 3D volume is generated. This 3D volume of the
marked area is making an intersection with the original geometry of the .IFC model. In this case the slabs do have an
intersection. This ‘common shape’ is the desired object, it contains the information for example about the amount of
concrete that is needed. Those calculations take place in the end.
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IFC FILE with original geometry

POINTS marked area from SVG

EDGES AND WIRE lines between points

FACE surface between wire

EXTRUSION volume extruded from wire

INTERSECTION common shapes

Figure 11: The key words of the
steps that have to be taken in
order to get the desired output.

CALCULATION volume of common shape
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3.3. Step 1: Filtering the marked area from the .SVG drawing
Instead of using the .PDF document, a .SVG file is used as the underlayment of the marked area. The .PDF construction
drawing is converted into a .SVG construction drawing by using Adobe Illustrator CS6. The setup of the .SVG
document can be read more easily and is better recognized by the programming language. A marked area is drawn
on a new separate layer in the document, also with the use of Adobe Illustrator CS6. The intention is that this can
happen in the future using the applications in which this tool could be included or built in.
The .PDF drawing was originally drawn by the engineer of the ‘project Campagne’: Palte B.V. When opening a .PDF
drawing with Adobe Illustrator CS6, some fonts are substituted. Others do not appear at all, what can be seen in this
case are all rectangles and crosses, see figure 12.
In this case the .SVG document contains a couple of objects which are important for the following steps in the
process of projecting the 2D information in the 3D model environment, these important content consists of:
- The marked area, of course the area that needs to be projected in the 3D environment must be contained.
- The geometry of the foundations beams, these lines must be known to setup the bounding box in the
next step to calculate the scaling factor. The bounding box is for this example an enclosing box (rectangle)
which includes all the foundation beams of the model.
For the rest, the document contains a lot of elements and objects that are not needed. We can say this information
is unnecessary for now. These objects and elements can be removed from the document, think of:
- The stamp in the lower corner of the document;
- Annotations and grid lines;
- Text elements.
For removing this information from the .SVG drawing, several actions could be executed. One of these possibilities
is to remove elements like this based on some specific information that is included in the corresponding lines in the
.SVG document like:
- Object type (line, text or path);
- Stroke width;
- Color (fill or stroke).
Deleting elements and objects in this way takes into account the specific content of a given .SVG document. It is
of course desirable that the removal of such elements can take place following a method automatically. In this
particular case, the grid lines in the used example have a red color. These are relatively easy to remove by saying:
“Remove all elements with a red color”. When the grid lines would have had the black color, this could not be done
because in most cases also the geometry of the building is drawn and displayed in a black color.
Within this design of the tool the removal takes place based on the information that is in the example .SVG drawing.
Of course, we discussed about the possible consequences of the followed method. Therefore, there is also speculated
about theories to remove information from .SVG document in a more standardized way.
One of these theories is about the automatic detection of the building footprint (form) in the .SVG document
compared to the IFC model. In this case the footprint of the building geometry from the .IFC model is taken and
used as underlay. It compares the .IFC footprint with the geometry that can be found in the .SVG document. Based
on this comparison, the .SVG footprint is extracted or filtered from the document. The other theory is about making
certain requirements about how the construction drawing should look like. When there are requirements for the
used colors and stroke width for example within the drawing, a better distinction can be made between objects that
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should be preserved in the file and elements that could be deleted. Besides of that, a library for specific objects that
should be removed like the caption, arrows and triangles can be set up.
The first module of the ‘projecting tool’ is explained and focuses on the removal of information from the .SVG
document.
In the script is started by importing a module named xml.etree.ElementTree. This allows us to read and change the
.SVG drawing as a kind of XML document. Then the tree tells us where is the correct directory of the file document
on the laptop.
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’ , “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\construction_
drawing_foundation.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
The first step in the process of removing information from the .SVG document is to remove the grid lines. The grid
lines have a stroke with the red color, the HEX color that could be find is #FF0000. Using the following script, the
grid lines will be removed from the file. If the stroke has the red color #FF0000, then these objects will be disappear.
# Removing the red grid lines
def visit (node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke’)
if stroke == “#FF0000”: # and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.
w3.org/2000/svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
The next elements to remove are the text elements. When the lines are from the type ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}
text’, it represents the documents text. That is quite logical. The symbols ‘==’ stands for ‘is equal to’.
# Removing text elements
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
font_family = subnode.attrib.get(‘font-family’)
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}text’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
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The next elements to remove are the annotations and cirles from the grid lines. These objects are stored in the type
‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}path’. This works the same as the previous removal.
# Removing the annotations and circles
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
path = subnode.attrib.get(‘path’)
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}path’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
Up next is the deletion of multiple objects based on the color that they have. In this case the ‘fill’ is very specific. The
first objects do have a white color, the HEX color is named #FFFFFF.
# Removing all white objects and elements with HEX color #FFFFFF
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “#FFFFFF”:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
Also objects and elements with a grey color, named HEX color #C0C0C0 will be removed.
# Removing all grey objects and elements with HEX color #C0C0C0
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “#C0C0C0”:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
In the lower corner of the construction drawing is the stamp. The stamp contains all metadata about the construction
drawing like the title, number, scale and the author etc. The stamp in this case also includes an image of the logo of
the company Palte B.V. Images are also a type within the document format of .SVG. Therefore these images can be
removed easily by using the following script.
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# Removing images
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
image = subnode.attrib.get(‘image’)
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}image’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
The remaining .SVG drawing still contains some polygons that represent for example some lines on the construction
drawing. These objects are not always visible in the drawing. These elements can be removed in the same way,
because ‘polygon’ is also a type just like ‘image’, ‘path’ and ‘line’.
# Removing all other polygons
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “none” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}
polygon’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
The .SVG drawing contains some polygons that represents for example some rectangles on the construction drawing.
Also those rectangular objects are not always visible in the drawing. These elements can be removed in the same
manner as above. Here we have also one more criteria, because the ‘fill’ should be equal to ‘none’.
visit(root)
# Removing all other remaining rectangles
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “none” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}
rect’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
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Now, we will find another criteria which can help to remove specific information from the construction drawing. This
is the ‘stroke width’. If the line has a stroke width of 0.24, all those lines have to be removed. The drawn foundations
namely have another stroke width. Also the marked area has another stroke width.
# Removing all lines with stroke width 0.24
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke_width = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke-width’)
if stroke_width == “0.24” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.
w3.org/2000/svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
For a stroke width of 0.96 the same method can be executed again.
# Removing all lines with stroke width 0.96
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke_width = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke-width’)
if stroke_width == “0.96” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.
w3.org/2000/svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
And lastly, the lines with a stroke width of 0.6 should be eliminated from the construction drawing.
# Removing all lines with stroke width 0.6
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke_width = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke-width’)
if stroke_width == “0.6” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.
w3.org/2000/svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
After this last step, the drawing only contains the geometry of the foundations beams (lines), the polygon that
represents the marked area and some other polygons. These other polygons are little black triangles in the drawing.
The black triangles show the viewpoints for other related construction drawings of the foundation beam side views.
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These polygons should be removed because they affect the bounding box of the .SVG drawing inmediately. These
black triangles are quite strange, because they do not have a black fill. Therefore we have to eliminate them in an
alternative route. The combination of symbols ‘!=’ stands for ‘is not equal to’. If the fill is not the same as ‘#3300FF’ and
it is about a polygon, then the elements should be removed. The HEX color ‘#3300FF’ represents the blue color of
the marked area.
# Removing remaining polygon, except the polygon of the marked area
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill != “#3300FF” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/
svg}polygon’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
ET.ElementTree(root).write(‘output1.svg’)
The output of this module is written by the last sentence in the script. The new filtered .SVG document is called
‘output1.svg’. This document will be the input for the next module.
The result of this first module is a construction drawing without a lot of text, annotations and grid lines. Still the
stamp is not removed, this will be done in the next module. This because another different manner of removing
element is used over here: Using the document coordinates. Read for this the next pages.
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The script for removing the stamp in the corner is also starting by importing a module named xml.etree.ElementTree.
This allows us to read and change the .SVG drawing as a kind of XML document. Then the tree tells us where is the
correct directory of the input file document on the laptop. This is the same folder as the module before, with also the
output file from the previous module. The output of the previous module is used right here.
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’ , “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output1.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
Normally the stamp is in the lower corner of the document. That is now also the situation, but the document is
rotated 90 degrees. This means the stamp is situated in the right upper corner. The stamp mainly consists of the file
type ‘rect’ . However, the document still contains some polygons and lines that are not desired. These rectangles are
built in the following form:
<rect

height = ”32.88”

width = ”0.96”

x = ”770.879”

y = ”1580.481” />

In the list of all lines from type ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}rect’ we transform the height, width, x and y to floating
numbers. In this case we can make a comparison with the set number. If the x-coordinate is bigger than 1000, then
the element should be removed. Also in case if the x-coordinate together with the width is bigger than 1000, the
elements should be removed. The number of ‘1000.0’ can be set by the user and will depend of each individual
dimensions of the specific construction drawing.
# Removing the stamp based on the coordinates
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
should_be_removed = False
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}rect’:
x = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘x’))
y = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘y’))
w = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘width’))
h = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘height’))
if x > 1000.0 or (x+w) > 1000.0: #these values of coordinates
can be changed
should_be_removed = True
For the polygons and lines in the stamp, in the border, or elsewhere in the document another method is needed to
eliminate those objects. A polygon is respresented in a .SVG document with points. These points are given in the
format of (x,y):
<polygon fill = ”#3300FF” points = ”222.78 , 1783.375 406.32 , 1764.25
404.785 , 1750.821” “ stroke = ”#3300FF” stroke-miterlimit = ”10” />
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Within the polygon, all the x- and y-coordinates of each individual point have to be splitted. This is done by the
following script. First all points are list and splitted in separate x- and y-coordinates. The x and y are transformed into
floating numbers. In the end there is stated: if the x-coordinate is also bigger than 1000, then remove the polygons.
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}polygon’:
pts = subnode.attrib.get(‘points’)
for p in pts.split(“ “):
try: x, y = p.split(‘ , ’)
except: continue
x = float(x)
y = float(y)
if x > 1000.0: #this values of coordinate can be changed
should_be_removed = True
In the list of all lines from type ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}line’ a line is built with the use of a starting point (x1,
y1) and an end-point (x2, y2). In the drawing a frame (document border) is visible, built by the type of lines.
<line fill = ”none” ... stroke-width = ”0.48” x1 = ”1217.999”
”1183.199” y1 = ”538.525” y2 = ”538.525” />

x2 =

If the x-coordinate of the line is bigger than 1000, then the element should be removed. Also in case if the y-coordinate
is smaller than 30 or bigger than 2350, the lines should be removed.
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}line’:
x = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘x1’))
y = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘y1’))

changed

if x > 1000.0: #this values of coordinate can be changed
should_be_removed = True
if y < 30.0 or y > 2350: #these values of coordinates can be
should_be_removed = True

The script indicates which objects are removed by printing ‘Removed, subnode’. The output is named ‘output2.svg’.
if should_be_removed:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
ET.ElementTree(root).write(‘output2.svg’)
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The results of the two ‘removing modules’ can be found below. In figure 12 the first input document for the first
module can be found. It is the converted and marked .SVG construction drawing of the foundation beams. After
executing the two scripts using Python, the new and usable .SVG document is created.

Figure 12: The input document named ‘construction_drawing_foundation.svg’.

Filtering the marked area from the .SVG drawing gives the following result, see figure 13. What is left is the building
footprint (the foundation beams geometry) and the marked area in the blue color. The document size (length and
width) are still the same. The file size is impressively reduced, from 2.084 kB to 231 kB.

Figure 13: The end result of filtering the marked area from the .SVG drawing, the output document ‘output2.svg’.
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3.4. Step 2: Rotate and scale the .SVG to match with the .IFC model
The design for projecting 2D construction information in 3D models is based on two different file formats. On the
one hand this is the .SVG document in which the marked area is recorded and, on the other hand, an .IFC model in
which the projection takes place. The .IFC model is scale 1:1, however the 2D construction drawing is in a different
scale. To execute the projection in the right manner, one of the two files needs to be scaled. When the correct scale
factor is found, the two files will overlay each other, and the projection will be visible in the right spot in the 3D
model.
Searched is for a match in the two different file types that makes it possible to calculate a scaling factor. The .SVG
file has a measuring unit in pixels and the .IFC model has the unit meters. To calculate the scale factor this unit is
not important, because it is a question of proportions. The matching area for the two different documents should
be the two bounding boxes of the foundation beams geometry. The beams in the 3D model should be the same
proportions as those beams drawn in the 2D construction drawing.
In figure 14 on the next page, we can see the process of rotating, scaling and positioning the .SVG document in
relation to the .IFC model. In the upper left corner is started with the .SVG drawing as it is the output from the first
modules. It can be seen the document has a portrait orientation, in which the origin of the coordinates system is in
the left upper corner of the document. On the contrary the .IFC model has a landscape orientation.
The value of the y-coordinates will raise when going in southern direction. In contrary the value of the x-coordinates
will raise when going in eastern direction. Because of the portrait orientation the .SVG document should be rotated
90 degrees clockwise. In this case, the coordinates system is changed directly.
When we have a look to the coordinates system of the .IFC model we can see that the origin of the system is like the
normal situation. Both the x- and y-axis are positioned correctly. The bounding boxes in the .IFC model and in the
.SVG drawing are described by the length and width. The length of the bounding box is visualized as length A and
the width of the bounding box is shown as length B. In the .IFC model it can be seen that the length of the bounding
box is described by the x-coordinates. In the .SVG document this is mirrored, there is the length described by the
y-coordinates. Also for the width the opposite takes place. The width (length B) in the .SVG document is given by the
x-coordinates and the width in the .IFC model is given by the y-coordinates.
The bounding boxes of each of the document consists of the minimum and maximum values of the coordinates
from the geometry. The scaling factor can be calculated by taking the length or the width of the bounding boxes.
By taking the length (length A) of the bounding box of the .IFC model and divide this by the length (length A) of
the .SVG document, the scale factor will be known. When taking the width (length B) of the bounding box of the
.IFC model and divide this by the width (length B) of the .SVG document, the scale factor will be known also. These
numbers should be exactly the same in theory.
When projecting the marked area in the .IFC model, the area is going to be projected somewhere in the model. A
certain positioning factor (shifting the marked area along the model) should take place probably. In the end the
minimum coordinates of the bounding box from the .IFC model should be the same as the maximum coordinates of
the bounding box from the .SVG document.
More about the positioning and rotating of the marked area can be found in step 3 on page 55. First more about
the method about the calculation of the bounding boxes. Which are needed to calculate the scaling factor when
projecting the marked areas in the 3D model environments. The calculation of both the bounding boxes are given
in separated modules.
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Figure 14: A schematic overview of the process of rotating, scaling and positioning the 2D.SVG document in
relation to the 3D .IFC model, you can see in the end the coordinates min/max and the axis are flipped both.
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Calculating the bounding box from the .SVG drawing

First, we will have a closer look to the .SVG document. In this document the geometry of the foundation beams
consists of drawn lines. When we want to know the bounding box in this emptied .SVG drawing, we should take the
minimum and maximum coordinates of the foundation beams geometry.
A line from this foundation beams is written in a .SVG path like:
<line fill = ”none” stroke = ”#000000” stroke-linecap = ”round” strokelinejoin = ”round” stroke-miterlimit = ”10” stroke-width = ”0.48” x1 =
”187.681” x2 = ”187.681” y1 = ”1990.521” y2 = ”1808.001” />
The start point of this line is (x1, y1) and the end point is (x2, y2). The coordinates in pixels [px].
With a script, written in the programming language Python, the minimum and maximum values could be determined.
First a list is made of all x- and y-coordinates. With a simple function of max() and min() the smallest and biggest
values can be found. Because the document is in portrait orientation, the x-direction is for the width of the bounding
box and the y-direction is for the length.
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
import operator
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’, “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output2.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
# Making a list with points (x,y)
Points = [ ]
def visit(node):
if node.tag == “{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}line” :
# Add (x,y)-coordinates to the points, for a line this can be
done with (x1, y1), (x2, y2)
x1 = float(node.attrib.get(‘x1’))
y1 = float(node.attrib.get(‘y1’))
x2 = float(node.attrib.get(‘x2’))
y2 = float(node.attrib.get(‘y2’))
Points.append((x1,y1))
Points.append((x2,y2))
else:
for subnode in list(node):
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
From all .SVG types named `line´ a list is made with all points including the coordinates of the starting and endpoints. So all x1 coordinates are combined with a y1 coordinate and the x2 coordinates are combined with the y2
coordinates. In this case the list called ‘Points’ is created which consists of all coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).
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From the list ‘Points’ we know want to know the minimum and maximum values of the coordinates. This can be done
by two simple formulas. The formula min(map(operator.itemgetter(0), Points)) takes the minimum value of the first
number in the list ‘Points’. The list consists of all coordinates (x, y). The first value is in this case the x-coordinate. The
formula max(map(operator.itemgetter(1), Points)) takes the maximum value of the second number in the list ‘Points’.
This same list consists of all coordinates (x, y). The second value is for this example the y-coordinate.
# Finding min and max in the list of points
min_x_svg = min(map(operator.itemgetter(0), Points))
max_x_svg = max(map(operator.itemgetter(0), Points))
min_y_svg = min(map(operator.itemgetter(1), Points))
max_y_svg = max(map(operator.itemgetter(1), Points))
print (min_x_svg , max_x_svg), (min_y_svg , max_y_svg)
# Visualize the coordinates of the minimum and maximum
print “x-coordinate min= “ , min_x_svg
print “y-coordinate min= “ , min_y_svg
print “x-coordinate max= “ , max_x_svg
print “y-coordinate max= “ , max_y_svg
The ‘print’ function above gives us the next output in the command prompt based on the list with points from the
example: print (min_x_svg , max_x_svg), (min_y_svg , max_y_svg) = (179.16, 991.318), (237.441, 2173.28)
print “x-coordinate min= “ , min_x_svg = 179.16
print “y-coordinate min= “ , min_y_svg = 237.441
print “x-coordinate max= “ , max_x_svg = 991.318
print “y-coordinate max= “ , max_y_svg = 2173.28
Knowing these values, we can know easily calculate the dimensions of the bounding box in the .SVG document.
# Calculate the delta x, or the width of the bounding box
delta_x_svg = max_x_svg - min_x_svg
print “delta x(width of the bounding box)= “ , delta_x_svg
# Calculate the delta y, or the length of the bounding box
delta_y_svg = max_y_svg - min_y_svg
print “delta y(length of the bounding box)= “ , delta_y_svg
The value of the length of the .SVG bounding box is automatically calculated by:
print “delta y(length of the bounding box)= “ , delta_y_svg = 2173.28 – 237.441 = 1935.839
The value of the width of the .SVG bounding box is automatically calculated by:
print “delta x(width of the bounding box)= “ , delta_x_svg = 991.318 – 179.16 = 812.158
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Calculating the bounding box from the .IFC model

At the moment we already have found the bounding box in the .SVG document. The second step which have to be
known before we can determine the scale factor is the bounding box in the .IFC model. Therefore, the 3D model
is visualized with the PythonOcc software in the 3D viewer of IfcOpenShell. In the script, the first lines include the
import of the needed PythonOcc and IfcOpenShell modules.
import OCC.gp
import OCC.Geom
import OCC.Bnd
import OCC.BRepBndLib
import
import
import
import

OCC.BRep
OCC.BRepPrimAPI
OCC.BRepAlgoAPI
OCC.BRepBuilderAPI

import OCC.GProp
import OCC.BRepGProp
import OCC.TopoDS
import OCC.TopExp
import OCC.TopAbs
import ifcopenshell
import ifcopenshell.geom
from PyQt4 import QtGui, QtCore
# Specify to return pythonOCC shapes from ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape()
settings = ifcopenshell.geom.settings( )
settings.set(settings.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True)
# Initialize a graphical display window
# occ_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.initialize_display()
# Open the IFC file using IfcOpenShell
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\
model_foundation.ifc”)
The .IFC file is opened in the last sentence above. The directory of the folder is shown in this line. The model that is
used is the construction model of the ‘project Campagne’. For now, the name of the document is changed to ‘model_
foundation’. In first instance the model was big and too complex to use as an input for the 3D viewer, therefore the
model is reduced in size and only the geometry of the foundation beams is left, this was already stated in the chapter
of the assumptions. This made the script running much faster and less time consuming.
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To make the model’s geometry visible in the 3D viewer of IfcOpenShell, the following script is running. The actual
visualization is done with the green line in the middle of this small script. The ‘#’ suggests this line is turned off. It
means everything behind this symbol ‘#’ is not read by the Python programming language. The line is turned off
because of the fact this script of the bounding box is connected to one of the next steps in the process. Another
module script that is made refers to this document, when we do not turn off this line, the visualization is than running
again. But for the output of the bounding box module, we only need the maximum and minimum coordinates of the
bounding box. Displaying the shape is only done in the individual module to see what we are doing. Of course it can
be switched on when running only the script to calculate the bounding box in .IFC.
# Display the geometrical contents of the file using Python OpenCascade
products = ifc_file.by_type(“IfcProduct”)
for product in products:
if product.is_a(“IfcOpeningElement”): continue
if product.is_a(“IfcSpace”): continue
if product.Representation:
shape = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, product).geometry
#display_shape = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(shape)
QtGui.QApplication.processEvents( )
# Make a list of all foundation beams in the IFC model
objects=ifc_file.by_type(“IfcSlab”)
for object in objects:
print object.Name
print object.ObjectPlacement
In the script above, also a list of all foundation beams in the .IFC model is made. In the model is searched for the type
‘IfcSlab’. When an object contains this type description, it is added to this list. The name and object placement of
each ‘IfcSlab’ is printed in the command prompt when running the script. This is done to see what foundation beams
the script is finding in the model.
# Empty list of slabs
slab_shapes = [ ]
# Which objects have to be included in the bounding box
bbox = OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box( )
for slab in objects:
shape = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, slab).geometry
slab_shapes.append((slab, shape))
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
print slab_shapes
print (bbox)
The next step is to say what objects in the .IFC model should be included in the bounding box. These objects are all
added to the list named ‘slab_shapes = [ ]’. In the case of the .IFC model, we do not have to find the minimum and
maximum values of the coordinates, the PythonOcc software already has a function to find the boundary box. It is
often used as ‘bbox’. For now, it is said that all slabs in the model should be included in the bounding box.
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The foundation beams are built in .IFC with the standard ‘IfcSlab’. So we want to find the minimum and maximum
values of coordinates that are related to those slabs. With the use of the ‘bbox’ function we can get the minimum
coordinate (x,y,z) and the maximum coordinate. In the function of the bounding box, the first number represents the
x-coordinate of the minimum value. The second number respresents the the y-coordinate of the minimum value.
The third number is the z-coordinate of the minimum value. See the part of the script below, for the maximum
values the numbers are given by 3 to 5.
# Visualize the coordinates of the minimum
print bbox.Get()
print “x-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[0]
print “y-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[1]
print “z-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[2]
min_x_ifc=bbox.Get()[0]
min_y_ifc=bbox.Get()[1]
min_z_ifc=bbox.Get()[2]
# Visualize the coordinates of the maximum
print “x-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[3]
print “y-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[4]
print “z-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[5]
max_x_ifc=bbox.Get()[3]
max_y_ifc=bbox.Get()[4]
max_z_ifc=bbox.Get()[5]
The results of the script are given by:
print “x-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[0] = 88.707367472
print “y-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[1] = 10.5902392037
print “z-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[2] = -2.0501
print “x-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[3] = 225.779263253
print “y-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[4] = 68.3201000002
print “z-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[5] = -0.4599
# gp_Pnt is a geographical point with three coordinates xyz
minboundingbox=OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(min_x_ifc, min_y_ifc, min_z_ifc)
maxboundingbox=OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(max_x_ifc, max_y_ifc, max_z_ifc)
# Visualization in the 3D viewer of the text
#occ_display.DisplayMessage(minboundingbox, “Minimum Bounding Box”,
update=True)
#occ_display.DisplayMessage(maxboundingbox, “Maximum Bounding Box”,
update=True)
Now we know the coordinates of the minimum and maximum of the bounding box. These coordinates are combined
to one geographical point in the model. The minimum of the bounding box is combined to ‘OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(min_x_
ifc, min_y_ifc, min_z_ifc)’ and the maximum is represented by ‘OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(max_x_ifc, max_y_ifc, max_z_ifc)’. To
this geographical point we can connect a text. In this case we want to display the text ‘Minimum Bounding Box’ in
the 3D viewer to the point ‘minboundingbox’. The lines are turned off because of the following steps again.
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Because the coordinates of the minimum and maximum values of the bounding box in the .IFC model are known,
we can calculate the length and width of the bounding box. The length of the bounding box is described in the
x-axis, the width of the bounding box is described in the y-axis. This is because of the landscape orientation.
# Calculate the delta x, or the length of the bounding box
delta_x_ifc = max_x_ifc - min_x_ifc
print “delta x(length of the bounding box)= “ , delta_x_ifc
# Calculate the delta y, or the width of the bounding box
delta_y_ifc = max_y_ifc - min_y_ifc
print “delta y(width of the bounding box)= “ , delta_y_ifc
These lines in the script are ginving the following results:
print “delta x(length of the bounding box)= “ , delta_x_ifc = 225.779263253 - 88.707367472 = 137.008526506
print “delta y(width of the bounding box)= “ , delta_y_ifc = 68.3201000002 - 10.5902392037 = 57.7298607965
The bounding box of the .IFC model has a length of approximately 137.0 by 57.7 meters.
# The centre of the bounding box
bounding_box_center = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.get_bounding_box_
center(bbox)
print “Bounding box center: %.2f %.2f %.2f” % (
bounding_box_center.X( ),
bounding_box_center.Y( ),
bounding_box_center.Z( ))
#occ_display.DisplayMessage(bounding_box_center, “Center”, update=True)
raw_input( )
Besides of the minimum and maximum values of the bounding box, also the centre of the bounding box was
calculated. Also this centre value was not displayed anymore, only in the phases of writing the script this was done.
In order to see whether the output was correctly. The results of these two modules related to the bounding boxes
are the dimensions of these two bounding boxes. In order to make it usable for the next step when projecting the
marked area in the 3D model environment, the scale factor should be determined.

Calculating the scale factor

The scale factor for the length of the bounding boxes can be determined by taking the delta y value of the .SVG
drawing and the delta x value of the .IFC model. This is resulting the in the following scale factor for the length:
scalefactorlength= delta_y_svg/delta_x_ifc = 1935.839 / 137.008526506 = 14.1293323078
Also the scale factor of the width of the bounding boxes can be calculated by hand. This can be done by taking the
delta x value of the .SVG drawing and the delta y value of the .IFC model. This results in the following scale factor:
scalefactorwidth= delta_x_svg/delta_y_ifc = 812.158 / 57.7298607965 = 14.0682480227
It is quite strange that those scale factors are different. In theory those numbers had to be the same. Now there is a
difference of about 0.005%. This may be caused by little mistakes in one or both of the used documents. Later on in
the process an average value of the scale factor will be used.
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3.5. Step 3: Make a list with all coordinates of the marked area
At this moment we have already seen four modules which form a part of the complete script. Two modules had
to deal with the removal of information from the .SVG drawings and the other two modules had to handle the
calculation of the boundary boxes for the .SVG drawing and the .IFC model.
Now, we will go further with step 3. This step is a part of the module which is actually projecting the marked area in
the 3D model environment. The idea is to extract the coordinates of the marked area from the .SVG drawing, all the
coordinates are listed then. The module starts with importing some PythonOcc and IfcOpenShell modules. Also the
viewer is set and the background is displayed in a white color.
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

ifcopenshell
ifcopenshell.geom
OCC.gp
OCC.BRepBuilderAPI
OCC.BRepPrimAPI
OCC.Quantity
xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
operator
uuid

create_guid = lambda: ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid1().hex)
S = ifcopenshell.geom.settings( )
S.set(S.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True)
viewer = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.initialize_display( )
viewer.set_bg_gradient_color(255, 255, 255, 255, 255, 255) # Set
background color to white (gradient from white to white)
The next step is to connect the desired input to the script. Firstly, the .IFC model is connected with the script. The
geometry that is represented with the type ‘IfcBuildingElement’ is displayed in a dark grey color (0.3, 0.3, 0.3).
building_element_geometries = [ ]
# Attach the 3D IFC model which forms the basis (underlayment)
f = ifcopenshell.open(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\model_
foundation.ifc”)
for p in f.by_type(“IfcBuildingElement”):
if not p.Representation:
continue
shp = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(S, p)
paint = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(0.3, 0.3, 0.3, OCC.Quantity.
Quantity_TOC_RGB)
ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(shp.geometry, clr=paint)
building_element_geometries.append((p, shp.geometry))
print p.ObjectPlacement
viewer.FitAll( )
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This is done to make the contrast between the IFC geometry and background clear. In the end, the ‘ObjectPlacement’
for all elements ‘p’ of the type ‘IfcBuildingElement’ in the corresponding .IFC model are printed in the command
prompt screen. All foundation beams and also some foundation walls which are located are then visible in a list.
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# Connect the desired and edited SVG file that contains the marked area
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’ , “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output2.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
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Besides of the connection of the .IFC model, also the needed .SVG drawing with the marked area should be attached
to the script. This is done with the lines above, the emptied .SVG drawing was exported as ‘output2.svg’.
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The blue marked area was drawn in Adobe Illustrator on the converted .SVG drawing of the foundation beams. To
visualize this, a close up is made of the drawing. For a clear indication, the coordinates of the points are also shown.
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Figure 15: The marked area (in blue color #3300FF) in the .SVG drawing of the foundation beams. The area indicates a
pouring phase of the beams. The coordinates of all drawn points are shown. In reality the marked area is drawn with a
certain oversize in relation to the beams, in this case the beam geometry will always be included in the following extrusion.
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Those coordinates of the marked area in figure 15 should be known in order to project the area in the model
environment. First of all, there is started with an empty list called ‘MarkingPoints’. All the coordinates of the points
are going to be added to this list in the script below.
# Making a list with points of the polygon that is representing the
marked area
MarkingPoints = [ ]
# Refer to the polygon in id=”Layer_2”
def visit(node):
# print node.tag
if node.tag == “{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}polygon” :
points = node.attrib.get(‘points’)
# print points
MarkingPoints.append((points))
#elif node.tag == ... :
#
MarkingPoints.append(...)
else:
for subnode in list(node):
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# tree.findall(‘’’.//*[@id=’Layer_2’]’’’)[0]
As named before, the marked area is drawn in the .SVG drawing as a ‘polygon’. The polygon consists of all points
including x- and y-coordinates. In the script we refer to the polygon that is representing this marked area. From the
polygon we are searching for the attribute points.
Printing ‘points’ is giving the following result (coordinates (x,y) of the marked area in the .SVG drawing):
points = 222.78,1783.375 406.32,1764.25 404.785,1750.821 222,1770.441 213.48,1687.401 396.013,1667.722
394.803,1656.201 199.5,1676.361 212.583,1798.083 188.938,1799.834 177.659,1799.834 177.875,1999.041
187.799,1999.041 187.799,1990.521 189.959,1990.521 189.959,1810.101 274.625,1810.101 274.625,1990.521
286.375,1990.521 286.375,1810.101 341.28,1810.101 341.28,1797.834 224.125,1797.834
It can be checked whether the coordinates are correctly, see figure 15.
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The list with points on the previous page is not splitted yet. All the coordinates are written after each other, this is
not the desired output for using when projecting the coordinates. First of all, we want to add a specific z-coordinate.
This coordinate has to be set manually, in this example we will project the marked area on a height of 0.1 (level =
0.1). Thus with a z-coordinate of 0.1.
A new list is introduced, the points are going to be splitted in x- and y-coordinates. The z-coordinate is in the end also
added by the line ‘point=float(xcoor),float(ycoor),float(zcoor)’. The new list is called ‘MarkingPointsSplitted’, in which
all attributes in the list are called ‘i’.
MarkingPointsSplitted=[ ]
zcoor=0.1
for x in MarkingPoints:
x.split()
for y in x.split():
# print y
y.split(“,”)
# print y.split(“,”)
xcoor=y.split(“,”)[0]
ycoor=y.split(“,”)[1]
# print “ycoor=”,ycoor
# print “xcoor=”, xcoor
point=float(xcoor),float(ycoor),float(zcoor)
MarkingPointsSplitted.append(point)
for i in MarkingPointsSplitted:
print i
# MarkingPointsSplitted.append(ycoor)
# MarkingPointsSplitted.append(zcoor)
# print MarkingPointsSplitted
We want to see the individual coordinates in list ‘MarkingPointsSplitted’. Therefore we print ‘i’. We know have
extracted or filtered the coordinates from the .SVG drawing.
The result of this part of the module are the coordinates of the marked area in the .SVG drawing (x, y, z):
i = (222.78, 1783.375, 0.1)
i = (406.32, 1764.25, 0.1)
i = (404.785, 1750.821, 0.1)
i = (222, 1770.441, 0.1)
i = (213.48, 1687.401, 0.1)
i = (396.013, 1667.722, 0.1)
i = (394.803, 1656.201, 0.1)
i = (199.5, 1676.361, 0.1)
i = (212.583, 1798.083, 0.1)
i = (188.938, 1799.834, 0.1)
i = (177.659, 1799.834, 0.1)
i = (177.875, 1999.041, 0.1)
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i = (187.799, 1999.041, 0.1)
i = (187.799, 1990.521, 0.1)
i = (189.959, 1990.521, 0.1)
i = (189.959, 1810.101, 0.1)
i = (274.625, 1810.101, 0.1)
i = (274.625, 1990.521, 0.1)
i = (286.375, 1990.521, 0.1)
i = (286.375, 1810.101, 0.1)
i = (341.28, 1810.101, 0.1)
i = (341.28, 1797.834, 0.1)
i = (224.125, 1797.834, 0.1)
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3.6. Step 4: Projecting the 2D marked area on the 3D model
The next step is directly following after step 3. Moreover, we go further in the same module. Projecting the 2D
marked area on the 3D model is the subject of this step.
We go on in the script by importing the coordinates of the bounding boxes of the .SVG drawing and the .IFC model.
These values are needed to calculate the scale factor. From the .SVG drawing we want to know delta_x_svg and
delta_y_svg. As can be seen in the script below, also the values for min_x_svg, max_x_svg, min_y_svg and max_y_
svg are imported from the Python document (module) called ‘BoundingBoxSVG1.py’ and printed.
From the other Python module named ‘BoundingBoxIFC1.py’ there are also some values imported. The needed
values are again the delta x value and the delta y value. Together with the values of min_x_ifc, max_x_ifc, min_y_ifc,
and max_y_ifc the elements are printed.
# Calculating the scale factor between IFC and SVG
from BoundingBoxSVG1 import delta_x_svg, delta_y_svg, min_x_svg, max_x_
svg, min_y_svg, max_y_svg
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
print delta_x_svg, delta_y_svg, min_x_svg, max_x_svg, min_y_svg,
max_y_svg
from BoundingBoxIFC1 import delta_x_ifc, delta_y_ifc, min_x_ifc, max_x_
ifc, min_y_ifc, max_y_ifc
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
print delta_x_ifc, delta_y_ifc, min_x_ifc, max_x_ifc, min_y_ifc,
max_y_ifc
scalefactorlength= delta_y_svg/delta_x_ifc
print “scalefactorlength=”, scalefactorlength
scalefactorwidth= delta_x_svg/delta_y_ifc
print “scalefactorwidth=”, scalefactorwidth
In the script the scale factors for the length as wells as for the width are calculated based on the imported values. The
calculation of the scale factors is already presented in the report. But the script is actually doing it at this moment.
The scale factor for the length is calculated by taking the delta y value of the .SVG drawing and the delta x value of
the .IFC model.
scalefactorlength= delta_y_svg/delta_x_ifc = 1935.839 / 137.008526506 = 14.1293323078
Also the scale factor of the width of the bounding boxes is calculated automatically. This can be done by taking the
delta x value of the .SVG drawing and the delta y value of the .IFC model. This results in the following scale factor:
scalefactorwidth= delta_x_svg/delta_y_ifc = 812.158 / 57.7298607965 = 14.0682480227
The scale factor is very important because the dimensions of the .SVG drawing and the .IFC model are not the same.
Normally the .PDF drawing that was converted was a format A1 paper drawing. The dimensions of the .SVG drawing
were not measured in meters or millimeters, but in pixels. For scaling the .SVG drawing to the .IFC model, which is in
a scale 1:1 with the dimensions in meter, we need a certain scale factor.
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Because the scale factors for width and length were not identical, a choice had to be made for taking the correct
scale factor. Should we take the smallest scalefactor as further input? Or should we take the biggest scalefactor
as further input? By creating and using ten options for the positioning factor, the most perfect option had to be
chosen. All the options were executed, also for the different scale factors. By using the method of trial and error only
one option came very close. It was almost perfect, still not completely. The scale factor within this positioning factor
was the average value of the scale factor for length and with.
# Take the average scalefactor as further input
outputscalefactoraverage= (scalefactorlength+scalefactorwidth)/2
print “outputscalefactoraverage=”, outputscalefactoraverage
# Make list of points from the marked area (x0, y0, z0) and show them
wire_builder = OCC.BRepBuilderAPI.BRepBuilderAPI_MakeWire()
for j in range(len(MarkingPointsSplitted)):
print j
x0,y0,z0 = MarkingPointsSplitted[j]
x1,y1,z1 = MarkingPointsSplitted[(j+1) % len(MarkingPointsSplitted)]
# Option 7 (almost perfect)
x0, y0 = (-y0/outputscalefactoraverage)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
x1, y1 = (-y1/outputscalefactoraverage)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
The ‘wire_builder’ is already introduced for the next step. We start by making a list of points from the marked area
(x0, y0, z0). This is based on the list ‘MarkingPointsSplitted’. The values within the list are j = 0, j = 1, j = 2 .... j = 21, j
= 22. The last value is not taken because of the script ‘% len(MarkingPointsSplitted)’. The area is closed by the first
point again.
Now the factors for scaling, rotating and positioning can be applied to the x- and y-coordinates in the list of
‘MarkingPointsSplitted’. The z-coordinates remain the added values. First the rotating factor, it can be seen that the axis
are mirrored and they have become negative. The x-coordinate is converted into a ‘-y’-coordinate. The y-coordinate
is transformed into a ‘-x’-coordinate. For scaling the average scale factor is taken ‘outputscalefactoraverage’. The
positioning has taken place by using the values of the different bounding boxes: min_x_ifc, min_x_svg and max_y_
ifc.
When showing the marked area in the 3D viewer, it can be seen that the positioning is almost correct. However it is
not perfect. Why is the position of the 2D face of the marked area not exactly the same as the underlying .IFC model?
Some predictions can be made:
- Transition is not correctly executed; the positioning factor on the lines is not the right or ideal manner to
handle the transition of the marked area.
- Geometry of the .IFC model is not the same as the geometry in the .SVG drawing. In case the 2D drawing is
elaborated and finished in other CAD software, it is possible that the 3D model from for example Revit is
not the same anymore. The .IFC model is namely based on the export from the Revit application.
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- The bounding boxes do not have the same proportions. This can be caused by the fact that the start and end
points (the coordinates) are taken in the .SVG document. When a line is curved, the maximum coordinate
of the line can be bigger than the coordinate of the end point.
The points for the marked area are now converted. The coordinates do have the correct numbers because they are
scaled. The x- and y-coordinates are mirrored, so the marking is going to be projected in good circumstances when
using the positioning factor. Because the points individually can not be visualized in the 3D viewer of IfcOpenShell/
PythonOcc, some edges have to be build. See the script below. The term ‘edge’ means a line between two or more
points, it can be interpreted as the edge of an area.
Based on the edges, the wire is created. Therefore the line for ‘wire_builder’ was already introduced. The wire creates
a visible line of the marked area in the viewer, see also figure 16.
The last line in the code is freezed because of the following steps, then it is not desired that the wire is made visible.
# Create edges and wire, draw lines between those points in the 3D viewer
edge = OCC.BRepBuilderAPI.BRepBuilderAPI_MakeEdge(OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x0,
y0, z0), OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x1, y1, z1)).Edge( )
addtext = OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x0, y0, z0)
wire_builder.Add(edge)
wire = wire_builder.Wire( )
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(wire)
The result of the partial script above can be visualized in the 3D viewer in IfcOpenShell/PythonOcc:

Figure 16: The wire is built in the 3D model viewer of IfcOpenShell based on the extracted points
(with coordinates) of the marked area. Due to the applied scaling, rotating and positioning factors,
the marked area is almost at the perfect spot in the model environment.
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After making the wires, a face can be created between those wires. The face is the actual representation of the
marked area that was drawn in Adobe Illustrator. A ‘face_maker’ is introduced to build a face, based on the input
‘wire’, see the following part of the script:
# Create face, draw surface between those points/lines in the 3D viewer
face_maker = OCC.BRepBuilderAPI.BRepBuilderAPI_MakeFace(wire)
face = face_maker.Face()
# face_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(face, True)
# Set transparency of face
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.set_shape_transparency(face_display, 0.5)
With the ‘face_display’ the face can be made visible in the viewer. The result can be seen in figure 17 below. Besides
of this, it is possible to set a specific transparency of the face. Because the visualization of the face is not needed for
the output, the face will not be displayed.

Figure 17: The face is built in the 3D model viewer of IfcOpenShell based on the wires. It is a
coincidence that the face is displayed in the blue color, yet no color has been giving to the face.

The next steps in the process of ‘Projecting 2D construction information in 3D model environments’ go further on
the basis of this face. The 2D face will be transformed into a 3D model object. Firstly the procedure of giving the
related color from the marked area, out of the .SVG drawing, to the object will be threated in step 5.
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3.7. Step 5: Marking the intersected objects in the 3D model
The marked area from the .SVG drawing is already visible in the 3D viewer together with the .IFC model. The next
step is to give the related color from the marked area to the objects in the 3D model. A new module is introduced
which is named ‘HEXtoRGB1.py’. Like the name already suggests, the HEX color from the marked area in the .SVG
drawing is converted into a RGB color. The values for color in IfcOpenShell and PythonOcc should be given in RGB
namely.
The beginning of this module start with an import function. This makes it possible to read the .SVG document which
will be opened. As shown in the text of the script, the desired and edited .SVG file that contains the marked area with
the related color will be connected to the script.
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
# Connect the desired and edited SVG file that contains the marking color
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’, “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output2.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
When the document is connected, the search for the color of the marked area can start. First there will be refered to
the polygon which represents the marked area. We need to know the ‘fill’ of this polygon. An empty list is created in
the first line by typing ‘Fillinglist = [ ]”.
Running the script below gives as result the founded color for the marked area, which for this example is the outcome
of the list: [ ‘#3300FF’ ].
# Refer to the polygon which represents the marked area
Fillinglist = [ ]
def visit(node):
if node.tag == “{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}polygon” :
fill = node.attrib.get(‘fill’)
Fillinglist.append((fill))
else:
for subnode in list(node):
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
print “Founded color for marked area=”, Fillinglist
for hexa in Fillinglist:
c = hexa
The specific type of color from the list will be named as ‘hexa’, and there is stated that c = hexa. So when typing ‘print
c’ in the script, the type of HEX color will appear.
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The colors of the type HEX color are also built in the form of ‘Red, Green and Blue’. But instead of a value from 0 to
255 (which is common for the RGB color mode), the values are represented by two attributes for each of the colors
‘Red, Green and Blue’.
A HEX color consists of six attributes, in which each of the attributes can have a value from the following range: [ 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F ]. This is were the term ‘base 16’ comes from, this term will be stated several times in
the next few sentences. The minimum and maximum values of the HEX colors are ‘#000000’ and ‘#FFFFFF’. The HEX
color ‘#FFFFFF’ is a white color and ‘#000000’ is a black color.
The founded HEX color ‘#3300FF’ from the marked area in the .SVG drawing has to be converted into a RGB color. The
first step is to divide the HEX color in the same appearance as the RGB color. The first two attributes of the HEX color
represent the ‘Red’ color and so on. The ‘#’ icon is skipped by starting with c[1] instead of c[0]. The HEX color, which
was named ‘c’ is divided into three values: c[1:3], c [3:5] and c[5:7].
# Refer to the polygon fill in id=”Layer_2”
# tree.findall(‘’’.//*[@id=’Layer_2’]’’’)[0]
# Divide the HEX color in Red, Green and Blue
print “HEX color=” , c[1:3], c[3:5], c[5:7]
# Convert the HEX color into RGB color
print “RGB color=” , int(c[1:3], base=16), int(c[3:5], base=16),
int(c[5:7], base=16)
The line ‘print “HEX color=” , c[1:3], c[3:5], c[5:7]’ gives the following result:
HEX color = 33 00 FF
Now, the wish is to convert the HEX color into a RGB color. This can be done by the next line:
int(c[1:3], base=16), int(c[3:5], base=16), int(c[5:7], base=16)
The abbreviation ‘int’ stands for integer. An integer is a number that can be written without a fractional component.
For example 33, 6, 0, and -1028 are integers, while 9.75 and 5/2 are not. The term ‘base=16’ refers to the range of
possible values within the HEX color mode and converts the value into a number between 0 and 255. This will be
explained by a simple example.
In this example we will take the HEX color that was found in the .SVG drawing: 33 00 FF. The decimal values for the
hexadecimal numbers can be found in the table in figure 18 on the next page.
3316 = 3 x 161 + 3 x 160 = (3 x 16) + (3 x 1) = 51
0016 = 0 x 161 + 0 x 160 = (0 x 16) + (0 x 1) = 0
FF16 = 15 x 161 + 15 x 160 = (15 x 16) + (15 x 1) = 255
Thus, the HEX color #3300FF can be converted into RGB color (51, 0, 255). This is exactly the same as the output for
the line ‘print “RGB color=” , int(c[1:3], base=16), int(c[3:5], base=16), int(c[5:7], base=16)’:
RGB color = 51 0 255
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Decimal

Binary

Octal

Hexadecimal

0

0000

0

0

1

0001

1

1

2

0010

2

2

3

0011

3

3

4

0100

4

4

5

0101

5

5

6

0110

6

6

7

0111

7

7

8

1000

10

8

9

1001

11

9

10

1010

12

A

11

1011

13

B

12

1100

14

C

13

1101

15

D

14

1110

16

E

15

1111

17

F

Figure 18: The relation between decimal, binary, octal and hexadecimal numbers. For converting
the HEX color into a RGB color, the columns decimal and hexadecimal should be used.

The programming language of Python does not recognizes this value of the RGB color within the range of 0 and 255.
Python can only work with RGB colors when the value is between 0 and 1. Therefore the founded values for the RGB
color should be divided by 255.
The output is named ‘converted_rgb’, with the three values for ‘Red, Green and Blue’ as ‘converted_r’, ‘converted_g’
and ‘converted_b’.
# Convert the HEX color into RGB color that can be read by PythonOCC/
IfcOpenShell
converted_rgb = int(c[1:3], base=16)/255., int(c[3:5], base=16)/255.,
int(c[5:7], base=16)/255.
converted_r = int(c[1:3], base=16)/255.
converted_g = int(c[3:5], base=16)/255.
converted_b = int(c[5:7], base=16)/255.
print “RGB color for Python=” , converted_rgb
The last line of this module gives a workable RGB color value for the marked area from the .SVG drawing. The HEX
color is translated into a readable format.
The print function ‘print “RGB color for Python=” , converted_rgb’ gives the following result:
RGB color for Python = (0.2, 0.0, 1.0)
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In this stage, the Python module ‘HEXtoRGB1.py’ is closed and the previous module is opened again. The script goes
further where we left the script and that was at the point the face creation was finished.
# Get marking color from SVG document
from HEXtoRGB1 import converted_rgb, converted_r, converted_g, converted_b
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
print converted_rgb
# Make an extrusion from the face to a 3D volume in z-direction
extrusion_vector = OCC.gp.gp_Vec(0., 0., -2.)
extrusion_Surface = OCC.BRepPrimAPI.BRepPrimAPI_MakePrism(face, extrusion_
vector).Shape( )
fill = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(converted_r, converted_g, converted_b,
OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
extrusion_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(extrusion_
Surface, clr=fill)
# extrusion_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(extrusion_
Surface, True)
# Set transparency of extrusion
ifcopenshell.geom.utils.set_shape_transparency(extrusion_display , 0.5)
From the module ´HEXtoRGB1.py´ some values are imported. These values are: onverted_rgb, converted_r,
converted_g and converted_b. After the face was created, an extrusion could be made by using the z-direction.
Therefore the extrusion vector is needed, this information gives the direction to the points. In this example, the
z-direction -2.0 has been chosen. An extrusion from a wire gives a shell (open top and bottom), while an extrusion
from a face gives a solid. So, there is chosen to make an extrusion from the face. The extrusion is created by using the
command ‘extrusion_Surface’. The related color from the marked area from the .SVG drawing is picked, this is done
by the line where ‘fill’ is defined. The result can be made visible by using the ‘extrustion_display’. Making the created
geometry appear in the model viewer of IfcOpenShell/PythonOcc is done with the last line in the part of the script.
A transparancy factor of 0.5 is also applied.

Figure 19: The extrusion of the marked area with a transparency of 0.5 and the related color from the
original .SVG drawing. The HEX color #3300FF was converted into RGB (51, 0, 255) and applied to the object.
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After creating the extrusion, the next step is to find out the intersected volumes between this created extrusion and
the original .IFC geometry of the foundation beams. These parts are further described as ‘common_shape’. Therefore
the first thing to do was setting up a new list, this list is called ‘list = [ ]’.
To see which objects and elements from the .IFC geometry are making the intersection with the extruded volume,
the following rule is applied:
list = [ ]
# Intersection between existing geometry and extruded volume
for ifc_building_elem, element_shape in building_element_geometries:
common_shape = OCC.BRepAlgoAPI.BRepAlgoAPI_Common(extrusion_Surface,
element_shape).		
Shape()
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(common_shape)
# Colorize the intersected 3D object with the same color as the marked
area in SVG file
fill = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(converted_r, converted_g,
converted_b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(common_shape, clr=fill)
When the ‘common_shape’ is created, it is time to make it visible in the 3D viewer. The ‘common_shape’ is also filled
with the same color as the extruded volume. It takes over the color from the .SVG drawing again.
To see which objects and elements from the .IFC geometry are making the intersection with the extruded volume,
the output can be shown in the figure below. The left picture is from an older version of IfcOpenShell, the right
picture is from a newer version (the same is done for figure 19 before). The difference with the new features are
definitely visible.

Figure 20: The intersected objects, also known as ‘common_shape’, of the marked area with the related color
from the original .SVG drawing. The HEX color #3300FF was converted into RGB (51, 0, 255) and applied to
the object. This is exactly the area and volume that was meant to be projected in the 3D environment.
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3.8. Step 6: Retrieve useful construction information from the .IFC model
Finally, after running the previous scripting parts within the modules, the desired marked area is visualized correctly
in the 3D viewer of IfcOpenShell/PythonOcc. The next desire is to extract and attach some useful construction
information to these objects in the model. This is done in two different manners: on the one hand the geometry
of the .IFC model is used for calculations and on the other hand new construction information is connected to the
intersected volume. The first step is to export the 3D marked volume in the correct placement in the .IFC model.
After this, the total volume of the intersected part(s) will be calculated.
To make the export of a new .IFC file including the marked volume possible, some basic requirements need to be set
up. First the origin ‘O’ and the values of x, y and z are shown.
#
O
X
Y
Z

Beginning
= 0., 0.,
= 1., 0.,
= 0., 1.,
= 0., 0.,

of creating an IFC object of the marked area
0.
0.
0.
1.

# Helper function definitions
# Creates an IfcAxis2Placement3D from Location, Axis and RefDirection
specified as Python tuples
def create_ifcaxis2placement(f, point=O, dir1=Z, dir2=X):
point = f.createIfcCartesianPoint(point)
dir1 = f.createIfcDirection(dir1)
dir2 = f.createIfcDirection(dir2)
axis2placement = f.createIfcAxis2Placement3D(point, dir1, dir2)
return axis2placement
# Creates an IfcLocalPlacement from Location, Axis and RefDirection,
specified as Python tuples, and relative placement
def create_ifclocalplacement(f, point=O, dir1=Z, dir2=X, relative_
to=None):
axis2placement = create_ifcaxis2placement(f, point, dir1, dir2)
ifclocalplacement2 = f.createIfcLocalPlacement(relative_to,
axis2placement)
return ifclocalplacement2
create_guid = lambda: ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid1().hex)
The helper functions like an IfcAxis2Placement3D and IfcLocalPlacement are defined. These functions are needed to
export the group of IFC objects in the correct placement in the model. Both functions are based on the input model
‘f’, the point of origin ‘O’ and two directions. In this case the z- and x- direction.
In the next part of the script it can be seen that also some references in the file are defined like: the owner_history,
project and context. Also the IFC hierarchy is created. First the biggest part is created, this is the IfcSite. Within this
site, an IfcBuilding is created. The last step is completed by the creation of the ifcBuildingStorey.
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# Obtain references to instances defined in file
owner_history = f.by_type(“IfcOwnerHistory”)[0]
project = f.by_type(“IfcProject”)[0]
context = f.by_type(“IfcGeometricRepresentationContext”)[0]
# IFC hierarchy creation
site_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f)
site = f.createIfcSite(create_guid(), owner_history, “Site”, None, None,
site_placement, None, None, “ELEMENT”, None, None, None, None, None)
building_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f, relative_to=site_
placement)
building = f.createIfcBuilding(create_guid(), owner_history, ‘Building’,
None, None, building_placement, None, None, “ELEMENT”, None, None, None)
storey_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f, relative_to=building_
placement)
elevation = 0.0
building_storey = f.createIfcBuildingStorey(create_guid(), owner_history,
‘Storey’, None, None, storey_placement, None, None, “ELEMENT”, elevation)
# Slab creation, define the slab shape placement and extrusion placement
slab_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f, relative_to=storey_placement)
extrusion_placement = create_ifcaxis2placement(f, (0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0,
0.0, -1.0), (0.0, -1.0, 0.0))
extrusion_placement = create_ifcaxis2placement(f, (0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0,
0.0, 1.0), (1.0, 0.0, 0.0))
The scripts above are only needed to position the objects correctly in the .IFC model. They have no direct output or
visualization. On the next pages the needed and desired construction information will be retrieved from or added
to the model.
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# Calculate the volume properties of the resulting space shape (3D volume)
props = OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps( )
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop_VolumeProperties(common_shape, props)
if props.Mass( ) >0:
ifc_shape = ifcopenshell.geom.tesselate(common_shape, 1)
insts = f.traverse(ifc_shape)
for inst in insts:
if inst.is_a(“IfcCartesianPoint”):
inst.Coordinates = map(lambda f: f * 1000., inst.
Coordinates)
if inst.is_a(“IfcFaceBasedSurfaceModel”):
IfcColourRgb = f.createIfcColourRgb(None, converted_r,
converted_g, converted_b)
IfcSurfaceStyleRendering =
f.createIfcSurfaceStyleRendering(IfcColourRgb, None, None, None, None,
None, None, None, “FLAT”)
IfcSurfaceStyleShading =
f.createIfcSurfaceStyleShading(IfcColourRgb)
IfcSurfaceStyle = f.createIfcSurfaceStyle(None, “BOTH”,
[IfcSurfaceStyleShading])
IfcPresentationStyleAssignment =
f.createIfcPresentationStyleAssignment([IfcSurfaceStyle])
IfcStyledItem = f.createIfcStyledItem(inst,
[IfcPresentationStyleAssignment], None)
slab = f.createIfcSlab(create_guid(), owner_history, “Slab”,
“Project Tool Slab Example”, None, slab_placement,
ifc_shape, None)
The properties of the common_shape are retrieved as can be seen in the parts of the script. When the ‘Mass’ within
the properties is bigger than 0, the part of the common_shape is added to the list. The ‘Mass’ contains the volume
of the parts. The color of the marked volume in the .IFC model is attached here. The sum of the different parts in the
list is printed in the end and rounded by 3 decimals.
The added text is connected to the first geographical point in the list that represents the marked area (x0, y0, z0). The
text will be displayed in a black color and is: “Phase 1) Time schedule: Monday 7 June 2017, 9.00-12.00 h / Site workers:
Pouring takes place by 3 site workers of HeFun”. The second line, given by ‘addtext1’, displays the outcome of the volume
calculation. Also this text is connected to the first geographical point, but the z-coordinate was changed by ‘z0 + 1’.
In this case, the two lines of text do not conflict with each other and are readable in the viewer. The ‘display_volume’
contains the calculated sum for the volume, therefore this attribute is transformed to a ‘string’ (by using ‘str’).
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# Create and assign property set
property_values = [
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“1) Phasing”, “Reference”,
f.create_entity(“IfcText”, “Phase 1”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“2) Date”, “Reference”,
f.create_entity(“IfcText”, “Monday 7 June 2017”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“3) Time”, “Reference”,
f.create_entity(“IfcText”, “9.00 - 12.00 h”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“4) People”, “Reference”,
f.create_entity(“IfcText”, “Three site workers of HeFun”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“5) Volume in cubic meter”,
“Volume”, f.create_entity(“IfcReal”, (props.Mass())), None),
]
property_set = f.createIfcPropertySet(create_guid(), owner_
history, “Pouring Stages”, None, property_values)
f.createIfcRelDefinesByProperties(create_guid(), owner_history,
None, None, [slab], property_set)
# print “ifc_shape = “, ifc_shape
list.append(props.Mass())
# print props.Mass()
# print list
# print ifc_building_elem
# print “Space volume: %.3f cubic meter”

% props.Mass()

# print “volumelist=”, list
print “Total volume:”, format(sum(list), ‘.3f’), “cubic meter”
display_volume = “Total volume:”, (format(sum(list), ‘.3f’)), “cubic
meter”

Figure 21: A property set was attached to the created volume of the individual pouring phases. In this property set some
properties like the phasing, date, time, amount of construction workers and the total volume of needed concrete can be found.
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Also in the 3D viewer of IfcOpenShell/PythonOcc some construction information can be displayed. These text is
assigned to some geographical points in the list of the points that represent the marked area.
# Add construction information and make visualization in the 3D viewer of
the text: volume and planning
addtext = OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x0, y0, z0)
viewer.DisplayMessage(addtext, “Phase 1) Time schedule: Monday 7 June
2017, 9.00-12.00 h / Site workers: Pouring takes place by 3 site workers
of HeFun”, message_color=(0, 0, 0), update=True)
addtext1 = OCC.gp.gp_Pnt((x0), (y0), (z0+1))
viewer.DisplayMessage(addtext1, str(display_volume), message_color=(0, 0,
0), update=True)
print “Phase 1”
print “Time schedule: Monday 7 June 2017, 9.00-12.00 h”
print “Site workers: Pouring takes place by 3 site workers of HeFun”
# Write a new IFC file
f.write(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output3.ifc”)
# Enter the main loop so that the user can navigate
ifcopenshell.geom.utils.main_loop( )
In the end, a new .IFC model is written based on the input model. This newly created model includes the 3D marked
volume in the corresponding color and the associated properties. It is a central storage of construction information.

Figure 22: The created volume of the individual pouring phase in the new .IFC model of the foundation beams called
‘output3.ifc’. Besides of the attached properties like the ‘Pouring Stages’, also the general properties of the IFC geometry
can be found. For example the “Quantities”, it can be seen the calculated volume within the script is the same as the
volume in Solibri Model Viewer: 34,4 m3. Also the perimeter is a given property and can be useful when creating the
formwork of the foundation beams.
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3.9. The projecting tool for the Digibouw application
Finally the first working prototype of the designed ‘projecting tool’ is working. The proposed implementation
steps are effectively built in the script. The results of the tool right now are of course: a representation of the model
including the extruded marked area in the 3D model viewer, a calculation of the volume of the intersected parts and
the export of a new .IFC model including the new geometry of the pouring phase.
This working prototype was designed based on the one example that was given. Later on, the script was tested on
multiple different marked drawings. This to find out whether the script was correctly designed. Some changes were
needed to run the script for getting the right answer of the calculation of the intersected areas. This has to do with
the method of modeling. The foundation beams were not drawn as individual beams. The foundation was drawn
as different groups of beams and could not be separated. Because of this, it can occur that a marked area makes an
intersection with the objects within multiple groups. The calculation has to cover all those intersected parts, and not
just only one specific part.
In many cases during the construction process, more than one marked area is used to generate a setup of the
different pouring stages. Also when the observations took place on the construction site at contractor Van Wijnen. It
is a great result the script will be working for one single marked area. But in the end, all the volumes that represent
the pouring stages should be stored in the BIM model to get a clear overview. Connected to those different volumes,
that visualize the intersected parts with the IFC geometry, will be some additional properties in a property set.
Therefore a closer look to the idea about multiple marked areas will take place after the treatment of the process
when having single marked areas.

Single marked areas

Right now, the example that is used to develop the tool consists of only one marked area. Therefore the prototype
of the tool is based on single marked area drawings. The tool can not be used for drawings that contain multiple
marked areas.
To validate the ‘projecting tool’ some other examples were tested. In total four different marked areas, that were
created in a random manner, were drawn. All the marked areas were totally different from each other, also the used
colors were picked completely random with no underlying ideas.
The most important points of attention to check the reliability and functionality of the tool were as following:
- The correctness of ‘the projection’ of the marked area in the 3D model environment (this is including the
scaling, rotating and positioning factors); Is the marked area projected in the right spot in the .IFC model?
This has to do with the set of factors that were introduced; Is it working for the randomly chosen marked
areas?
- The calculation of the (multiple) intersected parts; It is possible that the ‘common_shape’ makes an 		
intersection with multiple objects in the .IFC model. Therefore a sum of the calculation of the intersected
volumes of the individual objects has to be done.
- The representation of the different marking colors in the viewer; Are the different used HEX colors 		
from the .SVG drawing correctly converted into recognizable RGB colors? The output in the viewer must
immediately show the corresponding color.
The results of the testing can be found in the next pages. First the outcome of the basic example will be shown.
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Figure 23: A screenshot of the 3D viewer from IfcOpenShell, with the original IFC
geometry of the foundation beams and the projected marked volume (in blue).

One of the outcomes of the script can be seen in figure 23. This is a screenshot of the model viewer from IfcOpenShell.
The geometry of the foundation beams is shown in the dark grey color. The 2D marked area from the .SVG drawing
is projected as the blue 3D volume. The dark grey color is set in the beginning of the script, this to visualize the IFC
geometry of the foundation beams clear against the white background.
Some additional construction information is shown as well, the messages are connected to the first two geographical
points from the list of coordinates of the marked area. As example it shows the phasing, time schedule and the
amount of site workers. The idea consists that the content of the text message can be changed by for example the
user. This may be done in the futural interface of the tool. For now, the text is edited by hand in the script.
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Based on the common parts of the marked area extrusion and the foundation beams, the volume is calculated. As a
result, the total volume is shown in the 3D viewer on the first line.
To see whether the script is running correctly, also some other marked areas are taken to confirm the work. Mainly
the positioning factor could be dependable on one single marked area. The results are shown in the four examples
on the next pages. It can be seen that all the colours are imported correctly based on the HEX colors, also the
positioning and scaling seems to be close to perfect. The .SVG drawings with the related marked areas that were
used as input can be found in the appendix.
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Figure 24: The first output of the test with the final script for the single marked area. A blue marked area is making an intersection
with only one model object. The result of the volume calculation seems to be correct.

Example 1:
The first example is also described in the steps in the previous chapters. The used HEX color in the .SVG drawing is
HEX color = #3300FF. With the module to transform the color, we see the corresponding RGB color = (51, 0, 255) and
the converted RGB color = (0.2, 0.0, 1.0).
The calculation after showing the volume in the 3D viewer gives a total volume of 34.400 m3. The text message is
described as: “Phase 1) Time schedule: Monday 7 June 2017, 9.00-12.00 h / Site workers: Pouring takes place by 3 site
workers of HeFun”.

Figure 25: The second output of the test with the final script for the single marked area. A yellow marked area is making an
intersection with two model objects. Also the result in this case seems to be correct.

Example 2:
The second example is based on a yellow marked area that is drawn in the .SVG drawing. The used HEX color in the
.SVG drawing is HEX color = #FFFF33. With the module to transform the color, we see the corresponding RGB color
= (255, 255, 51) and the converted RGB color = (1.0, 1.0, 0.2).
The calculation after showing the volume in the 3D viewer gives a total volume of 16.404 m3. This total volume is a
sum that consists of two different volumes. This is because of the setup of the original .IFC model. The marked volume
consists of two different shapes, this has to do with the way the model is drawn. The text message is described as:
“Phase 2) Time schedule: Monday 7 June 2017, 13.00-15.00 h / Site workers: Pouring takes place by 2 site workers of
HeFun”.
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Figure 26: The third output of the test with the final script for the single marked area. A green marked area is making an
intersection with three model objects. The result of the volume calculation seems to be correct for the sum of those three volumes.

Example 3:
The third example is based on a green marked area that is drawn in the .SVG drawing. The used HEX color in the .SVG
drawing is HEX color = #00B909. With the module to transform the color, we see the corresponding RGB color = (0,
185, 9) and the converted RGB color = (0.0, 0.725, 0.035).
The calculation after showing the volume in the 3D viewer gives a total volume of 16.649 m3. The text message is
described as: “Phase 3) Time schedule: Tuesday 8 June 2017, 11.00-13.00 h / Site workers: Pouring takes place by 2
site workers of HeFun”.

Figure 27: The fourth output of the test with the final script for the single marked area. A red marked area is making an
intersection with two model objects. The result of the volume calculation seems to be correct.

Example 4:
The fourth and final example is based on a red marked area that is drawn in the .SVG drawing. The used HEX color
in the .SVG drawing is HEX color = #FF3300. With the module to transform the color, we see the corresponding RGB
color = (255, 51, 0) and the converted RGB color = (1.0, 0.2, 0.0).
The calculation after showing the volume in the 3D viewer gives a total volume of 31.066 m3. The text message is
described as: “Phase 10) Time schedule: Monday 12 June 2017, 13.00-14.30 h / Site workers: Pouring takes place by
2 site workers of HeFun”.
Based on these four findings, we can suppose the script is running correctly for single marked areas.
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What can be done when having multiple marked areas? This question is interesting and the answer is even more
useful. In the normal practice, it often happens that multiple areas for the pouring stages are used. To store the
information all centrally in a BIM based manner, the information should be stored in the .IFC model. The idea is to use
the same designed script as before. The end-user can run the script multiple times when having different marked
areas.

Loop for multiple marked areas

The idea for the loop can be summarized and described in the following sentence:

“Make an export of the corresponding .IFC model with the separate intersected volumes in the same
color as in the original .SVG drawing, which contain new added properties in the property set. This new
.IFC model will be the input for running the script again and new geometry is added then.”
The final output of running the script will be a new .IFC model. This model contains the original IFC geometry, in this
case the geometry of the foundation beams and the intersected volume of the marked area. This intersected volume
will be visible with the same color as the marked area in the .SVG drawing.
When the end-user wants to project another 2D marked area, he has to use the previous created .IFC model together
with the related .SVG drawing that includes the marking as the input. The script can then be executed again and the
output of this will be an .IFC model that includes two volumes of different pouring areas. This process is summarized
in figure 28. All the modules have to be executed again before the projection can be established. The process is
started with the input from the original construction drawing. For the example that was executed, this input was

construction_drawing_foundation.svg

Module 1
‘Remove
annotations’
output1.svg
Module 2
‘Remove
stamp’

model_foundation.ifc*

Module 3
‘Calculate
bounding box’

Module 4
‘Calculate
bounding box’

output2.svg

Module 5
‘Convert HEX
in RGB color’

Module 6
‘Projecting in
3D model’

output3.ifc**

* This model will be substituted by the new output model
** The number of the new output model’s name is adjustable

Figure 28: The designed process of ‘Projecting 2D information in 3D model environments’.
The different steps of the six modules are shown including the in- and output.
construction_drawing_foundation.svg
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the .SVG drawing named ‘construction_drawing_foundation.svg’. Running the first module, in which unnecessary
elements and information were removed, was resulting in the first output named ‘output1.svg’. The resulting drawing
was the input for the second module, in which the stamp was removed. The final .SVG drawing that only contained
the geometry of the building parts and the marked area was called ‘output2.svg’.
Based on this output, the bounding box of the .SVG drawing could be calculated. Besides of the calculation of the
bounding box, the output was also used to extract the desired color from the marked area. This color was needed to
fill the related volumes in the viewer and in the new created .IFC model.
Parallel to this process of the .SVG document, the bounding box of the .IFC model could be calculated based on the
input model. This model was in the first example ‘model_foundation.ifc’. The output of module 2, 3, 4 and 5 is used in
the last module, in which the actual projection takes place. The output from the sixth module is a new .IFC model in
which the original geometry of the .IFC model together with the projected marked area is stored. For this example
this output was named ‘output3.ifc’.
When the intention is to to project multiple marked areas in the BIM model, this process should be repeated again.
The new drawing of the related marked area is used as the input for the first module of course. For module 4, the
original .IFC model should be replaced by the created output from the previous process. In this case ‘output3.ifc’
will be the input for module 4 (and thus also for module 6). The projection takes place in this created .IFC model in
which already one marked area was visible. In the end, the final model is including two different volumes of marked
pouring areas. The volumes (or objects) have the related from the .SVG drawings and do have the given and specific
properties. To reach this output the process needs to be executed again with the input of the previous running. Each
time a volume for the pouring area will be added.
The result of this loop will be a comprehensive model that is enriched by adding new geometry including construction
information. The BIM model is used as central storage for construction information and the model is getting a bigger
importance. The information that is needed to execute relevant tasks can easily be filtered or extracted from the
model. This method still has to be developed further. At the moment this is not working when using the ‘common_
shape’ of the marked areas. The representation of the input is not recognized by the script unfortunately.
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A short explanation of a possible interface

In the beginning of the designing phase we have made some assumptions. One of these assumptions was about
the Digibouw application. In the proposed Digibouw application there will be a tool available which makes it able
to mark on the touchscreen.
The steps for a possible interface can be summarized as:
1. Open the ‘projecting tool’ in the Digibouw application.
2. Import .PDF document from computer by browser; the desired .PDF document can be selected by using
a standard browser. Go to the corresponding file directory in the cloud or web.
3. Import .IFC model from computer by browser; also the .IFC model can be selected by using a standard
browser. Go to the corresponding file directory in the cloud or web.
4. The .PDF document is converted to a .SVG document; with another script (that is not included in this
script) the .PDF drawing has to be converted into a .SVG drawing.
5. The user can mark an area on the .SVG drawing in the interface of the application.
6. The marked .SVG drawing is saved.
7. Add additional information like planning and site workers; the user can add some additional 		
construction information to the new objects.
8. Fill in the needed information like ‘projecting height’ and ‘height of extrusion’; the height on which the
projection has to take place and the height of the extrusion should be filled in.
9. By clicking a button called ‘project information’ the script is going to be executed; the marked area from
the .SVG drawing is extracted from there and projected in the .IFC model. The calculations take place in
this step. The output is shown in a new screen.
10. The model can be stored as a new .IFC file; the new .IFC model contains also the new marked volume as
a separate object with the related propertyset.
The interface is not further designed in this graduation report. The focus was more on developing the first working
prototype of the script instead of a possible interface.

The projecting tool in the ideal situation

In the ideal situation the 3D .IFC model will be also used as the input of the projecting tool. The steps of the .PDF
drawing are removed from the process and only the BIM .IFC model is the source of information on the construction
site. This can have some advantages when rotating, scaling and positioning the .SVG drawing in relation to the
model. Think of the coordinates systems and the bounding boxes. On the tablet, the 3D model can be opened with
a standard IFC viewer. With the use of IfcConvert a horizontal or vertical section is made in the .IFC model. The user
can make the section view on every desired level in the model. The section view is exported as a .SVG drawing. On
the .SVG drawing that is directly extracted from the .IFC model no further annotations, text and object will be visible.
This is a big advantage compared to the .SVG drawings which are used now, no removals have to take place. On the
tablet, the Digibouw application must contain an editing programme that can open these .SVG file formats. The
editing programme will have different editing tools like a pencil, polyline, eraser etc. In this case, the site manager
can draw or mark a pouring area on the .SVG drawing with the use of the touchscreen. The user of the Digibouw
application has to connect the .IFC model and the .SVG drawing with the ‘projecting tool’. Based on the marking
in the .SVG drawing, the desired construction information can be retrieved from the model with the use of the
‘projecting script’. These last steps will be the same as those as described in this report. The output could contain the
amount of concrete or the total length of the objects.
See also figure 29 on the next page and figure 31 on page 88.
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Slice section

3D IFC model

STEP 1 CREATE 2D FLOOR PLAN
FROM 3D IFC MODEL
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Figure 29: In the ideal
situation the ‘projecting
tool’ could be used by
the end-user on a tablet.
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data is calculated

Useful
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4. Testing in the field
After completing the first working prototype of the projecting tool, a reflection is done to investigate the experiences
from practice. Together with the prototype tool on a laptop, the construction site from ‘project Campagne’ in
Maastricht was visited again.

4.1. Method of testing: reflection on site
It was difficult to test the prototype of the projecting tool in an objective manner, because the tool could only be
compared with the programme of implementation steps in the beginning. Therefore I have chosen to do the testing
in a subjective way. The advantage of this subjective manner is that we also hear some experiences and thoughts of
the end-users. This was resulting in a couple of interviews about the development of the projecting tool (a possible
part of the Digibouw application by Palte B.V.)

Goal of the interview

The interviews do have multiple goals, these goals are summarized in the list below:
- To gather knowledge about what the practical people think of the prototype (part of the tool).
- To investigate what the future possibilities for this kind of tool are.
- To know whether the tool would be useful in practice.
- To know if the gap between the BIM and construction site is getting smaller with the use of this kind of
tools and how this is experienced.

Face-to-face interview

To collect some answers which are related for the goals above, the interviews contained a few questions. First of all,
there was started with an introduction and a short explanation of the idea and concept of the developed projecting
tool. This is done because not everyone who was interviewed knew exactly what was completed during the design
phase of the graduation project. Moreover, all interviews took place in Dutch language, the complete dialogues
were elaborated and can be found in the appendix.
The questions that were asked during the interviews:
- Would the projecting tool be useful in practice? Is it easy to use and do the site workers want to use it?
- Is it a possible better working method than the common working method (calculating volumes of 			
pouring areas by hand on paper drawings)?
- What do you think about the first working prototype (part of the tool) and the future possibilities for this 		
kind of tool?
- Is the gap between the BIM and construction site getting smaller with the use of this kind of tools? We 		
have the projecting tool as example now. What are your thoughts?
- In a range from 1 to 10, what rate would you give for the next statements to the projecting tool which will 		
also be able to calculate for example those object volumes?
The criteria are: the idea and concept (in general), practical need, practical usage and the future 			
possibilities and implementation.

Target group for the interviews

To test the prototype, a relative small target group is interviewed. This group was of course including the developers
of the Digibouw application, in which the projecting tool could be a future built-in. The concept behind the Digibouw
application is used to create some ideas for the design stage of the graduation project. Besides of the developers of
the Digibouw tool, also the main target users will be interviewed. In the end, the tool is developed for these people,
the idea consists that they could use it in the field.
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The group of interviewed people exists of:
- Person A: Pim Feijen, Palte B.V. The initiator of the project Digibouw within the company.
- Person B: Gerard van Booma, BBBDC. The owner of BBBDC and in collaboration with Palte B.V. for the 		
project Digibouw.
- Person C: Ivo Schins, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. Project leader of the ‘project Campagne’ in Maastricht.
- Person D: Pascal Vleugels, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. Site manager on the ‘project Campagne’ in Maastricht.
- Person E: Walter Weerts, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. Assistent site manager on the ‘project Campagne’ in 		
Maastricht.
- Person F: Roger Suijkerbuijk, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V. Work preparator on the ‘project Campagne’ in
Maastricht.
The results of the interviews are divided in accordance with the set goals and questions. First, the most prominent
and particular pronunciations are collected and summarized in a short answer to the question. Second, an overall
conclusion will form the result of the testing in the field. These results can be read in the next paragraph.
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4.2. Results
The usefulness of the tool in practice

All of the interviewed persons had a more or less common answer about the usefulness of the tool. The projecting
tool which is able to extract some construction information from the 3D .IFC model could be very useful, but for now
the prototype should be developed further. There are some requirements that must be met before it can operate
in the field. The prototype right now contains some steps in the complete process that are not easy to use, think of
the factor Adobe Illustrator. This program is now used for drawing a marked area in the .SVG document. This is not
what is wished.

“In the end it is desired that an end-user can draw a marked area in the final application tool which will
we used on the construction site. If that is possible, I am convinced of the fact that the projecting tool is
useful in practice.” - Pim Feijen, Palte B.V.
When asking more in depth about the output of the projecting tool, like volumes and lengths for example. It was
clear the tool would be usable because some information can be easily extracted from the model.

“The easiness of usage is also depending on the equipment and software that would be used in the final
product, but for sure it is possible to extract desired information from the model that is needed in the site
office or on the construction site.” - Roger Suijkerbuijk, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Not everyone had the same opinion about the fact if all construction site workers could use these kind of digital
tools. It has to do with some habits and culture that is along the construction sector. The older generation is not used
to work with digital equipment or BIM. However, these new methods are rising and they are implemented more and
more.

“But the new generation of modern site managers can definitely use this kind of tool.”
- Pascal Vleugels, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
A new digital and automatic working method: better or not?

When we compare the possible new working method (the way of digital work instruction), and the traditional
working method, all asked people agree with the given that the final projecting tool will be a possible better working
method. No more calculation by hand; measuring all numbers from a flat 2D paper construction drawing. From now
the data will be taken from the 3D model automatically.

“A part of the human factor, which could always lead to human errors, is now taken away from the
process. Besides of this there will be some time savings and the accuracy will be better.”
– Gerard van Booma, B&B BDC & Pascal Vleugels, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Moreover the new proposed technique will be better because it is more related to the actually users. Also the 3D
model is getting more important and information is stored centrally.

“The advantage is that you can mark the desired area exactly on the drawing. In this way it can be filled in
very specific by each end-user. By doing this, it is paying attention to the wishes of the users.”
– Walther Weerts, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
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The final prototype and future possibilities of the tool(s)

Nowadays developments go really fast, in a couple of years it is possible we frequently will be making use of this
kind of tools. The possibilities for the nearby future of the so called projecting tool are enormous. For the Digibouw
application, this tool must first be working properly before all extra tools, like this projecting tool, will be built in.

“I can see it is possible to project a 2D marked area in a 3D model, you have shown us. In the framework
of the Digibouw application I think it will be a positive added value for version 2.0.”
– Gerard van Booma, B&B BDC
But, the end product within this graduation project is not ready for the practice yet. Of course this is because it is the
first working prototype. Some more development have to be realized before it can be brought to the construction
projects.

“I definitely think that you are on the right track, now it is a challenge to apply it more practically.”
- Pim Feijen, Palte B.V.
Filling the gap between BIM and the construction site

The first idea and goal of the Digibouw application was to connect the construction phase with BIM. Designing a
prototype part of this application which helps to extract some useful information from the 3D model is a step related
to this bigger concept.

“What you are proposing with the tool is helping to strengthen the connection between the design
phase and the construction phase. This because you are adding some construction information to your
objects in some early stages of the building process.” - Pim Feijen, Palte B.V.
But in practice, there are some differences between all the construction projects that are influencing the possible
high potentials of the implementation of Digibouw tools. It can be stated that the interviewed people are something
more sceptical.

“Filling the gap right now has to do a lot with the kind of site manager that is leading the project. When
you have a young modern manager, the step to use it is smaller because this generation is more used to
it.” – Ivo Schins, Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
The rating of the projecting tool

The last question was about rating the projecting tool. On a scale from 1 to 10, the four criteria that were given
should be rated by each of the persons. The rating is done based on the first impressions of the prototype. Therefore
it is important to consider the possible outcomes of the results.
The four criteria were representing all the questions that were asked during the interviews:
- The idea and concept (in general).
- Practical need.
- Practical usage.
- Future possibilities and implementation.
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The respondents were allowed to give an explanation during this review. However, it has to be said that this was not
mandatory.
Thefor
results
the rating
is summarized
in theprojecting
table in figuretool
30 below.
Reflection
theoffirst
working
prototype
(in scale 1 to 10)
Person A

Person B

Person C

Person D

Person E

Person F

Average

Palte B.V.

B&B BDC

Van Wijnen

Van Wijnen

Van Wijnen

Van Wijnen

for criteria

The idea and concept (in general)

9

8

7

8

9*

8

8.2

Practical need for the tool

7

7

7

7

7

7

7.0

Practical usage of the tool

5

7

8

7

7

4

6.3

Future possibilties and implementation

6

8

8

8*

8

8

7.7

6.8

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.8

6.8

Average for each individual person

* These numbers are rounded

Figure 30: The subjective results of testing the first working prototype in practice. These results are generated by the
different people within the possible target group. The averages for the criteria and for the individual persons can be found.

As can be seen in the table, the horizontal axis represents the respondents (numbered from person A to person
F). The last column is showing the average rating for each one of the criteria. On the vertical axis the criteria are
presented, including in the last row the average rating from each person.
It can be stated that person A and person F linked the practical usage of the tool more to the first working prototype
in comparison with the rest of the respondents. Person A and F gave a rating that was rather disappointing, but
comprehensible when looking only to the prototype. The other respondents held ultimately more account with
the desired or ideal product, they gave clearly higher ratings for this criteria. Those persons were probably more
imagining about the future and how the final tool would look like.
The first criteria about the idea and concept in general is scoring the highest grades. All of the respondents think
it is a very interesting idea. The average score of this criteria from the six respondents was a mark of 8.2 in the end.
Then the second criteria, the practical need for the projecting tool. With practical need was referred to the question
whether there is a demand from the practice to such a tool. The respondents all had the same opinion and rated
this with the grade of 7. Probably there will be a demand in the nearby future, because for example it can make the
work for the site manager somewhat easier. Besides of that, the chance for human errors could be decreased. Thirdly,
the practical usage of the projecting tool. As said before, here is a variety in assumptions between the interviewed
persons. Some of them only held an account with the prototype, while others even thought in mind about the
ultimate and final tool. And hopefully there will be a big difference between those two products. This is the reason
why we see such a big differences between the grades within the criteria. The average of the criteria scores a mark of
6.3, the lowest one compared with the other criteria. The fourth and final criteria is the one about future possibilities
and implementation. What is the possibility that the projecting tool will form a part of the construction process
in nearby future? Only one person still has some concerns about the practical feasibility of the projecting tool, all
others do have a good feeling and thoughts about it. The average score is a steady 7.7 for this criteria.
The end results are not bad at all, but there is some space for improvements. The prototype of the projecting tool
may have some potentials for future implementation following the people from practice.
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Overall conclusion of the testing

The overall conclusion of the testing can be expressed as quite positive. This first prototype works for all marked
areas that were tried randomly. Besides of this, the testing was all about the opinion of the people from practice.
What the most of them had in common, was the fact of drawing the marked area in the construction drawing. Of
course, at this moment, this is not the best manner to do that. But this is mainly done to keep the progress of the
graduation project and because of the given that I would prove that the ‘projecting tool’ is possible.
The projecting tool needs some further elaboration for completeness. This will not be a part of the graduation
project. What the situation is right now can be seen in the left column of the figure below. A .PDF drawing is
converted to a .SVG document, which is more easier to read with the programming language. Then, the marked
area will be drawn and this all is going to be projected in the linked .IFC model. This method shows that it is possible
to project 2D construction information in a 3D model environment. This makes it possible to retrieve and attach
useful information from or to it. In the beginning of the design phase there was chosen to use .PDF drawings as the
input for the projecting tool, this because the research that was conducted before. On the construction site a lot of
different .PDF drawings were the source for information. With different is meant the author of the drawings is really
miscellaneous. Therefore the wished situation is to remove the steps that represent the conversion of the .PDF to
.SVG document. It would be easier when the marked area could be directly drawn on the .PDF construction drawing
in a viewer and the information would be extracted from here. The third situation is the ideal situation. In this case
there is only the use of a 3D model. From this .IFC model a horizontal cross section for example could be made, the
output will be a .SVG file. This is already possible with the technique of IfcConvert. The next steps are the same as in
the now situation. The advantage of this ideal situation is that only the 3D model is used as input, no other sources
of information on site are necessary.
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drawing

.PDF
drawing
Adobe Illustrator
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Digibouw
application
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model
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Figure 31: The ‘projecting tool’ in different possible situations. The first working prototype as designed is in
the so-called ‘NOW-situation’. The idea in the beginning was to use the .PDF drawing as input and the ideal
situation would be to use directly an extracted view of the .IFC model.
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5. Conclusion
In this final chapter the new developed process of projecting 2D construction in 3D model environments will be
evaluated based on the programme of implementation steps. It has to be investigated whether the new process and
tool meet the requirements drawn up in the first stage, so that it can be demonstrated whether the objective of the
research project is met. First, the review procedure was described in the previous chapter. Now there will be a review
of the implementation steps of the tool. Finally, the conclusion of the research project will be described, discussed
and some recommendations will be given.

5.1. Conclusion
The implementation steps of the proposed tool were described in chapter 3.2. The conclusion will be based on
checking these individual steps. These must be met namely, to see whether the tool is built as meant. The programme
of the implementation steps was described in six steps.

Step 1: Filtering the marked area from the .SVG drawing. All unnecessary objects and information
in the original .SVG drawings is going to be removed. This is needed to compare the actual
bounding box of the drawing and the model.

The script within the tool of removing all unnecessary elements from the drawing is working properly. However, it
has to be said that it is very specific for each construction drawing. Therefore it is not a very general approach. In
the related paragraph 3.3, some possible solutions to get a more general approach are stated. For now, the script
is based on the construction drawing of the foundation beams in the researched ‘project Campagne’. The output of
these first two modules (removing elements and removing stamp) is correctly. Based on this output, the bounding
box of the .SVG drawing can be estimated.

Step 2: Rotating and scaling the .SVG drawing to match with the .IFC model. The bounding box
of the .SVG drawing and the .IFC model can now be calculated. The .SVG drawing must then be
scaled and rotated so it matches the .IFC model in exactly the same position and orientation.

The bounding boxes of the drawing and the model can be calculated by using the modules. The outcome of
these modules are the minimum and maximum values of the coordinates of the related objects. Based on these
coordinates, the scaling factor is calculated. The positioning factor needs some more attention, it is not positioning
the marking in the desired location in the model. Right now, it works almost perfectly. There could no good reason
be found whether to use the average scale factor or the minimum value.To solve this problem, the drawn marked
area is something oversized. Because of this, the .IFC geometry will be always positioned within the marked area.

Step 3: Make a list with all coordinates of the marked area. Those coordinates are representing all
points which were marked in the .SVG document. They are extracted from the .SVG drawing and
are going to be placed/projected on a certain height (z-direction) in the .IFC model.

With the module ‘projecting the marked area in IFC’, the coordinates of the marked area from the .SVG drawing
can be filtered and extracted. The coordinates of all the points which are included in the marked area, are bundled
in a list. The list had to be adjusted to generate the correct and desired output of the list. This has to do with the
programming language. In the end, a workable list with coordinates (x-, y- and z-coordinate) of the marked area was
the outcome.
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Step 4: Projecting the 2D marked area on the 3D model. When the .SVG drawing has the same

size and coordinates system as the .IFC model, it must be possible to make ‘the projected area’
as a sort of layer in the .IFC model. This is based on the points or lines from the .SVG document
that form together the marked area. An extruded volume of the projected area is made and the
intersection with the objects in the 3D model gives ‘the final projected volume’.
The list of coordinates resulting from the previous step is used as the input for projecting in the 3D .IFC model. Those
coordinates are first projected as points. Between those points, edges and wires are generated. During the script, the
final volume is built. Step by step, the 2D marked area is transformed into a 3D volume that makes an intersection
with the .IFC geometry of the foundation beams. After the wires are created, a face is made between the wires. The
face is extruded in the z-direction with a certain value, resulting in an extruded volume of the marked area. Due to
the function of the intersection, the common parts of the marked area and the geometry is given.

Step 5: Marking the intersected objects in the 3D model. The intersection between the 3D object

of the marked area and the basic shapes of the foundation beams results in an object which has
the same footprint as the 2D marked area from the .SVG drawing. This object is colored with the
same color as in the original .SVG drawing.
In the original .SVG drawing, the marked area had a so-called HEX color fill. This type of color can not be read by
the Python programming language. Therefore, the fill had to be converted in RGB values between 0 and 1. With
the related module the HEX color of the marked area is searched in the .SVG document. When the color is found,
it is converted into a normal RGB value. For each parameter in the RGB color (red, green or blue) a value consists
of a number between 0 and 255. These values can not be read by the Python programming language, only values
between 0 and 1 are possible. Therefore the RGB color was converted into a new RGB value. When this process
was completed, the converted RGB color was linked to the other module of the projecting tool. The value of the
converted RGB color were used to color the marked 3D volume and the common shape for example. This module of
the tool is working for every possible HEX color. The colors of the marked areas in the .SVG drawing were also visible
in the 3D viewer and were corresponding.

Step 6: Retrieve useful construction information from the .IFC model. This last step makes it

possible to calculate the volume of the highlighted parts in the .IFC model. In this case it is easy
to retrieve the needed amount of concrete for example. Besides of this, a new .IFC model should
be created so the information is more accessible and usable.
The last step was all about the storage and usage of the final output of the ‘projecting tool’. Based on the common
shape in the .IFC model, the volume of this part is automatically calculated and it seems to be correct. The volume
is displayed in the 3D viewer as well. Because the design of the tool was based on a single marked area, there was
thought about a solution when having more than one marked area. Therefore a loop is designed in which a new .IFC
file is written. The script is designed in the end to write a new .IFC file which includes the new generated volume of
the marked area. Some specific and useful construction information can be attached to the new object in the form of
properties in a certain property set. When opening the new .IFC file in an IFC model viewer like Solibri, the properties
are shown in the toolbar. This output model will be the new input for the next projection of a single marked area.
This new marked area will be projected in the 3D model again and in the end the outcome is the .IFC model of the
geometry with two marked areas. The end-result of this loop can be a model in which all pouring phases are stored
in 3D volumes with the related construction information. Ready to use on the construction site because it provides
all needed information to the site workers.
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The goal of the graduation project was described in the first part of the report:

“Providing the right information in time to the construction worker with the most efficient and
effective medium possibility. The right information exists of on one hand the needed information
and on the other hand up-to-date (correct) information. Combining it with a new view point of
information provision and collaboration on site, a new technique will be developed. This all to
improve on-site communication between involved people, the quality of the executed work and the
relationship and motivation of the construction site workers.”
The objective of the project is met by using the newly designed tool. For the example task of the foundation beams,
the needed information was investigated first. Up-to-date information is given because we are working in a digital
environment with the BIM .IFC model. The ‘projecting tool’ is a new technique which can be used on a tablet later on.
When the final product is ready, it can definitely improve on-site communciation and the quality of the work. Read
therefore the findings of the reflection interviews. This working method excludes the human influence factor in the
process of calculations for example. The needed amount of concrete is calculated automatically based on the drawn
marked area and the .IFC geometry in just seconds of time. This will improve the quality and also the relationship
between the construction site workers. This because no double work has to be generated and the chance of errors
is reduced.
The expected result of the design phase is related to the stated objective and was described as follows:

“A tool that is part of the Digibouw application, in which 2D construction information is stored
centrally in the projects 3D model. This tool is focused on projecting 2D marked areas in 3D model
objects, which will help the site manager and site workers to retrieve some useful information from
the 3D model when executing the tasks on site.”
The expected result is completed in the design phase. The design showed us it is possible to project 2D construction
information in 3D model environments. From the findings of the reflections it can be concluded that the tool is not
yet ready for use in the field, it has to be developed further.
In the field research there was observated that the needed information on site was not always known or provided.
The first aim was to improve the communication and information-exchange on site. The first steps in the research
were to investigate those needs of the site workers. “What is the essential information?” The framework was further
changed on just one small part. The part of double work and mistakes was found in the process of calculating the
pouring stages of the foundation beams. Paper drawings were used to calculate the amount of concrete. At this
moment, the communication and information-exchange will be improved because the digital 3D model is used
more, extracting construction information from it. Besides of this, the storage of construction information takes
place in a central spot. It is everywhere accessible and up-to-date.
In the end, it is predicted that the ‘projecting tool’ would reduce the time of the site manager and site workers for
double work, rework, calculating and searching (hand work). Making the work more enjoyable for them. It also
reduces the amount of construction errors, because the human factor is removed from the process. Therefore
the construction costs will be lower. Talking about ‘predicted’ because we are now talking about a prototype. The
prototype is a first working model of the final tool.
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5.2. Discussion
In this section, the discussion, I would like to discuss four topics that really had a big impact on the complete
graduation project. These topics have a relationship to the entire prototypical product from beginning to end. The
topics are as follows: python programming, the projecting tool, the culture on the construction site and the expected
advantages and disadvantages of the product.

The first working model of the projecting tool

In the end, I am very pleased with the final product of the first working model of the ‘projecting tool’. I had never
expected this would be the final outcome when I stared the graduation process. For a first working prototype, it works
all fine. However, it is not ready for practice yet. Due to the time and limited knowledge about the programming
language. I have shown that it is possible to filter 2D construction information from a. SVG drawing and to project
this into a 3D .IFC model. With the ability to extract useful information from the BIM model. Besides of the example
that forms the basis of this report, projecting a marked area on the foundation beams, the theory could be used
in many more applications. Think of a wall, in which it would be possible to automatically calculate the amount of
bricks for example. The projecting tool will have some potential value for further development.

A big change in the culture on the construction site

The way to the digital work instruction is somewhat closer than before. However, there is still a long path to the
final implementation. The ‘projecting tool’ is just a small part of this concept that can be used in order to make more
use of the digital Building Information Model and to store construction information in a central spot. It can help to
improve the quality of the communication and information-exchange between the site office and the site workers.
To implement the Digibouw application actual in practice in nearby future, and more in depth the ‘projecting tool’,
the complete culture on the construction site has to be changed drastically. Nowadays on the Dutch construction
sites, we have to do with ageing. More and more site workers are becoming in the age of 40 or even >50 years. The
accretion of new faces is minimal and that can lead to some problems. Site workers who are now 50 years or older
belong to the so-called ‘old generation’. They are definitely not used to work with digital tools and most often they
want to execute their tasks in the way they are used to. The old generation site workers are not really open to changes,
just like the built environment in general. What we can see in the field, is that some new younger professionals in the
construction phase of building projects are more used to digital medium possibilities. From an early age they all are
actually grown up in the digital era. The big difference between the new and old generation of site workers, and for
people in general, is very noticeable. In the future the construction site will probably look completely different, it is
hard to predict though. Maybe there will be less site workers or we do have many more foreign site workers.
Besides of the fact about the differences in generations within the site workers, also another element may influence
the success of the digital work instruction. Is the use of a tablet on the construction site really desired or required?
From the literature research in the first part it was stated this medium had some good possibilities. But from a
practical point of view, you can ask whether this will be the most used and best opportunity for informationexchange. Is a carpenter going to use a tablet when making frames for the windows? Or is the concrete crew using
a tablet when pouring the foundation beams? That is really something what I am worried about right now. In mind
it all seems nicely, but the construction site is not a digital environment. No, in these places is worked and it is often
dirty. In addition, the site workers are always affected by the climatic conditions.
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Expected advantages and disadvantages of the proposed final projecting tool
Advantages
+ All information centrally stored in the 3D .IFC model
+ Improved communication between the site workers and the managers in the site office
+ The provision of the needed and desired information
+ Automatic calculation of the intersected volume between projected area and the model’s objects
+ Time savings compared to the manual process of extracting specific construction information
+ Always up-to-date information because the latest 3D .IFC model will be connected to the tool
+ Easy in usage because of the user-friendly designed interface
+ No more usage of big paper drawings
+ Only usage of the available 3D .IFC model when a 2D section is made from this model

Disadvantages
- Working with a digital tablet (electronic device) on the site
- An internet connection is needed to give the correct input
- Less consciousness by the end-user when the process is completed automatically
- A requirement is that the project follows the BIM working method
- Some affinity with digital personal assistance is needed

Figure 32: The expected advantages and disadvantages of the proposed final ‘projecting tool’.

Expected advantages and disadvantages of the product

The possible pros and cons of the developed tool are interesting and could help to decide for further development.
In figure 32 these expected advantages and disadvantages of the proposed final ‘projecting tool’ are shown. These
expectations are based on the first working prototype, but also on the designed ideal process that describes the
Digibouw working method and the potential usage of the digital task specific work instruction.
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5.3. Scientific relevance
The presented subject and report showed a new method related to the use of Building Information Models in the
construction phase of building projects. This new method was all about “Projecting 2D information in 3D model
environments”. Besides this designed tool has a high amount of practical relevance and implementation, there are
also some topics which have to be named for scientific relevance.
Below, some of these topics which are scientific related to the graduation report will be summarized and discussed.
- The development of a task specific work instruction based on a BIM-based construction site.
Storing the construction information in a central spot, namely in the 3D .IFC model, makes it an enriched
model. Together with the automatic calculation and quantities of the model’s geometry it could be 		
used as a work instruction for the site workers. The new methods shows some high potential for the 		
implementation of a BIM-based task specific work instruction on the Dutch construction sites. Of course,
the other possibilities are speculated right now.
- Research to the implementation and workability of .PDF drawings, .SVG drawings and .IFC model in the 		
construction industry.
The projection of 2D construction information is based on the construction drawings which were used in
the ‘project Campagne’. These normal construction drawings were all .PDF drawings, the most common file
format for digital drawings. The content of those .PDF document was investigated and a decision was 		
made: this file was not easy to read when using the Python programming language. Therefore the 		
drawing was converted into a .SVG format. This document was easier to understand. The input for the 		
projection tool contains two types of documents: the .SVG drawing and the .IFC model. This research is
focused on the implementation, connection and workability of those different file formats.
- The possibilities for projecting, adding and storing 2D construction information in 3D model environments.
The result or outcome of the design stage is a first working prototype of the ‘projecting tool’. For now it
works properly when having a single marked area in a specific construction drawing. With this new 		
method some useful construction information could be automatically retrieved from the 3D model. 		
It makes the work of the site manager and site workers somewhat easier. The 3D model is going to be 		
the main source of information on the construction site. The prototype tool shows the possibilities 		
for projecting, adding and storing the information in the 3D .IFC models.
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5.4. Recommendations
Based on the results and product of the graduation research, some recommendations can be made for the company
Palte B.V. about the implementation of the new process of ‘Projecting 2D construction information in 3D model
environments’. Making it a possible part of the further application Digibouw, which will be developed for making
digital task specific work instructions. Also recommendations about possible continuation studies will be discussed.

Recommendations to implement the projecting tool

The recommendations that needs to be solved before using the ‘projecting tool’ in practice, about the
implementation of the new process:
- Remove the steps which includes Adobe Illustrator in order to draw a marked area in the .SVG document. 		
In the final tool or application the marked areas should be drawn directly on the .SVG drawings in a viewer.
This can take place on a laptop using the editing tools or with the touchscreen when using a tablet. In this
case there is no more use of the steps that use Adobe Illustrator.
- Use straightly the .PDF or the .SVG document directly extracted from .IFC to use as underlayment for the 		
marked area. The tool must be made computable for .PDF drawings or .SVG drawings that are directly 		
extracted from IFC. Most of the construction drawings are stored as .PDF drawings, it is the most 		
common file format. It is not desirable to convert every .PDF drawing into a .SVG drawing. When using 		
the .SVG section views directly from an .IFC model, it can eliminate some steps like scaling, rotating and
positioning the 2D drawing with the 3D model.
- Make the step of removing unnecessary elements and information from the .SVG drawing more general 		
(so it can be done by any construction drawing). Now the part of removing unnecessary elements and 		
objects in the .SVG drawing has taken place for a specific input. In the used drawing the grid lines 		
for example were coloured red, in other drawings these lines could be black. There was stated to 		
remove all elements which had a red color. The grid lines affect the boundary box of the geometry, and
therefore should be removed in any case. It would be great if a library was designed in which different 		
annotations can be removed immediately.
- Development of software. The model that is used in the example was reduced in size by deleting all 		
objects except the foundation beams (IfcSlabs). Also the openings in the foundation beams were deleted
in the authoring tool. This to make the model workable on the laptop. The rendering process in the 3D 		
model viewer takes some memory. The underlying software should be developed in order to use also .IFC
models with a bigger size.
- The need for an user-friendly interface. The final product only succeeds when it is easy to use. Most of 		
the site workers (from old generation) are not familiar with such tools. In just a couple of steps, which are
not too complex, the outcome must be given. Otherwise they will stop using the tool and go further with
their own manner.
- The ‘projecting tool’ needs to further development to be used for multiple marked areas. The theory and 		
thoughts behind the projection of multiple marked area are already explained. The designed approach for
multiple marked areas uses every time a new input. This is a construction drawing in .SVG format which
contains only a single marked area. Will the designed loop a good method or should it be possible to draw
multiple marked areas in one construction drawing? This step was not working yet, however it is tried to
execute.
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Recommendations for possible further researches

During the research stage and design phase when developing the projecting tool, some other questions for the
development of the Digibouw concept came to mind:
- In what way can the needed construction information be extracted from the 3D .IFC model? Each specific 		
task in the construction phase requires other useful information. Is it possible to obtain the desired 		
information directly from the BIM model? In the future the BIM model could be the main source 		
of information provision on the construction sites.
- To investigate the possibilities of a paperless construction site. I mentioned ‘a first step to a paperless 		
construction site’ in the subtitle of the report. Will it ever be the reality? A lot of site workers nowadays 		
are used to paper drawings and work instructions. They do not want to work digital tools at all. 		
How can we develop a process in which the information-exchange takes place by the use of digital 		
tools? The digital era at the moment has a very big impact on people, everywhere you look digital and		
electronic equipment is used. The construction site is still quite old-fashioned. Will the construction site
also change when there will be only usage of digital tools? No paper drawings anymore! How should the
process on the construction site be set up and how do the supporting tools look like?
- A manner to automatically remove all unnecessary information and objects from a construction drawing (in
.PDF of .SVG format). In this example that was used to develop the ‘projecting tool’ the script was 		
very specific for this type of construction drawing. In practice, it could occur that the drawing is not 		
generated by the same engineer and therefore has other layout appearances. It is possible that the 		
same script will not work for this specific drawing. Therefore it should be useful to create a script 		
(or tool) that can automatically filter the geometry on the drawing or that can remove all annotations 		
automatically. This is needed to calculate the bounding box, that is necessary for the scaling and 		
positioning of the marked area in the model. The tool should then be able to recognize these
unnecessary elements like grid lines, text and figures.
- Projecting construction information for multiple marked areas in one model. In the ideal situation it is a 		
desire that it is possible to store multiple marked areas in the same .IFC model. In the end the 			
whole model is enriched and can contain the complete pouring phase of the building for example. The
process is already described but not working yet. The output model with one single marked area can be
used as new input for the next single marked area. In this way every time one single marked area is added
to the 3D model.
- Recognizing written text on the construction drawing and attach this to objects in the .IFC model. Many times
during the researched construction stages some text is written by hand on the construction drawings. This
can make it very hard to search for needed information on the related drawing. Also this information is not
stored centrally. With a tool it is maybe possible to recognize these written text and attach it to the relevant
objects in the .IFC model.
- Designing and creating the interface and layout on a tablet of the possible Digibouw application. The 		
designed tool for now was a first working academic prototype. The complete script is running on a 		
computer. But in the future it should be possible to run it on a tablet device. To accomplish this, an 		
interface should be designed for an easy use of the ‘projecting tool’.
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A. Example SVG drawings with the marked areas - format A4
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B. Script 1 Removing elements from SVG - format A4
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’ , “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\construction_
drawing_foundation.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
# Removing the red grid lines
def visit (node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke’)
if stroke == “#FF0000”: # and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/
svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing text elements
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
font_family = subnode.attrib.get(‘font-family’)
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}text’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing the annotations and circles
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
path = subnode.attrib.get(‘path’)
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}path’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
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# Removing all white objects and elements with HEX color #FFFFFF
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “#FFFFFF”:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing all grey objects and elements with HEX color #C0C0C0
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “#C0C0C0”:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing images
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
image = subnode.attrib.get(‘image’)
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}image’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing all other polygons
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “none” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}
polygon’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
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# Removing all other remaining rectangles
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill == “none” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}rect’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing all lines with stroke width 0.24
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke_width = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke-width’)
if stroke_width == “0.24” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/
svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing all lines with stroke width 0.96
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke_width = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke-width’)
if stroke_width == “0.96” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/
svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Removing all lines with stroke width 0.6
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
stroke_width = subnode.attrib.get(‘stroke-width’)
if stroke_width == “0.6” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/
svg}line’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
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# Removing remaining polygon, except the polygon of the marked area
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
fill = subnode.attrib.get(‘fill’)
if fill != “#3300FF” and subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}
polygon’:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
ET.ElementTree(root).write(‘output1.svg’)
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C. Script 2 Removing the stamp from SVG - format A4
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’ , “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output1.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
# Removing the stamp when x-coordinate is greater than 1000
def visit(node):
for subnode in list(node):
should_be_removed = False
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}rect’:
x = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘x’))
y = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘y’))
w = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘width’))
h = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘height’))
be changed

if x > 1000.0 or (x+w) > 1000.0: #these values of coordinates can
should_be_removed = True

if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}polygon’:
pts = subnode.attrib.get(‘points’)
for p in pts.split(“ “):
try: x, y = p.split(‘ , ’)
except: continue
x = float(x)
y = float(y)
if x > 1000.0: #this values of coordinate can be changed
should_be_removed = True
if subnode.tag == ‘{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}line’:
x = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘x1’))
y = float(subnode.attrib.get(‘y1’))

changed
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if x > 1000.0: #this values of coordinate can be changed
should_be_removed = True
if y < 30.0 or y > 2350: #these values of coordinates can be
should_be_removed = True
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if should_be_removed:
print “Removed”, subnode
node.remove(subnode)
else:
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
ET.ElementTree(root).write(‘output2.svg’)
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D. Script 3 Bounding Box SVG - format A4
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
import operator
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’, “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output2.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
# Making a list with points (x,y)
Points = [ ]
def visit(node):
if node.tag == “{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}line” :
# Add (x,y)-coordinates to the points, for a line this can be done with
(x1, y1), (x2, y2)
x1 = float(node.attrib.get(‘x1’))
y1 = float(node.attrib.get(‘y1’))
x2 = float(node.attrib.get(‘x2’))
y2 = float(node.attrib.get(‘y2’))
Points.append((x1,y1))
Points.append((x2,y2))
else:
for subnode in list(node):
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# Finding min and max in the list of points
min_x_svg = min(map(operator.itemgetter(0), Points))
max_x_svg = max(map(operator.itemgetter(0), Points))
min_y_svg = min(map(operator.itemgetter(1), Points))
max_y_svg = max(map(operator.itemgetter(1), Points))
print (min_x_svg , max_x_svg), (min_y_svg , max_y_svg)
# Visualize the coordinates of the minimum and maximum
print “x-coordinate min= “ , min_x_svg
print “y-coordinate min= “ , min_y_svg
print “x-coordinate max= “ , max_x_svg
print “y-coordinate max= “ , max_y_svg
# Calculate the delta x, or the width of the bounding box
delta_x_svg = max_x_svg - min_x_svg
print “delta x(width of the bounding box)= “ , delta_x_svg
# Calculate the delta y, or the length of the bounding box
delta_y_svg = max_y_svg - min_y_svg
print “delta y(length of the bounding box)= “ , delta_y_svg
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E. Script 4 Bounding Box IFC - format A4
import OCC.gp
import OCC.Geom
import OCC.Bnd
import OCC.BRepBndLib
import
import
import
import

OCC.BRep
OCC.BRepPrimAPI
OCC.BRepAlgoAPI
OCC.BRepBuilderAPI

import OCC.GProp
import OCC.BRepGProp
import OCC.TopoDS
import OCC.TopExp
import OCC.TopAbs
import ifcopenshell
import ifcopenshell.geom
from PyQt4 import QtGui, QtCore
# Specify to return pythonOCC shapes from ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape()
settings = ifcopenshell.geom.settings( )
settings.set(settings.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True)
# Initialize a graphical display window
# occ_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.initialize_display()
# Open the IFC file using IfcOpenShell
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\model_
foundation.ifc”)
# Display the geometrical contents of the file using Python OpenCascade
products = ifc_file.by_type(“IfcProduct”)
for product in products:
if product.is_a(“IfcOpeningElement”): continue
if product.is_a(“IfcSpace”): continue
if product.Representation:
shape = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, product).geometry
#display_shape = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(shape)
QtGui.QApplication.processEvents( )
# Make a list of all foundation beams in the IFC model
objects=ifc_file.by_type(“IfcSlab”)
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for object in objects:
print object.Name
print object.ObjectPlacement
# Empty list of slabs
slab_shapes=[ ]
# Which objects have to be included in the bounding box
bbox = OCC.Bnd.Bnd_Box( )
for slab in objects:
shape = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, slab).geometry
slab_shapes.append((slab, shape))
OCC.BRepBndLib.brepbndlib_Add(shape, bbox)
print slab_shapes
print (bbox)
# Visualize the coordinates of the minimum
print bbox.Get()
print “x-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[0]
print “y-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[1]
print “z-coordinate min= “ , bbox.Get()[2]
min_x_ifc=bbox.Get()[0]
min_y_ifc=bbox.Get()[1]
min_z_ifc=bbox.Get()[2]
# Visualize the coordinates of the maximum
print “x-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[3]
print “y-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[4]
print “z-coordinate max= “ , bbox.Get()[5]
max_x_ifc=bbox.Get()[3]
max_y_ifc=bbox.Get()[4]
max_z_ifc=bbox.Get()[5]
# gp_Pnt is a geographical point with three coordinates xyz
minboundingbox=OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(min_x_ifc, min_y_ifc, min_z_ifc)
maxboundingbox=OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(max_x_ifc, max_y_ifc, max_z_ifc)
# Visualization in the 3D viewer of the text
#occ_display.DisplayMessage(minboundingbox, “Minimum Bounding Box”,
update=True)
#occ_display.DisplayMessage(maxboundingbox, “Maximum Bounding Box”,
update=True)
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# Calculate the delta x, or the length of the bounding box
delta_x_ifc = max_x_ifc - min_x_ifc
print “delta x(length of the bounding box)= “ , delta_x_ifc
# Calculate the delta y, or the width of the bounding box
delta_y_ifc = max_y_ifc - min_y_ifc
print “delta y(width of the bounding box)= “ , delta_y_ifc
# The centre of the bounding box
bounding_box_center = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.get_bounding_box_center(bbox)
print “Bounding box center: %.2f %.2f %.2f” % (
bounding_box_center.X( ),
bounding_box_center.Y( ),
bounding_box_center.Z( ))
#occ_display.DisplayMessage(bounding_box_center, “Center”, update=True)
raw_input( )
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F. Script 5 Converting HEX color to RGB color - format A4
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
# Connect the desired and edited SVG file that contains the marking color
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’, “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output2.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
# Refer to the polygon which represents the marked area
Fillinglist = [ ]
def visit(node):
if node.tag == “{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}polygon” :
fill = node.attrib.get(‘fill’)
Fillinglist.append((fill))
else:
for subnode in list(node):
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
print “Founded color for marked area=”, Fillinglist
for hexa in Fillinglist:
c = hexa
# Refer to the polygon fill in id=”Layer_2”
# tree.findall(‘’’.//*[@id=’Layer_2’]’’’)[0]
# Divide the HEX color in Red, Green and Blue
print “HEX color=” , c[1:3], c[3:5], c[5:7]
# Convert the HEX color into RGB color
print “RGB color=” , int(c[1:3], base=16), int(c[3:5], base=16), int(c[5:7],
base=16)
# Convert the HEX color into RGB color that can be read by PythonOCC/
IfcOpenShell
converted_rgb = int(c[1:3], base=16)/255., int(c[3:5], base=16)/255.,
int(c[5:7], base=16)/255.
converted_r = int(c[1:3], base=16)/255.
converted_g = int(c[3:5], base=16)/255.
converted_b = int(c[5:7], base=16)/255.
print “RGB color for Python=” , converted_rgb
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G. Script 6 Projecting the marked area in IFC - format A4
import ifcopenshell
import ifcopenshell.geom
import
import
import
import

OCC.gp
OCC.BRepBuilderAPI
OCC.BRepPrimAPI
OCC.Quantity

import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET
import operator
import uuid
create_guid = lambda: ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid1().hex)
S = ifcopenshell.geom.settings( )
S.set(S.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True)
viewer = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.initialize_display( )
viewer.set_bg_gradient_color(255, 255, 255, 255, 255, 255) # Set background
color to white (gradient from white to white)
building_element_geometries = [ ]
# Attach the 3D IFC model which forms the basis (underlayment)
f = ifcopenshell.open(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\model_
foundation.ifc”)
for p in f.by_type(“IfcBuildingElement”):
if not p.Representation:
continue
shp = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(S, p)
paint = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(0.3, 0.3, 0.3, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_
TOC_RGB)
ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(shp.geometry, clr=paint)
building_element_geometries.append((p, shp.geometry))
print p.ObjectPlacement
viewer.FitAll( )
# Connect the desired and edited SVG file that contains the marked area
ET.register_namespace(‘ ’ , “http://www.w3.org/2000/svg”)
tree = ET.parse(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output2.svg”)
root = tree.getroot( )
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# Making a list with points of the polygon that is representing the marked area
MarkingPoints = [ ]
# Refer to the polygon in id=”Layer_2”
def visit(node):
# print node.tag
if node.tag == “{http://www.w3.org/2000/svg}polygon” :
points = node.attrib.get(‘points’)
# print points
MarkingPoints.append((points))
#elif node.tag == ... :
#
MarkingPoints.append(...)
else:
for subnode in list(node):
visit(subnode)
visit(root)
# tree.findall(‘’’.//*[@id=’Layer_2’]’’’)[0]
MarkingPointsSplitted=[ ]
zcoor=0.1
for x in MarkingPoints:
x.split()
for y in x.split():
# print y
y.split(“,”)
# print y.split(“,”)
xcoor=y.split(“,”)[0]
ycoor=y.split(“,”)[1]
# print “ycoor=”,ycoor
# print “xcoor=”, xcoor
point=float(xcoor),float(ycoor),float(zcoor)
MarkingPointsSplitted.append(point)
for i in MarkingPointsSplitted:
print i
# MarkingPointsSplitted.append(ycoor)
# MarkingPointsSplitted.append(zcoor)
# print MarkingPointsSplitted
# Calculating the scale factor between IFC and SVG
from BoundingBoxSVG1 import delta_x_svg, delta_y_svg, min_x_svg, max_x_svg,
min_y_svg, max_y_svg
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
print delta_x_svg, delta_y_svg, min_x_svg, max_x_svg, min_y_svg, max_y_svg
from BoundingBoxIFC1 import delta_x_ifc, delta_y_ifc, min_x_ifc, max_x_ifc,
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min_y_ifc, max_y_ifc
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
print delta_x_ifc, delta_y_ifc, min_x_ifc, max_x_ifc, min_y_ifc, max_y_ifc
scalefactorlength= delta_y_svg/delta_x_ifc
print “scalefactorlength=”, scalefactorlength
scalefactorwidth= delta_x_svg/delta_y_ifc
print “scalefactorwidth=”, scalefactorwidth
# Take the smallest scalefactor as further input
# outputscalefactor= min(scalefactorlength, scalefactorwidth)
# print “outputscalefactor=”, outputscalefactor
# Take the biggest scalefactor as further input
# outputscalefactor= max(scalefactorlength, scalefactorwidth)
# print “outputscalefactor=”, outputscalefactor
# Take the average scalefactor as further input
outputscalefactoraverage= (scalefactorlength+scalefactorwidth)/2
print “outputscalefactoraverage=”, outputscalefactoraverage
# Make list of points from the marked area (x0, y0, z0) and show them
wire_builder = OCC.BRepBuilderAPI.BRepBuilderAPI_MakeWire()
for j in range(len(MarkingPointsSplitted)):
print j
x0,y0,z0 = MarkingPointsSplitted[j]
x1,y1,z1 = MarkingPointsSplitted[(j+1) % len(MarkingPointsSplitted)]
# x0, y0 = (-y0/14.07)+243.3 , (-x0/14.07)+81.1
# x1, y1 = (-y1/14.07)+243.3 , (-x1/14.07)+81.1
# Option 1
# x0, y0 = (-y0/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x0/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_svg/
outputscalefactor)+(max_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x1/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_svg/
outputscalefactor)+(max_y_ifc))
# Option 2 (too much moved to the left...)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/scalefactorwidth)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
scalefactorlength)) , (-x0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/scalefactorwidth)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
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scalefactorlength)) , (-x1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# Option 3 (too much moved to the right...)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_
svg/scalefactorwidth)) , (-x0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_
svg/scalefactorwidth)) , (-x1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# Option 4 (a little bit too much moved to the left...)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
scalefactorlength)) , (-x0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
scalefactorlength)) , (-x1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# Option 5 (a little bit too much moved to the right...)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# Option 6 (almost correct, a little bit to much moved...)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/scalefactorwidth)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/scalefactorwidth)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# Option 7 (almost perfect)
x0, y0 = (-y0/outputscalefactoraverage)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x0/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
x1, y1 = (-y1/outputscalefactoraverage)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactoraverage)) , (-x1/scalefactorlength)+((min_x_svg/
scalefactorwidth)+(max_y_ifc))
# Option 8 (not better)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_ifc)+(min_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x0/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_svg/
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outputscalefactor)+(max_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_ifc)+(min_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x1/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_svg/
outputscalefactor)+(max_y_ifc))
# Optie 9 (not better)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x0/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_svg/
outputscalefactor)+(min_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/outputscalefactor)+((min_x_ifc)+(max_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x1/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_svg/
outputscalefactor)+(min_y_ifc))
# Option 10 (not good)
# x0, y0 = (-y0/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_ifc)+(min_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x0/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_svg/
outputscalefactor)+(min_y_ifc))
# x1, y1 = (-y1/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_ifc)+(min_y_svg/
outputscalefactor)) , (-x1/outputscalefactor)+((max_x_svg/
outputscalefactor)+(min_y_ifc))
# x0, y0 = (-y0/outputscalefactor)+(max_x_ifc+min_y_svg) , (-x0/
outputscalefactor)+(min_x_svg+max_y_ifc) of (-y0/outputscalefactor)+(min_x_
ifc+max_y_svg) , (-x0/outputscalefactor)+(max_x_svg+min_y_ifc)
# Create edges and wire, draw lines between those points in the 3D viewer
edge = OCC.BRepBuilderAPI.BRepBuilderAPI_MakeEdge(OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x0, y0,
z0), OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x1, y1, z1)).Edge( )
addtext = OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x0, y0, z0)
wire_builder.Add(edge)
wire = wire_builder.Wire( )
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(wire)
# Create face, draw surface between those points/lines in the 3D viewer
face_maker = OCC.BRepBuilderAPI.BRepBuilderAPI_MakeFace(wire)
face = face_maker.Face()
# face_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(face, True)
# Set transparency of face
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.set_shape_transparency(face_display, 0.5)
# Get marking color from SVG document
from FromHEXtoRGB1 import converted_rgb, converted_r, converted_g, converted_b
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if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
print converted_rgb
# Make an extrusion from the face to a 3D volume in z-direction
extrusion_vector = OCC.gp.gp_Vec(0., 0., -2.)
extrusion_Surface = OCC.BRepPrimAPI.BRepPrimAPI_MakePrism(face, extrusion_
vector).Shape( )
fill = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(converted_r, converted_g, converted_b, OCC.
Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
extrusion_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(extrusion_Surface,
clr=fill)
# extrusion_display = ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(extrusion_Surface,
True)
# Set transparency of extrusion
ifcopenshell.geom.utils.set_shape_transparency(extrusion_display , 0.5)
#
O
X
Y
Z

Beginning
= 0., 0.,
= 1., 0.,
= 0., 1.,
= 0., 0.,

of creating an IFC object of the marked area
0.
0.
0.
1.

# Helper function definitions
# Creates an IfcAxis2Placement3D from Location, Axis and RefDirection specified
as Python tuples
def create_ifcaxis2placement(f, point=O, dir1=Z, dir2=X):
point = f.createIfcCartesianPoint(point)
dir1 = f.createIfcDirection(dir1)
dir2 = f.createIfcDirection(dir2)
axis2placement = f.createIfcAxis2Placement3D(point, dir1, dir2)
return axis2placement
# Creates an IfcLocalPlacement from Location, Axis and RefDirection, specified
as Python tuples, and relative placement
def create_ifclocalplacement(f, point=O, dir1=Z, dir2=X, relative_to=None):
axis2placement = create_ifcaxis2placement(f, point, dir1, dir2)
ifclocalplacement2 = f.createIfcLocalPlacement(relative_to, axis2placement)
return ifclocalplacement2
create_guid = lambda: ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid1().hex)
# Obtain references to instances defined in file
owner_history = f.by_type(“IfcOwnerHistory”)[0]
project = f.by_type(“IfcProject”)[0]
context = f.by_type(“IfcGeometricRepresentationContext”)[0]
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# IFC hierarchy creation
site_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f)
site = f.createIfcSite(create_guid(), owner_history, “Site”, None, None, site_
placement, None, None, “ELEMENT”, None, None, None, None, None)
building_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f, relative_to=site_placement)
building = f.createIfcBuilding(create_guid(), owner_history, ‘Building’, None,
None, building_placement, None, None, “ELEMENT”, None, None, None)
storey_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f, relative_to=building_placement)
elevation = 0.0
building_storey = f.createIfcBuildingStorey(create_guid(), owner_history,
‘Storey’, None, None, storey_placement, None, None, “ELEMENT”, elevation)
# Slab creation, define the slab shape placement and extrusion placement
slab_placement = create_ifclocalplacement(f, relative_to=storey_placement)
extrusion_placement = create_ifcaxis2placement(f, (0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 0.0,
-1.0), (0.0, -1.0, 0.0))
extrusion_placement = create_ifcaxis2placement(f, (0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 0.0,
1.0), (1.0, 0.0, 0.0))
list = [ ]
# Intersection between existing geometry and extruded volume
for ifc_building_elem, element_shape in building_element_geometries:
common_shape = OCC.BRepAlgoAPI.BRepAlgoAPI_Common(extrusion_Surface,
element_shape).Shape()
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(common_shape)
# Colorize the intersected 3D object with the same color as the marked area in
SVG file
fill = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(converted_r, converted_g, converted_b,
OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
# ifcopenshell.geom.utils.display_shape(common_shape, clr=fill)
# Calculate the volume properties of the resulting space shape (3D volume)
props = OCC.GProp.GProp_GProps( )
OCC.BRepGProp.brepgprop_VolumeProperties(common_shape, props)
if props.Mass( ) >0:
ifc_shape = ifcopenshell.geom.tesselate(common_shape, 1)
insts = f.traverse(ifc_shape)
for inst in insts:
if inst.is_a(“IfcCartesianPoint”):
inst.Coordinates = map(lambda f: f * 1000., inst.Coordinates)
if inst.is_a(“IfcFaceBasedSurfaceModel”):
IfcColourRgb = f.createIfcColourRgb(None, converted_r,
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converted_g, converted_b)
IfcSurfaceStyleRendering =
f.createIfcSurfaceStyleRendering(IfcColourRgb, None, None, None, None, 		
None, None, None, “FLAT”)
IfcSurfaceStyleShading =
f.createIfcSurfaceStyleShading(IfcColourRgb)
IfcSurfaceStyle = f.createIfcSurfaceStyle(None, “BOTH”,
[IfcSurfaceStyleShading])
IfcPresentationStyleAssignment =
f.createIfcPresentationStyleAssignment([IfcSurfaceStyle])
IfcStyledItem = f.createIfcStyledItem(inst,
[IfcPresentationStyleAssignment], None)
slab = f.createIfcSlab(create_guid(), owner_history, “Slab”, “Project
Tool Slab Example”, None, slab_placement,
ifc_shape, None)
# Create and assign property set
property_values = [
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“1) Phasing”, “Reference”, f.create_
entity(“IfcText”, “Phase 1”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“2) Date”, “Reference”, f.create_
entity(“IfcText”, “Monday 7 June 2017”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“3) Time”, “Reference”, f.create_
entity(“IfcText”, “9.00 - 12.00 h”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“4) People”, “Reference”, f.create_
entity(“IfcText”, “Three site workers of HeFun”), None),
f.createIfcPropertySingleValue(“5) Volume in cubic meter”,
“Volume”, f.create_entity(“IfcReal”, (props.Mass())), None),
]
property_set = f.createIfcPropertySet(create_guid(), owner_history,
“Pouring Stages”, None, property_values)
f.createIfcRelDefinesByProperties(create_guid(), owner_history, None,
None, [slab], property_set)
# print “ifc_shape = “, ifc_shape
list.append(props.Mass())
# print props.Mass()
# print list
# print ifc_building_elem
# print “Space volume: %.3f cubic meter”
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# print “volumelist=”, list
print “Total volume:”, format(sum(list), ‘.3f’), “cubic meter”
display_volume = “Total volume:”, (format(sum(list), ‘.3f’)), “cubic meter”
# Add construction information and make visualization in the 3D viewer of the
text: volume and planning
addtext = OCC.gp.gp_Pnt(x0, y0, z0)
viewer.DisplayMessage(addtext, “Phase 1) Time schedule: Monday 7 June 2017,
9.00-12.00 h / Site workers: Pouring takes place by 3 site workers of HeFun”,
message_color=(0, 0, 0), update=True)
addtext1 = OCC.gp.gp_Pnt((x0), (y0), (z0+1))
viewer.DisplayMessage(addtext1, str(display_volume), message_color=(0, 0, 0),
update=True)
print “Phase 1”
print “Time schedule: Monday 7 June 2017, 9.00-12.00 h”
print “Site workers: Pouring takes place by 3 site workers of HeFun”
# Write a new IFC file
f.write(r”C:\Users\s110948\Desktop\Projecting_Tool\output3.ifc”)
# Enter the main loop so that the user can navigate
ifcopenshell.geom.utils.main_loop( )
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H. Interviews testing in practice (in Dutch language) - format A4
Interview resultaat ontwerp prototype
Datum: 		
Tijd: 			
Locatie: 		

3 mei 2017
9.45 – 10.30 uur
Palte B.V. te Valkenburg

Naam: 			
Bedrijf: 			
Functie: 		

Pim Feijen		
Palte B.V.
Proces manager		

Vraag 1. Zal de ‘projecting tool’ bruikbaar zijn in de praktijk? Is deze gemakkelijk te gebruiken en willen de
bouwplaatsmedewerkers deze ook daadwerkelijk gebruiken?
Pim: “Dat wat ik heb gezien tijdens de presentatie, mits het werkt op de desbetreffende hardware die wordt gebruikt, is een
enorm handige tool. Maar even voor dit gesprek gaf ik ook al aan waar bij mij een beetje een zorg zit, zorg is misschien
wat stevig uitgedrukt, ik vraag me wel af of het haalbaar is. Je hebt nu een aantal tussenstappen, faseringen in je proces
bijvoorbeeld een Adobe Illustrator die je gebruikt. Het is uiteindelijk gewenst dat je markering gemaakt kunnen worden
in de daadwerkelijk applicatie die op de bouwplaats gebruikt gaat worden. Als dat kan, dan ben ik ervan overtuigd dat je
iets goeds in handen hebt. Maar daar reikt mijn kennis niet ver genoeg om nu al te kunnen zeggen of dat werkt. Dus daar
zal in principe een nader onderzoek plaats moeten vinden.”
Vraag 2. Is het een mogelijk betere werkmethode dan de hedendaagse c.q. gebruikelijke werkmethode?
Pim: “Nou, als je kijkt naar hoe het nu gaat dan is de informatie niet real-time. Ergens wordt die informatie geproduceerd
bij de adviesbureaus. Die wordt over de schutting gegooid naar de aannemer en die gaat daarvan wat vinden. En op
een geven moment wordt daar bij die verschillende functionarissen, de verschillende participanten in de bouw, heen en
weer gecommuniceerd. Met alle gevolgen van dien: informatieverlies etc. Noem maar op. Ik denk dat je hier een real-time
object hebt, oftewel het IFC model waarin voortdurend gewijzigd kan worden maar wel door een aantal aangewezen
functionarissen in het proces. Waar we het al eerder over gehad hebben. Dus ik denk dat dat een absolute meerwaarde
van dit verhaal is dat je voortdurend real-time informatie tot de beschikking hebt. Informatie mag in principe nooit
achterhaalt zijn. Dus het antwoord op je vraag is: Ja.”
Dennis: “En als je kijkt naar de methode van het berekenen van de volumes van de stortfaseringen met de hand op
papieren tekeningen?”
Pim: “In principe worden die kubieke meters vooraf berekend. Ik sta zelf niet met de voeten op de bouwplaats, met de
voeten in het cement, maar ik kan me voorstellen dat als er nog een stort moet plaatsvinden waar op dat moment nog
een kubieke meter volume bepaald worden. Dan kan ik me voorstellen dat het op de bouwplaats een zeer bruikbare tool
is. Maar nogmaals ik zit meer in de advieskant. Ik zit in het traject daarvoor.”
Vraag 3. Wat denkt u van het eerst werkende prototype (het gedeelte voor de Digibouw applicatie) en de toekomstige
mogelijkheden van de tool?
Dennis: “Hierbij moet je dus nog wel rekening houden met de vervolgstappen, ofwel de laatste stap die aan het script van
de tool toegevoegd moet worden.”
Pim: “Ik denk absoluut dat je op de goede weg zit, nu is het verder nog een uitdaging. Misschien is dat nog niet wat in je
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afstuderen voorkomt: Om van de theorie praktijk te gaan maken. Want daar is waar ik voornamelijk op hamer. Ik zou te
gek vinden als jij straks kunt afstuderen en laat zien op welke manier het kan gebeuren, om aan te tonen dat het wel kan!
Hoe het daadwerkelijk toegepast gaat worden. De achterliggende gedachte is top, echter probeer jezelf nog te triggeren.
Om het ook dadelijk uit te werken en voeren met een partij en het onderdeel kan worden van…”
Vraag 4. Wordt de stap tussen BIM en de bouwplaats door dit soort tools kleiner? We hebben op dit moment de
‘projecting tool’ als voorbeeld. Hoe denkt u hierover?
Dennis: “We zitten nu namelijk vooral te hameren op het feit dat BIM gebruikt wordt in de ontwerpfase van het bouwproject
en nog niet zozeer in de uitvoerende fase.”
Pim: “Wat je hier gaat doen, waar jij nu mee bezig bent is het versterken van de koppeling tussen de adviestak (ontwerptak)
en de uitvoerende tak. Dit omdat je uitvoeringstechnisch gerelateerde informatie aan je objecten gaat toekennen, daar
komt het eigenlijk op neer. En hetgeen heel sterk is aan dat wat jij nu aan het doen bent is dat je het real-time kunt doen.
Je kunt eigenlijk op desgewenst tijdstip de gewenste informatie uit het model halen. Dat zal natuurlijk wel van tevoren
erin gestopt moeten worden. Maar dan kom ik weer op het verhaal waar we het in het begin over hadden, dat wordt een
samenwerking tussen uitvoering en ontwerp. Dat wil zeggen dat bij wijze van een projectleider of een uitvoerder in een
vroegtijdig stadium het model gaat opbouwen. De informatie die jij toevoegt aan de objecten die moet in samenspraak
tussen ontwerper en uitvoerder zijn.”
Dennis: “Dat licht er aan in welk stadium je zit natuurlijk. Bij de funderingsbalken zie ik het nog niet zo zeer voor me dat
het per se een samenwerking tussen ontwerper en uitvoerder moet zijn.”
Pim: “Maar ik zie het niet gebeuren dat een uitvoerende tak, oftewel een aannemer deze informatie in het model gaat
stoppen. Want waar ga je vervolgens je verantwoordelijkheden neerleggen?”
Dennis: “Als wij op dit moment de volumes uitrekenen voor de stortvolumes gaat dat toch ook niet teruggekoppeld
worden naar de uitvoerende partij?”
Pim: “Nee, je moet het zo zien. Je hebt een ontwerpende partij en een uitvoerende partij. Ik zie ons even als een ontwerpende
partij, wij tekenen het wij genereren ook de kubieke meters uit ons verhaal. Maar het kan zo zijn dat een aannemer zegt:
ik wil die en die die informatie. Dat is belangrijk voor mijn stort of project. Die informatie moet de ontwerpende partij
wel in het model stoppen. Het gaat erom dat uitvoering gerelateerde informatie in de vorm van parameters in het model
wordt toegevoegd een vroegtijdig stadium. De aannemer zelf moet niet deze informatie eraan toevoegen, dan zou gaat
hij zijn gewenste informatie eerst erin stoppen en vervolgens direct eruit halen. Je wilt niet hebben dat de aannemer in
het IFC model gaat werken, dat wil je te allen tijde voorkomen. Het ontwerp moet definitief zijn en het moet een ontwerp
zijn gereed voor uitvoering. Het is dus niet zo dat je het model nog kan wijzigen, je moet enkel die informatie eruit kunnen
halen.”
Dennis: “Ja dat sowieso ook. Maar de markering die je wil uiteindelijk toevoegen aan het IFC model. De uitvoerder bepaalt
uiteindelijk wanneer een bepaalde stort plaats zal moeten vinden, deze informatie zou je op dat moment nog als een
parameter aan het desbetreffende object willen hangen.”
Pim: “Zoiets is dan al eerder met de ontwerpende partij besloten? De planning wordt namelijk al veel eerder gemaakt in
het gehele bouwproces. Op dit moment gebeurt het nog niet zo, maar in de toekomst moet de modelleur bij wijze in een
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vroegtijdig stadium aan tafel gaan zitten met de aannemer en ontwerpende partij om zo informatie aan de objecten te
koppelen.”
Dennis: “Maar we willen toch een real-time model beschikbaar hebben? Dit soort zaken zoals personeel dat beschikbaar
is voor het storten van een funderingsbalk, tijden en volumes worden toch pas een dag of op de dag zelf vastgesteld?
Stel dat ik zeg dat ik er op dit moment extra informatie aan wil toevoegen, dan moet dat toch een mogelijkheid zijn.
Dan is het real-time en is het model uitvoeringsgereed. Je moet het meer zien ook als een archief c.q. centrale opslag van
projectdata.”
Pim: “Het zou natuurlijk wenselijk zijn als men zoveel mogelijk informatie die bekend is al zo vroeg mogelijk aan het model
koppelt. Sommige dingen weet je inderdaad tijdens de opzet van een eerste planning nog niet.”
Dennis: “Vanuit mijn perceptie zou je juist die informatie op dat moment nog moeten toevoegen. Dat is wat ik zojuist
getracht hebt uit te leggen. Dit soort simpele informatie zou je dan toch door een gebruiker van de applicatie eraan
kunnen hangen, echter moet je op blijven letten met verantwoordelijkheden.”
Vraag 5. Op een schaal van 1 tot 10, welk cijfer zou u geven aan de onderstaande criteria met betrekking tot (het
prototype van) de ‘projecting tool’, waarbij het dus mogelijk is om onder andere volumes uit het bouwmodel te
berekenen?
Criteria

- Het idee en concept (in het algemeen): 9
- Praktische behoefte voor een dergelijke tool: 7

Pim: “Is eigenlijk een vraag die je bij de aannemer neer moeten leggen. Ik heb daar niet de benodigde kennis van.”
- Praktische gebruik van de tool: 5
Pim: “Daar kan ik nog niet een voldoende voor geven. Je zit namelijk nog niet op dat level, dat deze tool ook daadwerkelijk
toegepast kan worden. Dat zie ik nu nog niet.”
Dennis: “Daarmee is het ook een prototype.”
- Toekomstige mogelijkheden en implementatie: 6
Pim: “Ik denk dat dit een hele sterke basis is om verder uit te werken. Echter, daar ligt nog een hele grote uitdaging. Daar
wil ik je dus ook nog meer triggeren, dat kan dus nog zeker een 9 worden.”
Dennis: “Ik kan niet zeggen dat dit in het afstuderen verwezenlijkt gaat worden. Je moet namelijk als student voor jezelf
een kader stellen waarin je je werkzaamheden uit gaat voeren.”
Pim: “Dat snap ik en ik verwacht natuurlijk ook geen compleet uitgewerkte tool.”
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Interview resultaat ontwerp prototype
Datum: 		
Tijd: 			
Locatie: 		

3 mei 2017
11.45 – 12.30 uur
B&B Bouw Data Combinatie te Maastricht

Naam: 			
Bedrijf: 			
Functie: 		

Gerard van Booma		
B&B Bouw Data Combinatie
Eigenaar en adviseur

Vraag 1. Zal de ‘projecting tool’ bruikbaar zijn in de praktijk? Is deze gemakkelijk te gebruiken en willen de
bouwplaatsmedewerkers deze ook daadwerkelijk gebruiken?
Gerard: “Als deze techniek, deze mogelijkheid, in software wordt ingebouwd. Dan zal dat een heel dankbare tool zijn.
Bijvoorbeeld kijkende naar je voorbeeld met de funderingsbalken. Mocht je op dit moment in de bouw volumes willen
weten, dan zal men toch met een kladblok en pen uit moeten gaan rekenen wat de volume is van het ene deel en van het
andere deel. Met deze tool wordt dat automatisch gegenereerd. Het hele markeringsgedeelte, wat nu dan in Illustrator
is gedaan, als dat gaat zoals je het voorstelt en vertelt dan is dat zeker te doen. Ik stel voor dat het met een tablet en een
pennetje gaat gebeuren. Wanneer men in de Digibouw applicatie direct op de .PDF of .SVG een markering kan tekenen
dan zou dat veel gemakkelijker zijn, daar kun je gewoon mee uit de voeten.”
Vraag 2. Is het een mogelijk betere werkmethode dan de hedendaagse c.q. gebruikelijke werkmethode?
Gerard: “Ja, dat lijkt me wel. Omdat je nu dus gewoon de hoeveelheden gegeneerd krijgt. Het is natuurlijk al een hele slag
geweest dat we nu gebruik kunnen maken van BIM modellen. En dat je daarin met bijvoorbeeld één muisklik kunt zien
hoeveel kuub inhoud een object heeft. Een stukje menselijke factor, waaruit fouten voort kunnen komen, ontneem je nu
eigenlijk uit het proces. Met een handmatige berekening vanaf het kladblokje kunnen fouten optreden.”
Vraag 3. Wat denkt u van het eerst werkende prototype (het gedeelte voor de Digibouw applicatie) en de toekomstige
mogelijkheden van de tool?
Gerard: “Ik zie dat het mogelijk is, dat heb je tevens laten zien. In het kader van de Digibouw tool om BIM op de bouwplaats
te krijgen, denk ik dat dit in een later stadium ingebouwd kan worden. In het eerste stadium zal men eerst moeten werken
aan een goede basis van de functionaliteiten die voor ogen zijn. Maar dit is zeker een goede toevoeging die ik niet zou
willen vergeten in een versie 2.0.”
Vraag 4. Wordt de stap tussen BIM en de bouwplaats door dit soort tools kleiner? We hebben op dit moment de
‘projecting tool’ als voorbeeld. Hoe denkt u hierover?
Gerard: “Dit brengt in een versie 2.0 het BIM verder naar de bouwplaats. Naar mijn inziens speelt het verhaal zich nog veel
af in de bouwkeet en niet zozeer op de werkvloer zelf. Omdat het daar af en toe beton regent, met andere woorden, dit komt
door de omstandigheden op de bouwplaats. Dat maakt voor de rest ook niet uit. Het gaat erom dat we al die tekeningen
en toestanden los laten, omdat we een heel mooi virtueel model hebben van hetgeen gerealiseerd moet worden. Met
BIM op de bouw proberen we dit namelijk al dichterbij te brengen. Maar dan zie je gewoon in de praktijk dat een gebouw
anders wordt uitgevoerd dan eerder was voorzien of bedacht. In dit geval kan een uitvoerder of werkvoorbereider zelf de
planning erop los laten en als iets in tweeën moet worden opgesplitst dan kan dat. Ik denk wel dat het de realiteit is.”
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Dennis: “Hoe ziet u het gebeuren wie deze input geeft in bijvoorbeeld deze parameter bij de stortfasering van de
funderingsbalken?’
Gerard: “Ik denk dat je dit niet aan de werkvoorbereider moet om naamgeving en invulling van deze parameters te gaan
organiseren. Ik verwacht dat dit meer iets is voor een programmeur of voor een BIM manager. Wel een BIM manager die
ook oog heeft voor hetgeen verder in Nederland en daarbuiten gebeurd wat betreft naamgeving en hoe je iets aangeeft.
Want anders is het straks de zoveelste parameter die aan een model wordt gehangen, de zoveelste extra ruis die men
tegen kan komen. Dan krijgt men een te rommelig model. Het feitelijke invullen zou vervolgens automatisch moeten
gebeuren en daar zou je ook geen omkijken meer naar moeten hebben. Er bestaat het idee om de planning te koppelen
aan de BIM op de bouw tool.”
Vraag 5. Op een schaal van 1 tot 10, welk cijfer zou u geven aan de onderstaande criteria met betrekking tot (het
prototype van) de ‘projecting tool’, waarbij het dus mogelijk is om onder andere volumes uit het bouwmodel te
berekenen?
Criteria
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- Het idee en concept (in het algemeen): 8
- Praktische behoefte voor een dergelijke tool: 7
- Praktische gebruik van de tool: 7
- Toekomstige mogelijkheden en implementatie: 8
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Interview resultaat ontwerp prototype
Datum: 		
Tijd: 			
Locatie: 		

3 mei 2017
13.15 – 13.45 uur
Bouwplaats Campagne te Maastricht

Naam: 			
Bedrijf: 			
Functie: 		

Roger Suijkerbuijk		
Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Werkvoorbereider		

Vraag 1. Zal de ‘projecting tool’ bruikbaar zijn in de praktijk? Is deze gemakkelijk te gebruiken en willen de
bouwplaatsmedewerkers deze ook daadwerkelijk gebruiken?
Roger: “Ik denk dat deze nog verder ontwikkeld moet worden. De gebruiksvriendelijkheid ligt ook aan de apparatuur en
software die gebruikt zou worden, maar je kunt er zeker informatie mee uit het model halen die gewenst is in de bouwkeet
of op de bouwplaats.”
Vraag 2. Is het een mogelijk betere werkmethode dan de hedendaagse c.q. gebruikelijke werkmethode?
Roger: “Het is geautomatiseerd, dus waarschijnlijk ja. Mocht alles goed functioneren. Een stukje menselijke factor haal
je uit de werkmethode. De kans op fouten die gemaakt worden bij het uitvoeren van een dergelijke taak wordt hiermee
verminderd.”
Vraag 3. Wat denkt u van het eerst werkende prototype (het gedeelte voor de Digibouw applicatie) en de toekomstige
mogelijkheden van de tool?
Roger: “Voor de toekomst zie ik het gebeuren dat je met een digitale markeerstift op een digitale bouwtekening een
markering kunt zetten om vervolgens de gewenste informatie uit het model te trekken. Dit kan dan bijvoorbeeld via een
tablet plaatsvinden. Nu zitten daar nog teveel programma’s tussenin bijvoorbeeld bij het markeren. Als deze stappen uit
het proces gefilterd zouden zijn, dan is de tool makkelijker in gebruik.”
Vraag 4. Wordt de stap tussen BIM en de bouwplaats door dit soort tools kleiner? We hebben op dit moment de
‘projecting tool’ als voorbeeld. Hoe denkt u hierover?
Roger: “Ik denk dat de stap naar buiten inderdaad wel wordt verkleind. Zoals ik al had aangegeven, wanneer het proces
verder doorontwikkeld wordt en er enkele stappen uit worden gehaald dan zie ik daar zeker potentie in. Het gebruik en de
interface zijn zeer belangrijk natuurlijk.”
Vraag 5. Op een schaal van 1 tot 10, welk cijfer zou u geven aan de onderstaande criteria met betrekking tot (het
prototype van) de ‘projecting tool’, waarbij het dus mogelijk is om onder andere volumes uit het bouwmodel te
berekenen?
Criteria

- Het idee en concept (in het algemeen): 8
- Praktische behoefte voor een dergelijke tool: 7
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Dennis: “Zou er behoefte zijn voor een dergelijke tool vanuit het bouwplaatspersoneel of het kantoorpersoneel?”
Roger: “Ik denk dat een uitvoerder heel gemakkelijk die hoeveelheden en bijvoorbeeld de kilo’s wapening of het aantal
vierkante meter bakstenen (of stuks) uit het model kan halen op deze manier. Zonder teveel telwerk en berekeningen.
Enkele een markering geven en het programma doet de rest.”
- Praktische gebruik van de tool: 4
Roger: “Bruikbaar is het op dit moment nog niet. Voor mij, als ik dit zou moeten doen nu op de bouwplaats, kan ik dit niet
denk ik. Maar als het later doorontwikkeld is het cijfer zeker hoger! Gebruiksvriendelijk zonder teveel tussenstappen, dat is
waar de uiteindelijke tool aan moet voldoen. Maar ik begrijp dat dit een prototype is.”
- Toekomstige mogelijkheden en implementatie: 8
Roger: “Mogelijkheden zijn er genoeg voor deze tool.”
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Interview resultaat ontwerp prototype
Datum: 		
Tijd: 			
Locatie: 		

3 mei 2017
14.00 – 14.30 uur
Bouwplaats Campagne te Maastricht

Naam: 			Pascal Vleugels		
Bedrijf: 			
Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Functie: 		
Uitvoerder
Vraag 1. Zal de ‘projecting tool’ bruikbaar zijn in de praktijk? Is deze gemakkelijk te gebruiken en willen de
bouwplaatsmedewerkers deze ook daadwerkelijk gebruiken?
Pascal: “Ja, het is zeker bruikbaar. Ik als uitvoerder zal daar niet zo snel gebruik van maken. Maar de nieuwe generatie
zoals bijvoorbeeld een Walther die kan dat zeer zeker gaan gebruiken. Ik heb zelf die slag wat gemist met dat tekenwerk.”
Vraag 2. Is het een mogelijk betere werkmethode dan de hedendaagse c.q. gebruikelijke werkmethode?
Pascal: “Ik weet niet hoe lang je daar mee bezig bent om dat te maken, met andere woorden tot je de gewenst uitkomst
hebt.”
Dennis: “Nu duurt het inderdaad nog iets te lang en zijn er een paar stappen in het gehele proces die doorlopen worden,
die eigenlijk niet gewenst zijn. Het idee is dat men straks via een tablet in een .PDF tekening een markering aangeeft,
waarna het resultaat uit het .IFC vervolgens direct wordt weergegeven.”
Pascal: “Kijk, daar zit dan altijd wat tijdwinst dat het oplevert. En tevens meer nauwkeurigheid. Een stukje menselijk
handelen wordt hiermee ontnomen waardoor inderdaad deze nauwkeurigheid verbeterd wordt. Bovendien wordt de
kans op menselijke fouten verkleind.”
Vraag 3. Wat denkt u van het eerst werkende prototype (het gedeelte voor de Digibouw applicatie) en de toekomstige
mogelijkheden van de tool?
Pascal: “De ontwikkelingen gaan tegenwoordig allemaal zo snel, ik denk wel dat het eerder is dan 10 jaar alvorens er
veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt gaat worden van dit soort tools. Voor het hele 3D tekenwerk geldt hetzelfde verhaal, nog
geen drie jaar geleden wisten we nog niet wat een BIM coördinator was bij wijze van. Nu zie en hoor je er steeds meer over.”
Vraag 4. Wordt de stap tussen BIM en de bouwplaats door dit soort tools kleiner? We hebben op dit moment de
‘projecting tool’ als voorbeeld. Hoe denkt u hierover?
Pascal: “Ja, dat denk ik wel. Dit zijn wat praktische tools. Er zijn natuurlijk wel tools op de markt die betrekking hebben
op de opleverings- en ontwerpfase, het idee hier is om meer naar de praktijk te gaan. Het gaat steeds sneller, dit soort
automatisering. Ik kan het me toch wel voorstellen. We zijn op dit moment uit de crisis, bedrijven zijn meer geneigd om
te investeren. Mede in personen die gerelateerd is aan het BIM gebeuren. In de aannemerswereld is met behulp van BIM
voldoende geld te besparen, ik wil niet zeggen verdienen. Er zijn nog altijd veel te veel faalkosten, dat komt toch door
onnauwkeurigheid van tekeningen of tekeningen die niet goed op elkaar zijn afgestemd.”
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Vraag 5. Op een schaal van 1 tot 10, welk cijfer zou u geven aan de onderstaande criteria met betrekking tot (het
prototype van) de ‘projecting tool’, waarbij het dus mogelijk is om onder andere volumes uit het bouwmodel te
berekenen?
Criteria

- Het idee en concept (in het algemeen): 8
- Praktische behoefte voor een dergelijke tool: 7

Pascal: “Dan kijk ik even meer naar de grotere projecten, dan moet ook voornamelijk een werkvoorbereider als Roger
zich meer in het BIM gaan storten en aanpassen. Daar zullen opleidingen en cursussen voor moeten komen, bedrijven
staan daar wel voor open denk ik. Dan gaat zoiets in de bouwkeet ook sneller, deze ontwikkeling. De tool kan helpen,
het vergemakkelijkt de werkzaamheden. Als we namelijk op de derde verdieping boven aan het storten zijn en je bent
bijvoorbeeld 200 kuub aan het storten. Stel je voor dat je inderdaad buiten op de tablet een gebied aan kunt geven wat
momenteel gestort is, hoeveel is het resterende vlak nog? Nu roepen we Dré (de kraanmachinist) op om een foto te maken
van het gestorte gedeelte vanuit de kraan. Deze houden we vervolgens op de tekening om vervolgens handmatig te
berekenen wat het volume zou moeten zijn.”
- Praktische gebruik van de tool: 7
- Toekomstige mogelijkheden en implementatie: 7,5/8
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Interview resultaat ontwerp prototype
Datum: 		
Tijd: 			
Locatie: 		

3 mei 2017
14.30 – 15.00 uur
Bouwplaats Campagne te Maastricht

Naam: 			Walther Weerts		
Bedrijf: 			
Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Functie: 		
Assistent uitvoerder
Vraag 1. Zal de ‘projecting tool’ bruikbaar zijn in de praktijk? Is deze gemakkelijk te gebruiken en willen de
bouwplaatsmedewerkers deze ook daadwerkelijk gebruiken?
Walther: “Bruikbaar voor de praktijk denk ik wel. Maar of dit echt gebruikt gaat worden door bijvoorbeeld een timmerman.
Dat denk ik niet. Het is ideaal om bijvoorbeeld volumes uit te rekenen, dus door het uitvoerend personeel in de keet zou
het wel gebruikt kunnen worden.”
Vraag 2. Is het een mogelijk betere werkmethode dan de hedendaagse c.q. gebruikelijke werkmethode?
Walther: “Ja. Het voordeel is dat je precies de gewenste vorm kunt markeren (aangeven) op de tekening. Het is dus specifiek
in te vullen door de gebruiker. Het stuurt hiermee goed in op de wensen van de eindgebruikers.”
Vraag 3. Wat denkt u van het eerst werkende prototype (het gedeelte voor de Digibouw applicatie) en de toekomstige
mogelijkheden van de tool?
Walther: “Ik zie voor de toekomst wel gebeuren dat het positief kan uitpakken. We zijn nu bijvoorbeeld bezig met het
metselwerk buiten. Als het dan bijvoorbeeld mogelijk is om al het metselwerk aan te klikken en markeren, dan rollen daar
meteen de waarden van het aantal vierkante meters uit bijvoorbeeld. En dat is zeker handig. De uitvoering wordt dan
misschien wel een beetje lui, maar je moet het jezelf makkelijk maken.”
Vraag 4. Wordt de stap tussen BIM en de bouwplaats door dit soort tools kleiner? We hebben op dit moment de
‘projecting tool’ als voorbeeld. Hoe denkt u hierover?
Walther: “Daar ga ik wel vanuit. Ik kan momenteel niet veel met BIM, maar als er meer van dit soort praktische tools
komen, dan zou het wellicht het werk makkelijker maken.”
Vraag 5. Op een schaal van 1 tot 10, welk cijfer zou u geven aan de onderstaande criteria met betrekking tot (het
prototype van) de ‘projecting tool’, waarbij het dus mogelijk is om onder andere volumes uit het bouwmodel te
berekenen?
Criteria

- Het idee en concept (in het algemeen): 8,5

Walther: “Het concept alleen al is een stap in de goede richting.”
- Praktische behoefte voor een dergelijke tool: 7
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Walther: “Als ik zou kijken naar de leeftijden van de bouwplaatsmedewerkers en ze zouden allemaal onze leeftijd hebben
(in de twintig), dan zou de behoefte misschien groter zijn. Momenteel en in de toekomst hebben we voornamelijk te maken
met vergrijzing in de aannemende bouwsector.”
- Praktische gebruik van de tool: 7
Walther: “Kijk, geef je de tablet met deze uiteindelijke tool straks mee aan een HBO- of WO- student dan kan hij of zij daar
zeker mee overweg. Maar ik zie niet iedere bouwplaatsmedewerker buiten rondlopen met een tablet en die gebruik kan
maken van de projecting tool.”
- Toekomstige mogelijkheden en implementatie: 8
Walther: “Het is momenteel nog ver weg, maar ik denk dat in de toekomst ook de timmerman zelfs nog ooit met een
tablet rond gaat lopen. Het ligt er natuurlijk ook wel een beetje aan in welke branche de medewerker werkzaam is. Een
elektricien en kozijnenboer gaat er wellicht eerder gebruik van maken dan een tegelzetter of een stucadoor.”
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Interview resultaat ontwerp prototype
Datum: 		
Tijd: 			
Locatie: 		

4 mei 2017
9.30 - 9.50 uur
Bouwplaats Campagne te Maastricht

Naam:			Ivo Schins
Bedrijf: 			
Van Wijnen Sittard B.V.
Functie: 		
Projectleider		
Vraag 1. Zal de ‘projecting tool’ bruikbaar zijn in de praktijk? Is deze gemakkelijk te gebruiken en willen de
bouwplaatsmedewerkers deze ook daadwerkelijk gebruiken?
Ivo: “Ja, als het makkelijk kunt selecteren en dergelijke, dan wel natuurlijk. Het ligt er maar net aan hoe het programma
is geschreven in de uiteindelijke toestand. Het is inderdaad nu nog een prototype, later zal er een gebruiksvriendelijke
interface nodig zijn voor je laptop of tablet om het voor iedereen bruikbaar te maken. Het moet goed werken, snel zijn en
makkelijk toetsen hebben.”
Vraag 2. Is het een mogelijk betere werkmethode dan de hedendaagse c.q. gebruikelijke werkmethode?
Ivo: “Ja, ik vind van wel. Je hebt alles in één hand, alle benodigde informatie is te vinden in één enkel model. Dat is natuurlijk
super.”
Vraag 3. Wat denkt u van het eerst werkende prototype (het gedeelte voor de Digibouw applicatie) en de toekomstige
mogelijkheden van de tool?
Ivo: “Je hebt nu eigenlijk alleen een makkelijk onderdeeltje van de bouw genomen, namelijk de fundering. Ik begrijp dat je
een startpunt moet nemen en dit langzaam op moet bouwen. Wanneer je kijkt naar bijvoorbeeld de gevel, metselwerk of
dakaansluitingen dan wordt het al wat complexer. De vraag is dan hoe je daar mee omgaat. Om de tool te laten werken
is het goed dat je deze ietswat simpele situatie hebt genomen. Echter, als je de tool straks zou willen uitbreiden hoe gaat
men dan om met deze meer ingewikkelde situaties.”
Vraag 4. Wordt de stap tussen BIM en de bouwplaats door dit soort tools kleiner? We hebben op dit moment de
‘projecting tool’ als voorbeeld. Hoe denkt u hierover?
Ivo: “Het staat en valt ook met het soort uitvoerder en bouwteam dat je op de bouw hebt zitten. Wanneer je een jonge,
moderne uitvoerder hebt is deze wat meer bedreven met digitale hulpmiddelen. Een uitvoerder van de oude stempel is
eerder geneigd om in zijn gewoontes te blijven.”
Vraag 5. Op een schaal van 1 tot 10, welk cijfer zou u geven aan de onderstaande criteria met betrekking tot (het
prototype van) de ‘projecting tool’, waarbij het dus mogelijk is om onder andere volumes uit het bouwmodel te
berekenen?
Criteria

- Het idee en concept (in het algemeen): 7
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Ivo: “Een moderne uitvoerder wil en kan hier vast gebruik van maken. Een uitvoerder van de oude generatie begint hier
even simpel gezegd niet meer aan. Dat weet ik zeker gelet op de praktijk.”
- Praktische behoefte voor een dergelijke tool: 7
Ivo: “Het kan wel met de hand maar je maakt het op deze manier een stuk handiger.”
- Praktische gebruik van de tool: 8
Ivo: “Ik vind het persoonlijk heel erg makkelijk vinden mits ik er mee kan werken natuurlijk. Ook om gewoon even te
kunnen kijken bij de funderingsbalken bijvoorbeeld, wanneer je veel verspringingen en sparingen hebt duurt het even
voordat je volumes handmatig hebt uitgerekend. Met een klik in de tool zou je bij wijze van dit volume direct hebben.”
- Toekomstige mogelijkheden en implementatie: 8
Ivo: “Doorontwikkeling is hier nog wel nodig om het geheel eenvoudig te laten zijn. Simpel in gebruik moet voorop staan,
er moeten geen opleidingen of cursussen benodigd zijn voor de eindgebruikers om de tool te kunnen gebruiken.”
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